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This repor~is a supplement to reference 1 and describes the usage of a 
computer program implementing an improved vortex-core method described in ref-, 
erence 1. The method is applicable to cambered wings, straked wings or wings 
with leading-edge vortex flaps at subsonic speeds. The prediction of lifting 
pressure distribution and the computer time based on the diffused vortex-
filament method in reference 2 have been improved by using a pair of concentrated 
vortex cores above the wing surface. 
In the following, the program capabilities, input format and output format 
are described. Then, input data of two sample test cases ( a delta wing with 
conical camber and a double delta wing) and the corresponding output, as well 
as the program listing are given. 
PROGRAM CAPABILITIES 
This program has the following main features: 
(1) Arbitrary camber shapes may be defined at ten or less spanwise stations. 
Option for exactly defining leading-edge flap geometry is also provided. 
(2) Eight spanwise strips are usually used for simple wings (such as delta 
wings) and nine spanwise strips for double delta wings. 
(3) The side-edge vortex system is incorporated. 
(4) In the core model method, the starting solution for wings at angles of 
attack less than 20 degrees is taken to be the initial shape at 20-degrees 
angle of attack. 
Group 1 
TTL (I) 
INPUT DATA FORMAT 
Format (16AS) 
Any title identifying the case to be run. END in first three columns 
terminates the job. 
tJf3-7tJS7r~ 
Group 2 Format (615) 2 






Number of constant x-locations where the spanwise lifting pressures 
are to be interpolated. Limited to twenty-five. 
= 0, if initial locations of free elements are calculated in the 
program. 
= 1, if initial locations of free elements are to be read from data 
cards. For wirigs at angles of attack less than 20 degrees, the initial 
shape at 20 degrees is to be used. 
Maximum number of iterations to be performed (usually between 7 and 9). 
= 0, if coordinates of free elements after the last iteration are not 
to be punched out. 
= 1, if coordinates of free elements after the "last iteration are to 
be punched out. 
KUl = 2, two iterations to be perfornied in the vortex filament model. 
~: If KUl is greater than MITER~ the vortex filament model is to be run in 






Number of spanwise sections on the rig~twing (bounded by points of 
discontinuities in geometry, such as change in sweep). Limited to 
two. (See sketch 1). 
Number of spanwise strips in each spanwise section plus one. Limited 
to twenty. 
0, for non-cambered airfoils. 
= l,if cambered ordinates are to be read in. 
= 2, if camber slopes are defined analytically ip subroutine ZCDX. 







1ST Number of y-stations at which camber ordinates are read in •. Limited 
to ten. If ICAM=3, 1ST is the number of leading-edge flap segments; 
for example, 1ST would be I for a simple flat leading-edge flap. If 
lCAM=I, at least two y stations are needed, one being at the root and 
the other being at the tip. 










CLS Reference lift coefficient. 
Note: The reference lift coefficient CLS for use in adjusting the core move-
ment is based on the suction analogy as implemented by Lan (reference 3). 
Group 6 Format (915) 
NFSH(I) Number of segments along each vortex element on the leading-edge 
free vortex sheet. 
= 5, if ITERS = O. 
= 6, if ITERS = 3. 
Omit Groups 7, 8 and 9 if IeAM # 1. Repeat Group 7, 8,9 1ST times. 
Format (4FlO.6) 
y-station at which camber ordinates are read in. 





CURV(I) = 0, if camber is to be formed by connecting straight segments, with 





= 1, if cubic spline interpolation is used. 
= 2, if cubic spline interpolation is used, with first segment being 
flat leading-edge flap. 
Chord length at YT(I) station. 
Format (8F10.6) 
x/c values at which camber ordinates are read in for YT(I) station. 
Format (8FlO.6) 
CA(J) z/c values of camber ordinates at the corresponding XT(I,J) locations. 
Omi t Groups 10, 11 and 12 if ICAM :f 3. Repeat 1ST times .•. 
Group 10 Format (2FlO.6) 
YLEF(I,l) Extreme inboard y-coordinate of I-th flat leading-edge. flap segment. 
YLEF(I,2) Extreme outboard y-coord:;inate of I-th flat leading-edge flap segment. 
Group 11 Format (6FlO.6) 
XLF(I,l») First corner point coordinates of I-th flat leading-edge flap seg-






XLF(1,2») Second corner 
YLF(1,2) segment. 
point coordinates of 1-th flat leading-edge flap 
Z2 
Group 12 Format (6FlO.6) 
XLF(1,3») Third corner point 
YLF(1,3) segment. 
Z3 
coordinates of 1-th flat leading-edge flap 
XLF(1,4)1 Fourth corner point coordinates of 1-th flat leading-edge flap 
YLF(1,4) > segment. 
Z4 
Note: The flat flap must be inside the boundary of planform described in Group 13. 
Group 13 Format (6FlO.5) 







Leading-edge x-coordinate of the inboard chord. 
Trailing-edge x-coordinate of the inboard chord. 
y~coordinate of the inboard chord. 
Leading-edge x-coordinate of the outboard chord. 
Trailing-edge x-coordinate of the outboard chord. 
y-coordinate of the outboard chord. 
Omit Groups 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 if NCONTS O. 
Group 14 Format (1012) 
NELM(I) Number of vortex segments along each vortex element in the leading-
edge vortex system. 
Group 15 Format (8FlO.4) 
XE(J) ) x-, y- and z-coordinates of endpoints (away from the leading edge) 
YE(J) \ of the leading-edge vortex segments on" and above the wing surface. 
ZE(J) 
Group 16 Format (1012) 
NNELM(I) Number of vortex segments along each vortex element in the wake 
system behind the trailing edge. 
Group 17 Format (8F10.4) 
XXE(J») X-, y- and z-coordinates of downstream endpoints of wake vortex 
YYE(J) 
ZZE(J) 
segments behind the trailing edge. 
Omit Groups 18 and 19 if the wing plan form has a zero tip chord. 
Group 18 Format (1012) 
NTLM(1) Number of vortex segments along each vortex element in the side-
edge vortex system. 
Group 19 Format (8FlO.4) 
6 
XT1P(1,J»)X-, y- and z-coordinates of endpoints (away from the side edge) of 























(1) First, all input data will be printed. 
(2) Camber slopes at wing bound elements (with respect to fine grids). 
DZDXV } 
DZDYV 
At bound elements 




} At control points 
DZDYV At bound elements. 
(4) Camber slopes at leading-edge control points of each spanwise strip. 
DZDX } 
DZDY 
At leading-edge control points. 




} x-, y- and z-coordinates of endpoints (away from the leading edge) of vortex segments in the leading-edge vortex element 
system on and above the wing. 




} x-, y- and z-coordinates of each vortex segment in the wake system behind the trailing edge . 
(7) Plots of leading-edge free elements above the wing andwak~ elements 
behind the trailing edge, on X-Y, X-Z and Y-Zplanes respectively •. 




Nondimensiona1 x-coordinate, referred to local chord (with 
respect to coarse grids). 
nondimensional y-station, referred to wing semi-span. 






(9) Leading-edge vortex strengths: 
2Y/B Nondimensional y-station, referred to wing semi-span. 
CAPGAMA Strength of the leading-edge free element (r) at the given 2Y/B. 
(10) Wing surface lifting-p'ressure distribution: 
X/C Nondimensional x-coordinate, referred to local chord (with respec,t 
to fine grids). 
2Y/B Nondimensional y-station, referred to wing semi-span. 
DELTA-CP The total 6C at the given (X/C, 2Y/B) p 
(II)' Sectional characteristics: 
I Spanwise station number (numbered from root to tip). 
CLI Sectional lift coefficient. 
eMI Sectional pitching moment coefficient about the y-axis. 
CDI Sectional induced drag coefficient. 
CTI Sectional leading-edge thrust co~fficient. 
(12) The next group of output variables is the overall aerodynamic characteristics. 
(13) Spanwise lifting pressures at constant x-locations .. 
Y y-coordinate. 
2Y/B(LOCAL) Nondimensional y-station, referred to wing local semi-span. 
DELTA-CP Total 6C at the given (x,y). p 
(14) Summary sheet: 
ITERATION Iteration number. 
CL The total lift coefficient. 
CM The total pitching moment coefficient about y-axis. 
CD The total induced drag coefficient. 
CT The total leading-edge thrust coefficient. 
GMSUM Sum of strengths of leading-edge free'vortex elements, except 
the one at the center line. 
SFAC Sum of the magnitude of total force acting on the core and free 
sheet. 
(15) The last portion of the output consists of the converged positions and 
orientations of free sheet vortex elements and the concentrated core, and 
aerodynamic characteristics corresponding to the solution in which "SFAC" 
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Output of the First Sample Case 
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.1)1' 0 4 .150no .409?9 ..... 
.P9n92 • 15 nOo .32594 
.9 0 14f. .7500n .l P?11 
• I' 1 ;><:,4 .pP30? 4.7?011 
.•. 
.10QOP .PJOI102 3.66379 
.:;I~306 • IlP 102 1.1~/l53 
!~ 
-
.500(10 .1\.'1302 .5173? 
.716 c 4 .p.A3n2 -.07571 
.AQnQ? .p830? -.15154 
,~ 
.9A746 .P A30? -.52)<;4 
.Ol?!'i4 .Q6Qfl~ 4.6"7Q6 
.10 0 01'1 .QI'.'1P~ 4.':'i'Ar;c:; 
.?~3nf. .C69R5 1.5)<;117 
.5nooo .Q1'.9A5 1.?"34A 
.716Q4 .969R5 .3:??"4 
.PQnQ? .Q69 1l 5 .1?Q 31 







I CL C'" CO CT 
0 00 o. lO. 06 
1 .79?9? .29097 .470AO 0.00000 
? 1.1??f,4 .34315 .61919 0.00000 
J 1.?9P34 .03AP.3 • ·'4537 0.00000 . 
4 1.?111)9 -.2A3Al • 6659"i 0.00000 
5 .9P63? -.37 R7c; .4931? O.OnooO 
f. .7139 ? -.33113 .27731 0.00000 
7 • ('(''2f. 1 -.3'571,? .16599 0.00000 
P .93610 -.601 If- .1~331 0.00000 
TOTAL LIFT cn~FfYCr[~T= 1.05961 
TOTAL PITCHING ~O~ENT COfFFICIFNT= -.036Af, 
TOTAL rp~r, CO.fF~YCtENT= ."i72?0 
TOTAL THrUST r.OEFFIClnIT= 0.00000 
SPAN~I~E PPESSUPf AT CONSTA~T ~=. -.4(001) 
V ?V/R(LOCALI DELTA~CP 
.0?'599 .07538 .76345 
.100P3 .79 244 1.11946 . 
• 21~SO ~~2500 2.S1p 4 1 
SpANWISf pRESSIJPf AT CONSTA~IT x=. .410no 
v ?V/F(LnCALI DELiA-CP 
.0?599 .• 04501 .58770 
.100A3 .174c;9 .66697 
.21~50 .37313 1.?OA91 
.35f,1~ .6166P 1.74667 
.50S?4 .A75q6 1.29153 
SPANWISF PRE~sUPf AT CONSTaNT ~=, 1.20500 
y ~Y/A(LOCA1.1 OfLTA-CP 
.0?~q9 .n372c; .33??P 
; .100 A3 .1?~11 .3l?)4 
; 



















Similar results for several iterations till " SFAC " value 
shows an increase ( after fifth iteration ) from previous 
value. ( See summary sheet ·on ·next page) 




t"'I C0NYCAL CA~RER WINfi AT ALPHA 30.7 OEGREES 
ALPH ACOrG.)=30.700 ~ACH NUM~fP= 0.000 
ITfRATtON CL eM CC' CT GMSU~ SfAC 
."'0.0.0 •• •• •• •• •• • •••• • •••• 
0 1.015Q -.0107 .~n 37 0.000(1 1.85<;4 
1', 1.100b -.0<;46 .C:f>47 o.oono 1.R29? 
2 1.1t' Q7 -.OQ:;>5 .5P34 0.01'00 1.8104 
3 l.n<;96 _.n:,l69 .<;7?2 o.nono .1.1 47<; .fo443 
4 ).:;>1,47 
-.00£13 • foQ 17 0.(\000 1.19<;8 .7056 
5 1.3031, -.(\r)so .713A o.o(\nn 1.?OQ4 .71 Q5 
6 1.30511' -.00':'1 .7150 o.onon 1.?10P. .715Q 





,..., Ct'lNJCAL CAMRER WING AT ALPHA 30.7 DEGREfS 
ALPHA (OEr..1=30.700 MACH NUvAEP= 0.000 ITERATION NtJ~BER= 6 
Lf.A!'I~'r. fOr.E F'Lf~ENT5 
000000000000000000000 
00000.0 1°000 
1.40no -1.3639 -1.5624 -1.6000 -1.6000 -1.6000 -1.6000 -1.6000 -1.6000 -1.6000 -1.6000 -1~6000 -1.2316 -.6744 
-. rl'517 .1, 0 14 1.(.433 2.3156 ::I.n4Jn 3.7669 
.0571 • 0~17 o.nl')oo 0.0(100 o.nnon 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 '0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 .0651 .1637 
.27"'1Cl .405Cl .53?7 .'53U7 '.S2Q7 .<;;>96 
o.oono 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 .0"43 .0920 
.1"<;7 .7" 71 .3635 .4090 .4340 .4::1A1 
0000 ::>000 .. 
1.40no -1.0333 -1.36"3Q -1.3990 -1.5,90 -1.4139 -1.37A9 -1.3408 -1.2997 :'1.2573 -1.2573 -1'.2316 -.6744 -.0517 
."QJ I, 1.6433 2.~156, 3.0410 ?7""9 
.1540 • 1540 .0':.,77 .o~71 .or::,77 .nA25 .01'148 .07S5 .06nA .044A .044A .0651 .1(.37 .2739 
.41l<;Q 
• <; 17.2 .5307 .5297 .5?% 
n.oono 0.0000 0.0000 0.01100 '0.0000 .0~38 .0539 .0801 .0977 .1039 .0727 .0643 .OQ20 .1657 
.2<;71 .3"35 .409n .4340 .43Al 
o oft. 1).0 Cloooo 
1.4('no -.5A78 -1.0133 -1.0642 -1.11'174 -1.1038' -1.0104 -:-.Cl089 -.7993 -.68"3 -.6863 -'.6744 -.OS17 .6914 
1.6433 ?::I15" 3.0410 1.7(.69 
.?nCl6 .?A36 .IS40 • }";4 0 .15 4 0 ,.?200 .2260 .?O13 .1671 .IIQ5 .1195 .1637 .2739 .4059 
.53::>? .C,3fl7 .5297 .5?9'!> 
n.oonll 0.0000 0.0000 O.flOO U 0.0000 .0 ... 35 ' .1431 , .2136 .2606 .2771 .1940 .09;»0 .1657 .2571 
."3"35 .4fl90 .4340 .4'381 
0000.0 ,4<HIOO 
].40no -.(\PI2 _.r;P7R -.6130' 
-.1137 -."068 -.4932 -.3669 -.2<,64 -.OA04 -.0804 -.0517 .6914 1.64'33 
?11S" 3.11410 ::1.7""9 
.411n .4310 .1'1'136 ' .2836 .?A36 .3470 .3417 .7934 .2764 .1645 .1645 '.2739 .4059 .53<'2 
."::107 .5797 .<i2Q6 
o.nnno 0.0000 n.nnon o.onUO 0.,,000 .1048 .2155 .3038 .3562 .36<;8 .?325 .1(,57 .?5n .3635 
.40ClO .4340 .43111 
<10(>0 50000 
1.4nno' .4?54 -.oBli' ,-.1000 -.PSG -.01B5 .1093 .?1,O9 .4<;17 .6467 .6467 .6914 1.6433 2.3156 
1.0410 1.7"~9 
.57114 .571'14 .4310 • 4'::11 0 .'4310 .4Cl32 .4825, .4079 .31?3 .2214 .2274 .40C;9 .5322 .5307 
.S;;>Cl7 .5;;>Q6 
n.nnnn ll.nnoO o.oono o.OIJOO 0.0000 .1<;22 .3037 .4??1 .4A77 .4858 .2624 .7571 .3635 .4090 
~ .4340 .43P.l 
";:"",",0 (,0000 
1.4nnn .11709 .4254 .4130 .3637 .5"09 .7e06 1.0;»06 1.?932 1.5847 1.5847 1.6433 2.3156 3.0410 
.t:-, 3.766 Q 
'" 
'J 
.3593 .7(1,QO .7nFlO .5784 .57H4 .57~4 .6415 .614? .40); .2548 ~?54A .53?? .5307 .5~97 
.579(' 
n.(I'10n 0.0000 0.0000 0.0(100 o.nOo(l .;>191 .4414 .5 Q37 .6!';97 .663A .3019, .3635 .4090 .4340 
.4'Hq 





•• 0. 7'H~ •• 
1.4000 1.2016 .A7I}Q .R64 2 .A374 ].0677 1.3259 
.fl04:'\ .1'1043 .701'10 .70PO .70P(I .7650 .7516 
O.OCOO 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOUO 0.0000 .;>450 .S07A 
.... A._ .. 
1.4(100 1.30013 1.?016 1.199U 1.] RO O 1.4P57 1.8IA? 
.86?(I .fl331 .fl043 .A04~ .=l043 .A70S .ElS42 
0.0(100 0.0000 0'.0000 (1.0000 0.0000 .?Q?1 .ft175 
.; 
I.fl041 1.9}36 2.?47Q , ??47Q 
.63,,9 .41'175 .3ft4? .~64? 
~ 7135 .R4;>8 .9247 .SOAR 
?lA?" ?57<;2 2.9903 2.9903, 
.74?6 .6036 .48?? .4A?? 




















!'I ~I At(E fLn'ENTS 
u .... IHHI .... '''''HI <) 
........ 1 ........ 
" 1.4000 1.7000 2.0000 7.7500 3.5000 4.?C;00 5.0000 5.750(l 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 (l.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
UOo.ct ;> .... 00 
1.400(0 1.7000 1.99 84 2.7365 3.4?9A 3.9714 4.6104 5.C?510 
.0577' .0'i77 .0B71 .21 (It I .CiOO(' .P507 .9376 1.0114 
0.0000 0.0000 .0100 .0224 .0761; .459<; .R4C?5 1.??<;4 
-00000- ,,'>1'00 
1.4000 1.7000 1. 9 905 ?('f,97 3.?2c;~ 3.R44? 4.428<; 5.1?33 
.1 C4 0 .1540 .22PO .53/9 .",(1,45 .6A16 .3441 .09<;9 
0.0000 0.0000 .0102 .0~22 .4(,51 .A4PO 1.1754 1.3100 
ooa-Go 4 ...... 0 
1.4000 1.7000 1.9693 ?41'.27 3.01:;1'11 3.7053 4.:'I61lC? 5.0C;F.,q 
.?A1f. .?P.36 .4142 .A534 .1,01'-? ."002 .3561 .?A<;1 
0.( 1)00 0.0000 .0205 .37~6 .7SAC:; 1.1;;>29 1.44?6 1.73)] 
0000 ~§()OCl' 
1.4000 1.7000 1.9467 2.5430 3.1A75 3.8371 4.5017 5.](.,R1 
.4~10 .4~10 .5966 .AAIB .9037 .797R .62B? .401(' 
0.00(10 0.0000 .0415 .3Q!>8 .7787 1.13P.4 1.4417 1.700A 
4!-00* ,," .. 00 
1.40'10 1.7000 1. Q54A ?5F81 3.;'330 3.RP37 4.4696 5.1?04-
.57P4 .57fl4 .7300 .Q76& .91150 .7P?3 .4663 .14Q3 
0.0000 0.0000 .0456 .3627 .745(, 1.0C; p 6 1.4042 1.1'-0011 
~.ct.uoo 7 .... 00 
1.4000 1.7000 1. 0 629 ?59"0 3.;>512 3.90 9 7 4.5449 S.17AA 
.70 11 0 .70BO .A397 1.06b7 1.0664 .91',/,19 .A?OO .flO.:)(I, 
0.0000 0.0000 .0596 .3A77 .7<;62 1.1017 1.4716 I.P1;>A 
300000 1'1 ........ 
1.400(1 1.7(1)0 1.94?p ?575~ 3.;;>199 3.A<;97 4.5017 5.14,111 
.1l0 /.3 .8041 .Q4f,Q 1.0718 1.04('6 .Q<;47 .R??13 ."(,7A 
0.0000 0.0000 .103<; .41'164 • Rh93 1.?497 1.614? I. QI',1C; 
u.oo<o Q ........ 
1.4(100 1.7000 1. 0 68/\ ?6000 3.;;>497 3.Q105 4.6164 S.?6A9 , ........... 
.8<;"", .PC;SC; .A7?1 1.00 4 2 .Q49A .pI',9 9 .7?O3 .1001A 
0.0000 0.0000 .1321 ."'l~O .A PS9 1.1901 1.4<;1.1 1.f>41A 
-




'.' _Jo",. .....,...... 
.~---~- .. _, ...... -:.... : ••;..,: _ ._ .: .•. 4.~~~ .... ___ ... __ 
" "', .. 
A SII X 
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11+? + 





























-?non -J.lon -.~oO .70n 1.~OO 2.500 3.400 4.360 5.200 6.100 7.000 





l. SA A 














L 9 5 £ 2 1 t 1 
? • It 1 1 I 
V' £: 2 1 l 1 
• l I 
9 ~ + £ V ~ • 1 
L V I:: !i 2 I 
+ £: £: I .fj. 
• 1 OU'7° 
• 1. 
9 V I 
• I 
L 5 1 






































































































I---------T---------I---~-----T~--------I---------I---------r~--------I---------I---------I _________ I 
-2.noo -1.100 -.2{\0 ~1bo 1.600 2.500 4.300 5.200 6.100 7.000 






























































































































2 3 . 
1 2 4 








4 5 .6 
.. 




5 6 .7 
• • 
I---------T-----w~--I------~--T---------I---------I---------J---------I----~----I---------I---------I O.r-oo .11 0 .220. .550 .770 1.11l0 





.) WINf, VOPTfX C;TPfI\jGT .. S 
oooo§oooooo~~oo~~~oon 
X/r 2V/R GA"AY 
\too .... 00. 00006 
.017n4 .o~nl~ ?4??.31 
.14f.4 c .1)""15 .4F,~R? 
.370C:CI .01 n 15 .41"'32 
.f-?C4) • (I::> (1} e; .3::>4C;" 
.PC::;1c~ .n~I')C 
.?l e 3'" 
.ClR?Cl'" .03015 .O'q p., 
.01704 • II t,cp 1.7?flf,6 
.]4f.4C: .1 Jfo'?P .2340Cl 
.:no<::Q 
.11f:° P .4207<) 
.F.?04] .1 H ... QA 
.33701 
p",.,c:e; 
•• • .0 • 1 1 I-.QP .?c"i('[i 
• o.~ ;>Cf. • I, 1 f OA • rH' n'" 1 
.:11 'r ('1/4 .?:'I)on I' .?PQr.·O 
.14~4c .?"non .?"nq~ 
.17nC:Q .1''5(1)0 .?711 Q 
.61'041 .?t:('I(\(I .?nt:OA 
.QC:,c<; .?~(lon .?D41 
.Qp;:>q6 .?"non .070:'14 
.0]704 .413]P 2.!>f,f,!/) 
• 141'4<=. 
.4131 P .4<:C: P f . 
.~7('<;CI .411)1> .1<,l710 
.1)1'041 .4)3]8 .lA512 
.A535'5 .4]3I P .1<;992 
.9P?QI'- .4)318 .04500 
.0]7(14 .C:PF,P? 3.?PO(,~ 
.14~4C ."iPf>P? .51c:q~ 
.37nC;Q .<;pfP? .?94<;4 
.F.;>ql.l .C:pf>P? .)"01)<' 
.P<;,5<; .t:p6A? .)!l?Afl 
.QC!?qf, .~Pf,R? 
.01'015 
.0]704 .7<:01'0 3.93~4q 
.141.1." .7C:O(l(l .~;'3743 
.37(1"Q .7501)0 .44080 
.6;:>Q41 .7'5nlll) • n<;(,] 
..., • PC;3~·5 .7<;(lOn .];:>q3<; 
.QP;:>0f> .7C;OflO .031'71) 
• 0]704 .F!f<30? ".71'320 . 
;J .]4(,4 C .P R30? .F.2f?3 VI 
.370 CQ. .p Al0? .4P]I£' VI 
.f.?Cl4) .po,."'IO? • 37<;7!'! 
.RC,C:C: 
.IlP)nI' .??4?1l 
.QP?Of, .PA)(I? .01)1173 
" 
.(l17/)4 .0(,'M5 A.11529 
.14~4'5 .Q6Qnc; .~7<'99 
.370<:;0 .9~<;IA5 .590(,9 
.F,?941 .060 1"<: .474 Fo 4 
.1'15:'1'55 .Q60p5 .3;>~4S 
.9A?0" .0F,9AC; .IIMO 









.7<;n(lO • 1 <;'.('n 
.'




DEL TJI-CP OI<;TRIPllrrON 
o~ooooo*oooooo .... oooo .. 
X/C ?y/P. nrLTA-CP 
.. <H. ........ .. ........ 0 .... 
.01?54 .(130]5 6.9f!A06 
.1090A .030]5 1.604Q2 
.2P~(lf .1)30]5 .Fl4PS 
.50000 .11301~ • 740EH~ 
.71~q4 .IJJOI5 .5408/) 
.f'90 0l' .0-3015 • 37A1lQ 
.OP7 4 6 .113015 .14148 
.01?<;4 .116911 9.5'.001 
.lro op .1160P 3.Qp147 
.211~n6 .1169P 1.73??P 
.50noo .116<1R .7l''i~3 
• 7}f·Q4 .11698 .67064 
.IlQ(l9l' .111'.9R .34"10 
.QP74f, .11691l .23l'(,2 
.1J1?54 .?501'0 ?54033 
.10 0 ('lP .2<;1)(10 4.04'777 
.:>"1('16 .?'3000 ~.10560 
.51'000 .l'51100 1.67312 
.7}694 .2~OO(l .9101R 
.P<;I(lQ? .l'5000 .1'>11'.713 
.9P74f.o .l'500(l .3469~ 
.01:>'i4 .41311l 3.5<;7}4' 
• 1 ('IQOP. .4131P. 1.60551'1 
.?F:'l06 .4nlP 2.01749 
.50noo .4nlP l'.l:'1332 
.71"04 .4131e 1.3~Q05 
.BOoo? .4131P 1.1t;'lAIl 
.oq74f, .4111R .71<:;4,7 
.01l'54 .c;A6P? 3.:1741'>5 
.10 Q OP .c;P/)P? ???01'3 
.?P~06 .<;F)6f12 .~4266 
.50000 .c;'ll'-fl? 1.IlA304 
.71694 .'iR£,P? 1.30AOI) 
.R Q n92 .c;A£'P2 1.045A3 
.9A74£, .<;P6R? .Qt;100 
.01?54 .7,,000 3.(·?3~7 
.10Qrp .7<;00(1 2.80979 
.t' P 1n6 .7<;000 .7?Pfl7 
.snore .7"~(I(\ .4"6<:;5 lJ1 
.71 ':'Ct. .7"(1('11) .4f31Cl 
" 
.fl Q OQ2 .7=·000 .39?O2 
.ClP7:'6 .7C;I)On .i2P3C,!, . 
• 01:>,,4 .Mlno? 4.?F(lCl'i 
·10()/IF ."P)!)? 
.?~~/lf, .~P~II? 
P .<;0000 .P8311? 
.71'·04 ."P]O? 
.pon~? ."P3n;> 
.OP 7t" .. .'-IO)O? 
.01?::4 .Q~O~C; 
.1Oo"p • of· f")pc: 
























OG~OO ••• OO.a6.0 •• 00Q 
J CL CM CU CT 
0 *0 00 00 .... 
1 .O?AOP .381\15 • ~!>·l OS 0.00000 
2 1.47193 .~?,c;Cj3 .!:ll'IS 0.00000 
3 1.l\ o n31 .09114 .c.;1PflO 0.00000 
4 . ).4A003 -.3l>20? .~234q 0.(11)000 
~ ).IOC;SO -.451<;1 .~h406 0.1'0000 
F, .14497 
-.3';} "" .~':I301i 0.00000 7 .~411Q 
-.3470) .1~94l 0.000(1) 
1\ .Q11<;<; 
-. ",f\4<l9 .1~7H 1).00000 
TOTAL LIFT cnFFFICTF~T= 1.305PC; 
TOTAL PJTr.~HJ(; !)OMH!T COEFF lr.rFNT= . -.OO<;I? 
TOTAL nPAG COFFFIClf~T= .71<;0:> 
TOTflL T'lPtJC:T COEFFTcrn'T= 0.001100 
SPANW I c;E PPF.C;C;IIQF ~ T CONST to ~'T X =. -.4(1nnO 
V ?V/P. (LC'CAl) DEL H-CP 
.07<;09 .01c;3P .1o r"l 
.100P3 .l'924 4 1.41304 
.?)<;"O .6?C;00 3.113?0 
SPANWI<;F PPES~IJPE AT CI'J"'STH'T Y=. .41000 
Y ?V/~!L~CAL) DELTA-rp 
.0l'<;QO ~04<;~1 .f01~? 
.100P3 .174<;0 .~17"4 
.2)<;<;0 .3131~ 1.19717· 
.~c;lil~ .lil"~p 7.7?"70 
.<;0<;P4 .~7C;PIi 1.?PIQl 
SPANWIC:f CPESSUPE AT CONSTANT x=. 1.1'0500 
V 2V/R(LOCAl) OFLTA-CP 
.O?~OC .01:>?5 .~r~?1 
.IOOP, .ll'<;11 .?1q?~ 
.?1C;c;0 .?1i11P ./i001i4 
• 1<; Ii Iii .4 4 1 0 0 1.1C;PAI 
.505P4 .~~7Iil' I.I??OC; 
.64~c;n .PI)?1 4 .414~7 


































_? ,I:; f; 
-(\.(1r~r::. 
F"~'f' . 
f)()W~1 t n~, Til \.'T"Ir, ~'()rFL. ntsF (C:;I.ALHlr,) 
, J 
1.7P''o 
1 • 71-·7 ..... 
1. 7PT":o 
1 • 7)J 7", 
P (1 ? 
r: () 
I) • ,. 1 .? .6.0 
c: ~ c: c: C; t; 
(\. (' . 0, 
I) • _o.071t; 1.7R7r:i 
(\.4(\?C: 1.7 P 7r::. 1.7A7S 
(\ . -(\.()71~ 1.7R7t; 
(\ • Idl r· t. , .7 v 1.S 1.7SJ.7S 
(-2.356,0.) 
(-0.0735,0.4025) 












Output of the Second Sample Case 
It-:P'tT f)IITA CADre; 
rnllRLf (lFL TA ~o TN" ~·n(lF"l. n~)~ (<;rALI~r;, 
(, ? ') p 0 ? 
? 
" 
,., (\ 1 0 
11 ? 
~O.I)OO/)O o.n'lOQn .60~O(l 1.?000o ~.(ln(')oo ?3Q3<;o 
c: <; c: c: c: 'l ~. c: <; 
o.onooo l.nonnr 
0.1)0')01' n.nonoo 0.00000 O.OUOOO O.orooo 0.00000 
o.oonoo 
SAP~I.'!~C" 5Er-rrM' ('I'" ~tllr-'8EP I 
_?3c,!'-no I .7C'7C:') o.o/)~oo -.0050 1.71'750 .40?5n 
C;Apr:\H~F SrCTT'H OF' 1;1 WPF 0 ? 
-.07"1<:n 1. 7 1'7<:n .402C:0 1.71:17'>0 1.7P75n 1.2700(\ 

























n. (locnon I'.ono"o 
1'.(100(10 0.(191)(1(1 
n.nooon (I.nnl'OO 
n.ononn (I." 1'" n I' 
11 .o'loono (l."nr,l)o 
(\.I'n(,oo 0.(1')000 









n.nonno (I. nil I' ') " 
n.t)I'IIO" (1.nll(1(1o 




o. (1 11 (\ 0,0 n.C II (100 
0.00000 (1./)01100 
n.OIlIl(\1I /).111)(101' 
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Results for iterations 1 and 2 are omitted. 
Initial Shape of the Free Sheet and Concentrated Core is 
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Similar results for several iterations till " SFAC " value 
shows ·an increase ( after fifth it~ration ) from previous 
value. ( See.summary sheet on next page) 
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.11.~/.C. .4('7;0 .44c:n2 
.37()C"0 .4{1770 .?07c.r; 
.A?Ol.l .4 P7 70 .1 0 54<; 
.P<;3!'!' .4P770 .1040:1 
.9p;>0(, .4!l770 .0?f.9} 
.01704 .65P46 4.09470 
.14A45 .fC;P41i .4<;0;:>n ..... 
.:n;1C;O .f.5P.46 .'34 C ?1 0 l.n 
.~?C:41 .1i5A4f. • ??711 
.P.C;~~C; 
."Sf'''" .117~1 
.op:;>qr, • (C: 114 t- • O.'? "!l?;> 
.01704 .1:1292:':- 5.90207 
.14('45 .~::OCl?3 .S9A9Q 
.37(\~Q .~29?3 .3A~A4 
.6?0,,] .P2 Q?, .2HIlI 
.<I<;lC:;~ .A29;>3 .15767 
.91'1?06 .q('o('~ .04A?9 
.0171'14 .Q'i4?" 9.';8142 
.14f"0:; .9S4?4 .91109<; 
.l7n<;0 .9""?4 .57694 
.6:;>04] .054?4 .391\0 7 
.I'IS~C;C; .0<;4?4 .;>3I'1P3 
.or?'l~ .9':'4('4 .07P33 
LEAnIN~-f~AE VOPTlrF~ STPEN~TH~ 
ooo~o~oooo*oo~oooo*~oooooooooo 
::?y/~ r:,.PA,.t.',. 
















DEL TA-CP flISTP.IPIJTlON 
.o~oooooooooooooooooo 
x/r 2v/B nF.LTA-CP 
000 o~oo 04HH'OOOO 
.nl?<;4 .n~O?(, .90496 
.1(\GO~ • !nn?6 1.?A?n4 
.?~~nf. • (\1(\?f. .€'.A4QP. 
.500no ."30?(, .7110? 
.71~q4 
.n3l1?'" .!->ollP 
.8qnc~ .n3n?t- .331' 7 0 
.oA74F- .0 '3f)?h .?4Gr.~ 
.0]?"4 .](1<:"n ?6A?9~ 
.1I'QnA .]0 0 "0 .~?I)O'1 
.?p:>n(-. .1"I')<;n .g",79 
.5nr n o .1 nat.~·o .9?OIf> 
.7]~q4 .10 Q "i0 .64141 
.per O? .101)<"'0 .4ll40 
.9P74f> .10 G':'0 .141,1,7 
.01?<;4 .?0743 I .30F-21 
.10'l(\P .?I174:.'1 
-.11"17 
.?P"Ir.f. .?11743 1.OJO:,\0 
• s('I'(,O .?074~ . I .4?17" 
.7]~'l4 .?0743 1.01'3"7 
.F'lI)O? .?074~ .. f<;41R 
.QP74~ .?0743 .31 P t;7 
.(ll?<;4 .?""('7. 7.?4?PC; 
.10'lOP .?po"'7 ?9?Qc;f> 
.?p.~nf, .?Pf,f.7 1.1 GG ?r; 
• c; n(1 00 .?P6f,7 .57?14 
.71';'l4 .?f'6"'7 .PPO?I} 
.P90G? .:CP(,f.7 .411340 
.qA74" .?flff.7 .4'i4P1 
.111?"4 .~(-.?(-.G 7. GA1 4 9 
.lnonp 
.V'?f O 1. P 43f,3 
.?P"106 • 3(,?f.9 1. "c,:? 12 
.'i(lr,n(1 .~f;?(..Q 1.1""',11' 
.7]('94 • :'I(,?I',Cl .$'l17H' 
.PGn O? .3,,?,,9 .7?4C4 
.QA74f. .3f.?I'G 
.4"bPS 
• O)?" 4 .4P 7 7n 1.4<;1'71 
.1(1Gnp .4fl7·7n 1.?POP? 
.?P"Irf. .,,0770 1.01077 
• :- r. (' r (\ .1''''~771! .P:>97~ i-' 
.7J"r.4 .M 77C .~c;~~f. 0 
"-J 
.peOn? .1. '>77 f' .69:"l("~ 
• GiI7:"f. .4?77n .SOl e S 
.1"'''''4 • f. r:-. PI. ~ 1."O,,?f, 
I 
.100 01'1 • (-!3fl4(, 1.23161 
.7q3(l~ .(,5R.46 .15007 
~ .5000n • <.C:;P4(- .6174::> 
.11f. 0 4 .1,51'146 .f>713? 
.8000? .f,Sfl4f, .41015 
.QA741', • "'C:;P I. (- .31'1511 
.nl?"4 .A?0?3 7.0 0 114 
.10 0 01'1 .'l?O?3 1.6845(1 
.?P"HII) .1';:>0;:>3 .flnAle; 
.5n(i'lO .8?0?~ .t.04P4 
.116C)4 .P?O?:'I .3?'13" 
.Ron O ?· .n?C)?:'I .1"'''Pl 
.01'114'" .P?0?3 .00:>1'15 
.nl;:>"4 .qr.l?4 1.114(1~ 
.1nQn Q • °5 /.74 1.?C";r:.:n 
.?p:'In" .054?4 .6 PA ?(, 
.'Onono .05t.?4 .51'11';4 
.11AOt. • <1~/~?4 .3lS7r) 
.A"'n O? .~!..4?4 .11P<;0 





T CL C~ CV CT 
0 O~ " .. 
~ .. 00 
] .71690 .I P ]?3 .~609(- 0."(1)00 
? .P(l960 .10646 .~Q470 0.0'1000 
3 .q379~ -.1924 5 .30401\ 0.1111000 
A 1.::11511 -.16;>~9 .47P66 0.011000 
<; 1.37 Q 16 -.374?3 .!lOU·} 0.110000 
f. .0('}3 0 -.4n:>34 .32POIl O.'lr.OOO 
7 .731110 -.39 0 114 .2h('()Q O.(1nOoo 
fl ."4;>41 -.41<;74 .2.j"HI? O.onooo 
0 
."67 Q 1 -.43}"7 .CO~70 o.roooo 
TeTAL LT~T cnF~~TrJfNT= .A6f.7Q 
TOTAL PJTC~IN~ ~nMf~T rnEFFICIFNT= -.1"050 
TrTAL nor·G i.!"'~~FICTnJT= .~154Q 
TrTAl T~~U~T crFFFlcrf~T= 0.00000 
SPANWIC;F PRESc:ltoF AT (,MJSTANT )f=. 0.00000 
v 2Y/Q(LnCAL) OELTA-i.P 
.0~P44 .0P-f}4 .7;>~f.? 
.1~Qn~ .311F~ .Q~~~} 
,?"~A4 .<;or41 1.;>?7f1 
.~~40f .P150 3 ?S;>Q?q 
SPAN~lr~f PPESSI'Pf t.T CM'C;TMIT x=. 1.00000 
Y ?v/n(LOCAL) OELT~-CP 
.n~P44 .042<;7 .S701P 
.1~OOf. .1<;401 .574311 
.?f.344 .?01 7 7 1.04410 
.3f.406 .403?1 .7<;9~3 
.46061 .<;10]4 1.1?4?O 
.~1037 .6P.S9P .90<;<;1 





FORTRAN PROGRMI LISTING 
This program was written in FORTRAN IV language and is operational on 
CDC Cyber 175 Computer system at Langley Research Center. The run stream 
(control cards) is listed at the end of the program. The following table 
is an index to the program listing. 
Program or subroutine Main Purpose 
LEVSP executive routine, prints out free 
elements in the leading-edge and wake 
vortex system, and to check convergence 
TAN trigonometric function 
SKIPR skips records 
ARCOS inverse trigonometric function cosine 
DOTPRD dot product of two vectors 
CRSPRD cross product of two vectors 
VDTWNG calculates induced velocity due to· 
wing elements 
VDTFRE calculates induced velocity due to 
free elements 
NORMAL computes unit normal vector 
SWAHC sidewash correction 
ABVLE absolute value of a vector 
INOUT check control points by·vector analysis 
ORDER sets up the order of two parallel vortex 
segments on the leading-edge free elements 
F computes the magnitude of 

















CAl-lEER calculates camber slopes at wing bound elements 


























defines analytical camber slopes 
determines camber slopes numerically 
determines control point locations within 
or without a flat leading-edge flap 
cubic spline interpolation of camber slopes 
computes induced velocity due to a vortex 
element in the far field 
computes induced velocity due to a vortex 
segment in the near field 
computes total velocity at a point. 
vector method for solving simultaneous 
equations 
defines the wing and free element geometry 
generates the grids of bound and trailing 
vortex elements 
defines the shape of leading-edge 
defines the shape of trailing-edge 
finds the initial coordinates of free 
vortex elements 
cubic spline subroutine 
sets up dimensions for plotting leading-
edge and wake elements 
manipulates leading-edge and wake elements 
coordinates in a form suitable for plotting 
generates plots on line printer 
sets up dimensions for solving the strengths 
of wing and leading-edge vortex system 









































sets up dimensions for evaluating aerodynamic 175 
characteristics 
computes aerodynamic characteristics 
sets up program for surface spline 
surface spline interpolation 
matrix inversion with accompanying solution 
of linear equations 
sets up dimensions for computing new loca-
tions of leading-edge and trailing-edge 
vortices by making them force free 
computes new locations of leading-edge 
andtrailing~edge vortices by making them 
force free 
finds the centroid of the diffused leading-
edge vortex element system 
comp·utes the force on each vortex segment of 
core 
computes the force gradient of each vortex 
segment of core 
returns to the previous location 
saves newly computed locations of leading-
edge vortex elements system 
generates the vortex segments along. each 
free element on the free vortex sheet 
determines the intersection between the 































the leading-edge vortex filament 
establishes the free sheet and concentrated 
core 
adjusts z-coordinates of initial core 
rearranges vortex segments of core 
adjusts y-coordinates of initial core 
generates the equal-length vortex segments 
on each free element 
determines z-coordinates of vortex segments 
along each free element 
determines the maximum and minimum of 
two numbers 
computes y- and z-coordinates at some 
stations chosen by "the program 
coordin~tes computation 




































OVEPLAY (LEVSp.O,O) LEV 10 
PPOGPA~ LEVSP(JNPlIT,nUTPUT,TAPEl,TAPE2,TAPF.3,TAPE5=INPIIT.TAPE6=OUTLEV 20 
IPUT.PUNCH,TAPE4.TAPE7.TAPFfhTAPE9.TAPFI0) LEV 30 
LEV 40 
AERODYNA~IC~ OF LOW ASPECT-PATIO WINGS WITH PARTIAL LFADING-EDGE LEV 50 
SEPARATION (LFADING-EDGE VORTEX SEPARATION PROGRAM) LEV 60 
8Y - JENN LOUH PAO , SUDHIR C, MEHRQTRA ANn C. EOWARD LAN LEV 70 
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS LEV AO 
LEV qO 
THIS PROGRAM IS APPLICABLE TO NONPLANAR WING5 (LIMITED TO TWO LEV 100 
SPANWISE StCTIONS ) LEV 110 
LEV 120 
PROGRAM IS DTVInED INTO FTVE OVERLAYS. LEV 130 
OVERLAY (l.n) PFAD ALL THE DATA CARDS AND SfTS UP INITIAL LEV 140 
~EOMFTRY OF THE WING AND THE FREF ELEMENTS LEV 150 
OVERLAY (2'0) PLOTS FREF FLE~ENTS OVER THE WING ANO IN THE WAKE ONLEV 160 
T~E LI~E PRINTER OUTPUT LEV 170 
OVERLAY (3,0) SOLVES FOR THE STRENGTHS OF wING AND LEAOING-EDGE LEV lAO 
VORTEX SYSTF~ LEV 190 
OVERLAY (4,0) COMPlITE THE AERODYNAMICS CHARACTERISTIC~ • THE LEV ~OO 
Sll~~ OF FRfE SHFET AND CORE FORCES LEV 210 
OVERLAY (5,0) COMPIITES THE NFW LOCATIONS OF THE LEADING-EDGE ANn LEV 220 
TRAILTNG-EDGF.·VOPTICES LEV 230 
AS THE PPO~LEM IS NONLINEAR, IT IS SOLVED RY ITERATION. ITERATION LEV 240 
IS PFRFORM~n OVER OVERLAYS (2,0) THRU (4,0) TO ORTAIN THE FINAL LEV 250 
CONVERGED SOLOTION, LEV 260 
LEV 270 
COMMON DUM~Yl(3000) LEV 280 
COMMON ICOEFFI CL,FZ~INS(10),FHS(2,10),RATIOS(2,10', LEV 2qO 
lCFCORE(2,1.O),RATTOCC2,lO). ' LEV 300 
COMMON INCTTI NCT,NCON,N8i~NCOR(15),KUl.NFSH(15),~UC.FLG(10) LEV 310 
COMMON IAERO) NAERO,MAXL,MAXW,ISPAN,ISF,ITRAKE.ISC LEV 320 
COM~ON·/TAPE/JTFST.IGOO~.sFACCI0),KU3,NSTOP LEV 330 
COMMON IShPTEI NTF..YST(15).AGT(14),RQTC14) .CQT(14).DQr~14) LEV 340 
COMMON ISHPLEI NLE,Y~L(15).AQL(14),BQL(14).CQL(14).DQL(14) LEV 350 
COMMON ILANDAI FGMAl.FBDAl~FGMA,CLS LEV 360 
COMMON ILOCSPI FTANTY(lO,15),FTANTZ(10,15),CTANTY(40,2),CTANTZ(40,LEV 370 
12) LEV 3AO 
COMMON IL~FLPI YLEF(10.2).XNF(10).YNF(10),ZNF(10),XLF~10,4), LEV 390 
lYLF(10,4),SLPlC10),SS,CS,ITERS,2BOYV(~OO),7AnY(200)· LEV 400 





"- .;. ,~ 
" 
COM~ON IINFAVI FYT(20),F7T(20),FYI(40~,FZJ(40),VXI(40).VYI(40).V7ILEV 420 
1(40),FXT(20).TFnRCE(20) LEV 430 
CO~MON IMDFAVI FYP(40.2.2).FZP(4Q.2.2) LEV 440 
COMMON ILOCI Flll.FU2.XEND,PXLCS),PXTCS),PYL(5),ICL LEV 450 
CO~MON IALLII N~W.NSWl,NCw,NWN~,NCPTTL,MITER,IPUNCH LEV 460 
CO~MON IALLRAI TTL(lA),ALPHA,SINA,COSA~SWPLE,AETA,RETA2,TANPH1,B2PLEV 470 
IHl,RSQ04P.U4,CON,PI.D4SQ2,CBAP.,HALFB,AP.EA LEV 480 
COMMON IftLLRRI AX(210).Z~IN,NELM(11r,NNELMC12),IST LEV 490 
COMMON lABel XE(lO.40),YE(lO,40),Zf(lO.40).XXf.(11,20),VVE(11.20). LEV 500 
1ZZECll,20),NMAX.NNMAx,NCONTS .. LEV 510 
COMMON IOAHCI D'E(lO,40).DYF(10,40)~DZE(10.40) LEV 520 
COMMON IXPLOTI XMN,YMN.ZMN,XMX,YMX,ZMX LEV 530 
COMMON I~MI ITER,Ll.l2,L3.L4,L5,L6.L7,L8 LEV 540 
COMMON IXSTNI XRRR(?5).NRRR LEV 550 
COMMON ITIPVXI XTIP(lS,30),YTIP(15.30).7TIP(15.30),NTLM(15),NTMAX LEV 560 
COMMON IGENCFI Ml(5),NWC2),YBREAK(S),CH(90),SJC31,3),MJWl(2), .LEV 570 
IMJW2(2),WIDTHC5).SWEEP(~O),NTS,NC LEV 580 
COMMON/CAMBI ICAM.I~(lO).XT(10,21),AAMCI0,20).RBM(10.20). LEV 5QO 
1CCMCIO,20)'O~~CI0.20).YTCIO),7.RDX(200),7.RnxvC?00) LEV 600 
CALL OVERLAy (SHLfVSP,1.0)· LEV 610 
ITEST=9 LEV 620 
IGonD= 10 LEV 630 
KU3=KUl+3 LEV 640 
NSTOP=O LEV 650 
NSWl=NTS LEV 660 
NSW=NTS+1 LEV 670 
ITEP=ITEPS LEV 680 
CONTINUF LEV 6QO 
ALP=ALPHA*lAO./PI LEV 700 
AMACH=SQRTCl.-RfTA2) LEV 710 
WRITE FPEE ELFMFNTS LOCATIONS LEV ?~O 
WRITE (~,140) TTL,ALp,AMAC~.ITER LEV 730 
IF (ITFR.GE.K1l3) WRITE (ITEST.140) TTL,ALP,AMACH,ITER LEV 140 
DO 30 J=l,MAXl LEV 750 
K=NFLM (J) LEV 760 
WRITE (6,1 8 0) I LEV 770 
~'fHTE (6,110) (XEC1.J),J=l,K) LEV 7AO 
WRITE (6,110) (YE(l,J),J=l,K) LEV 7QO 
WRITE (A.l70) (7.E(l,J) ,J=l,t<) LEV ADO 
WRITE (6.210) LEV 810 





WRITE (6,1 8 0) J 
WRITE (6,170) (XXE(I,J).J=l,K) 
WRITE (6.170) (yyE(I.J),J=l,~) 
40 WRITE (6,1 70) (77E(I,J),J=1,K) 
IF (ITER,LT.KU3) GO TO 70 
~=ITEST 
DO 50 l=l.MAXl. 
K=NEL~(I) 
WRITE n~,180) I 
WRITE (M,170) CXE(I,J),J=l,K) 
WRITE (M,170) CYEeJ,J) .J=t.K) 
WRITE (M,170) (ZE(I,J) ,J=I,K) 
50 CONTINUE 
WRITE (t~.210) 
DO 60 l=l,MAXW 
I<=NNEU~ ( r ) 
WRITE (tA,1 8 0) T 
WRITE (M,170) (XXE(I,J),J=l,K) 
WRITE (M, 170) (yyE (I ,J) ,J=l ,K) 
WRITE (~,170) (77E(J.J),J=l,l<) 
60 CONTINUr 
70 CONTINUE 
CALL OVERLAy (SHLEV5 P ,2,0) 
NAERO=O 
NSW=NT~+l 




CALL nvfRLAy (5HlFVSP,4,O) 























































IF <ITFR.LT .KlJ3) GO TO AO LEV1220 
RATIOS(1.ITER)=AR~«FHS(1.TTER)-FHS(I~ITER-l»/FH5(1.1TER-l» LEV1230 
RATJnC(l.ITER)=ARS«CFCORE(I,ITER)-C~CORf(I.ITER-l»/CFCORF.Cl.ITF.RLEV1240 
1» : LEV12S0 
IF (ITRAKE.NE.l) RATIOC(2,rTER)=ARS«CFCORE(2.ITEP)-CFCORE(2,IT~R-LEV1260 
11»/CFCORE(?IT~R-l»· LEVl?70 
IF (ITPAKE.NF.l) RATIOS(2.ITF.R)=ARS(CFHS(2.ITfR)-FHSC2.ITER-l»/FHLEV12AO 
IS C2. TTER-l» . LEVl.290 
80 CONTINUE LEV1300 
IF (ITER.EQ.~ITER) GO TO c)o LEV13l0 
CALL OVFRLAy (5HLEVSP,5.0) LEV1320 
ITEP=TTEP+1 LEV1330 
IF CITfR.LE.MTTFR) r,0 T0 ?O LEV1340 
90 CONT INUf LEV1350 
IF (IPUNCH.EQ.O) GO TO l?O LEV13~O 
C PUNCH-OUT FREE ELEMENTS LOCATIONS AFTER LAST ITERATION LEV1370 
REWINn 4 lEV13An 
PUNCH 200, (NEL~(I).I=I.N5W1) LEV1390 
DO 100 I=l,Nswl LEV1400 
K=NELM(I) LFV1410 
PUNCH 190, (XECI,J).J=l.K) LEVl420 
PUNCH 1 C)O, (YF CT ,J) "J=l ,K) LEV1430 
100 PUNCH l QO, (ZE(T.J).J=l,K) LEV1440 
PUNCH 200, (NNfLMCI),I=l,NSW) LEV1450 
DO 110 I=l'NSW LEV1460 
K=NNEU.(1) LEV1470 
PUNC~ 1QO. (XXF(I,J).J=l.K) LEV14AO 
PUNCH lQO. CYYFCI.J),J=l,K) LfV1490 
110 PUNCH 190. (Z7F(Y,JltJ=1,K) LEV1500 
C FORMULATION OF SIJMMARY SHEFT LEV1510 
l?O RfWINn 7 LEVlS20 
WRITE (6,1 5 0) TTL,ALp,AMACH LEVIS30 
MIT=MITER+l LEV1540 
IF CITfP5.~Q.O)KSS=1 LEV15S0 
IF (ITfRS.EO.3) KSS=4 LEV1560 
00 130 I=KSS.~IT LEV1570 
J=I-l LEVlSAO 
C ******************************************************************LEVIS90 
READ (7) GMSUM LEV1600 





IF (ITER.U:'.KUl) WRTTE (6,160) J,Cl,CM,CD,CTT,GMStlM lEV1630 
IF (ITF:R.GT .KUl> WRITE C6,160) J,CL~CM.CO,CTT,r,MSIJM.SFAC(J' LEV1640 
130 CONTINUE LEV1650 
GO TO 10 LF.:V1660 
C LEV1680 
140 FOR~AT CIHl.II.16A~,I,IX.12HALPHA(DEr,.,=.F6.3.14H MACH NUMRER=,F6LEV1690 
1.3.1QH IT~RATION NUMAER=,T2.II,IX,21HLEAnrNG EDGE ELEMENTS./,lX,2LEVI700 
2lH*********************): LEV1710 
ISO FORMAT (I H1./I.IW,16A5,11.2X,12HALPHACOEG.,=.F6.3.l4H MACH NUMBERlEV1720 
1=,F6.3.11,66H ITERATION CL :CM cn CT GMSUM LEV1730 
2 SFAC .1,58H ********* ** ** ** ** **LEV1740 
3*** ****) LEV175Q 
160 FORMAT (I7,4X.6FA.4) LEV1760 
170 FORMAT (}H ,14FQ.4) LEV1770 
lRO FORMAT (IH ·.SH ****.T2.4H****) LEV17AO 
190 FORJ.1AT (AF10~4) LEV1790 
cOO FORMAT (1 01 2) LEV1800 

















FUNCTION ARCOS (X) 



























IF (X.Ffl.l.) RFTIJRN 







SUBROUTINe nOTP~O (A,B,5UM) 
CALClILATES DOT-PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS 
01~E~510N A(3), R(3) 
SUM=O. 




SUBPOUTINe CRSPRn (A,A,C) 
CALCULATES CPOSS-PROOUCT OF TWO VECTORS 
































SUBPOUTINE vnTWN~ (C,THETP,XX,YY.7Z,XN,YN.XTE,YTF,CON~,CONIl,CO~I3WNG 10 
l,CONJl,CO NJ 2,CONJ3,CONKl,CONK2,CONK3,CONI,CONJ,CONK,SI,NSWl,NCW,NWWNG 20 
2NG) : WNG 30 
EVALUATf.S INFLUENCE" COEFFTCIE"NTS FOR CALCIJLATIOt-' OF INDUCED WNG .40 
VEL0CITY UUF. TO WING ELEMENTS ' WNG SO 
COMMON /ALLy/ NSW WNG 60 









1,~X(120),ZMIN,NFL~Cll),NNEL~C12) WNG 80 
CO~MON IA8CI PXFC10,40),PYFClO,40),PZEC10,40),PXXE~11,?0), WNG 90 
1PYYE(11.20),P7ZfCl1,20),NMAX,NN~AX.NCONTS WNG 100 
COMM('IN INCTTI NC.T,NC()N,NRT.NCOR(15) ,KU1,NFSHC1S) ,I<tJC WNG 110 
COMMON IG~NCFI ~l(5).NWC2),Y8REAKC5),CHC90),SJ(31,3),~JWl(2), WNG 120 
lMJW2(2),WIOTH(5).SWFFPC60).~TS,NC WNG 130 
COMMON ILOCI FUl~FU2.XENn.pXL(S),PXT(S),PYL(5) WNG 140 
COMMON IAEROI NAFPO,~AXL,MAXW,ISPAN;ISF,ITRAKE,ISC WNG ISO 
COMMON ITIPVXI XTIP(15,30),YTIP(15,30),ZTIP(15,30),NTLM(lS) WNG 160 
COMMON IXIYIZII XI,VI,ZI WNG 170 
DIMENSION T~ETP(l). Cel), CONS(1), kTE(l). VTFcl), SI~l), CONIl(1)WNG 180 
1, CONI3e]). rONJ1el), CONJ2Cl), CONJ3(1)·, CONKlCl). CONK~(l), CONKWNG lQO 
23Cl). rONI(1), CONJCl), CONKCI), XNiNWNG,?), YN(NWNG,?), B(3), D(3WNG 200 
3) WNG 210 
DIMENSIONS 0F FJI,FJ2,FJ3-(2*NSW) ** SEE r,F.OM ** wNG ??o 
DIMENSIONS OF FI?,FI1-C2*NCPTTL) ** SEE GF.O~ ** WNG 230 
DIMENSr('lN FJl(40). FJ2C 4 0). FJ3(40)~ FI2(41~). FI3(41A) WNG 240 
XI=XX WNG 250 
VT=VV WNG 260 
ZI=Z7 WNG 270 
NC1=NWNG+ NCw wNG 280 
NC?=NW~G-NCW WNG 290 
VELOCITY UlJE TO ~WUNn ELFMF.f\ITS WNG 300 
NSwl=NT~ WNG 310 
00 10 r=l.Nswl WNG 320 
DO 10 J=I,NCW WNG 330 
NP=CT-l)*NLW+J wNG 340 
CALL I NFL 2 C XI'I (N P , 1 ) , Y N C /'II P., 1 ) , 0 • , X N C N P , 2) ,Y N e N P , 2, • ° . , ~ ) W N c:; 350 
Al=-YN(NP,l)' wNG 360 
A2=-YNCNP,2) WNG 370 
CALL INFL2 eXN(NP,I),Al,0 •• XNeNP.2),A2,0.,O) WNG 380 
CONICNP)=CONSeT)*eRcl)-DCl» WNG 390 
CONjC~P)=CU~S(I)*CR(2)-D(2» WNG 400 
CONKeNP}=COW5(I)*CR(3)-D(3» WNG 410 
VELOCITV OUF TO TRAILING ELEMENTS ON THE WING SURFACE WNG 420 
DO 20 I=I,Nswl WNG 430 
DO 20 J=I.NCW WNG 440 
NP=CI~I)*NCW~J WNG 450 
CALL INFL2 (XN(NP,}),VNeNP,l),o •• XTE(!"YN(NP,l).O •• R) WNG 460 
FI?(NP)=8C2) WNG 470 













AYN=-Y'" (NP'l) WNG 490 
NQ=NCI +f\'P WNG 500 
CALL INFL2 (XNeNP,l).AYN.O.,XTEeI),AYN.O.,R) WNG ~10 
FI? eNOl =8 (2) WNG 520 
FI3 el\lo) =R (3) WNG 530 
CONTINUF WNG 540 
IF (epxTcNC+l)-PXl e~Ir:+l» .E'Q.O.) GO TO 40 WNG 550 
DO 30 I=I.NC~ WNG 560 
NPl=NWNCi+1 WNG 570 
NP2=NC 1 +NP 1 WNG 580 
FI?(NPl)=O. WNG 590 
FI2(NP2)=O. WNG 600 
F I 3 (NP 1 ) = 0 • '.liNG 610 
FI3(NP?)=O. WNG 620 
~N=NTLM (I) -1 WNG ('30 
DO 30 J=l ,N~I WNG ~40 
CALL INFL2 eXTIP(I.J).YTIP(I,J).ZTI P eI.J).XTJPeI.J+I).YTIP(I.J+l),WNG 650 
lZTIP(J.J+l).A) wNG 660 
FI2(NP1)=8(2)+FJ2(NPl) WNG 670 
FI3(NPl)=~(3)+FJ3eNPl) WNG 6~0 
AYl=-YTTP(I.J) WNG 690 
AY2=-YTIP(1.J+l) WNG 700 
CALL INFL2 (XTJPeI.J).AYl.ZTIP(I,J),XTIP(I,J+l),AY2.7TIP(I,J+l)~B)WNG 710 
FI2(NP2)=8(2)+FI?(NP2) WNG 7~O 
FI3(NP2)=B(3)+FI1(NP2) WNG 730 
CONTINtJF WNG 740 
GO TO 60 WNG 750 
CONTINUF. \IIING 760 
DO 50 J=l.NCW WNG 770, 
NPl=NWNG+~ WNG 7AO 
NP2=NC1+NPl ' WNG 790 
NP=~·JC?+J WNG 800 
CALL JNFL2 (XN(NP,?).YN(NP.2),0.,XTE(NSW),YN(NP,2),0.,R) WNG 810 
FJ2(NP})=B(?) WNG 820 
FJ3(NP1)=B(3) WNG 830 
AYN=-YN(NP,2) WNG 840 
CALL INFL2 (XN(NP,?).AYN,O.,XTE(NSW),AYN,o.,~) WNG 850 
FI2(NP?)=B(?) WNG B~O 
FJ3(NP?)=B(3) WNG 870 
CONTINUE WNG 880 











DO 70 I=I,NC:;Wl 




13= 11 +NC\o' 
CON J 2 ( N P ) = C 0 ~r S ( I ) * ( F T ? e 11 ) - F J 2 ( N P ) + F J 2 ( 12 ) - F J ? cI 3) ) 
CONK?(NP)=CONSeT)*eFT3eI1)-FI3(NP)+FI3eI2)-FI3eI3» 
VFLOCTTY uur TO TRAILING ELF~~NTS RFYOND TPAILING EDGE 
NSW1=MAXL 
IF «PXTC NC.1)-PXL(NC+1».EQ.0.) GO TO 90 
DO 80 J=l.NS\<1 
FJl(l)=O. 
FJ2eI)=0. 



















IF (I.En.NCT) GOTC' 130· 
DO 12n J=£'.KK 
CALL hlFL2 .(Xx!: (J-l) .YYF (J-l) ,ZZE eJ-l) ,XXF (J) ,YYE (J) ,77E eJ) ,R) 



















































F J 1 ( 1 ) =F J 1 ( I ) + FI ( 1 ) 
·FJ2(1)=FJ2(T)+A(?) 
FJ3(I)=FJ3(1)+P(3) 





DO 140 J=2.KK 
AYTl=-YYECJ-l) 
AYT2=-YYE(J) 
CALL INFL~ (XXECJ-l),AYT1,Z7~(J-l),XXECJ),AYT2.ZZE(J).R) 














FJ2 CN<;\.I+}) =0. 
FJ3(N<;W+l)=0. 

































































DO 110 J=l,NWNG 
CONIeJ)=e CU NTCJ)+CONI3eJ»*SIeI) 
CONJeJ)=e CO NJCJ)+CONJ2CJ)+CONJ3CJ»*SICI) 
CONKCJ)=(CONK(J)+CONK?(J)+CONK3CJ»*SICI) 
T=J+1 




SURPOllT I NE VDTFPf ex, Y ,l, C I, CJ, CK ,NSW 1, AS(ln4P. xLE. YLE) 
EVALUAT~S INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR CALCULATION OF INOUCE~ 
VELOCITY DUE Tn FREE ELEMENTS 
COMMON IALLRRI XE(40) ~YE(40),ZEC40),XXE(30),YYE(30)~l~EC30) 
l,ZMIN.NFLM(11),NNELMC12) 
COMMON I~HCI PXf(10.40),PYFCIO,40).PZE(lO,40),PXXF(11,?O), 
IPYYECll,2 0 ),P77ECl1,20).NMAX.NNMAx,NCONTS 
CO~MON INCTTI NCT.NCON.NRT.NCORClS),KU1.NFSHClS),KIJC.FlGC10) 
COMMON IA~ROI NAFpn.~AXL,MAXW.ISPAN,ISF,ITRAKE.ISC 
COMMON IGENCF/"M1CS) ,NW(2).YRREArC5),CHC90),~J(31,3),MJWIC2). 
IMJW?C~),WIDTH(S),SWfEPC6n),NT~.NC 
COMMON ILUC/FU1,ni2,XEND,PXL (5) ,PXTCS) ,PYL (5) 
DI~ENSJON PCS).Qc~),PC5) 
COMMON IG~I ITER 
COMMON IxlYT7IJ ,I,YI.7I 
DI~ENSICN Cy (1). rJCl), CKCl), XLECl), YLE(l), V(3h VVV(3) 







IF (lSPAN.E.Q.O) NSWl=NTS 
IF CISPAN.~Q.1) NSW1=MAXl 

















































V(2)=O. FRE ?qO 
V(3)=o. FRF 300 
FJl=O. FRE 310 
FJ2=0. FRE 320 
FJ3=0. FRE 3jO 
KK=NEU"~ (J ) FRE 340 
DO 20 J=l.KK FRE 350 
XE(J)=PXF(l,J) FRF 360 
YE(J)=PYE(I.J) FRE 370 
7E(J)=PZE(I,J) FRE 380 
CONT I NUf FRE 190 
K=KK-l FRE 400 
VELOCITY DUE TO FREF ELF~FNTS AHEAD OF TPAILING-EnGE AND THOSE FRE 410 
OVER THE WINr, FRE 420 
DO 40 J=l,K FRE 430 
IF (ITEP.GT.~Ul.AND.l.fQ.l.AND.J.GE.3.ANn.J.LT.NCR) GO TO 40 FRE 440 
IF (ITEP.GT.Klll.AND.I.EQ.Ml(1).AND.J.GE.3~AND.J.LT.NCP.AND.ITRAKE.FRE 450 
INE.l) GO TO AO FRE 460 
IF (AF'~(XE(J+})-XI).LE.l.E-5) GO TO 40 FRE 470 
IF (I.EQ~NCON.AND.J.GT.4.ANn.YI.GT.0.AND.ITfR.LE.KU1) GO TO 40 FRE 4~0 
IF (I.FQ.NCON.AND.NAT.FO.O.A~D.J.GT.4~AND.J.LT.NCR.AND.YI.GT.O.ANOFRE 490" 
1.ITEP.GT.KUl) GO TO " FRE 500 
IF (ITF.P.GT.KUl.ANn.J.GE.NCP.AND.YI.GT.O.AND.NRT.EQ.l) GO TO 40 FRE ~10 
CALL INFL2 (XE(J).Yf(J),7.F(J).XE(J+l),YF(J+l),7.E(J+l).VVV) FRE 520 
IF (ITER.Lt.KUl) GO TO 30 FRE 530 
IF (J.LT.NCR) GO TO 10 " FRE 540 
IF (NAFPO.EQ.O) GO TO 30 FRE 550 
IF (NCTl.GT.O.ANO.J.LT.NCP) GO TO 30" FRF 560 
INDUCED VELOCITIES MODIFIED AY VISCOUS COPE EFFECT FPE 570 
P(l)=Xf(J)-XE(J+l) FRE 580 
p(2)=YF.(J)-YEeJ+l)FRE 590 
P(3)=ZF(J)-ZF(J+l) FRE 600 
CALL A8VLE (P,~lJt-A) FRE 610 
IF (~Ut-A.Lt.l.F-5) ~O TO 30 " FRE 620 
P(l)=P(l)/SU~ FRE 630 
P (2) =P (2) 15W" FRE 640 
P(3)=P(3)/5U~ FRE 650 
Q(l)='I-xE(J+l) FRF 660 
Q(2)=YJ-yE(J+l) FRE 670 
Q(3)=7I-zt(J+) FRf 6AO 







CALL ARVL~ (p~nl) 
Ll=l 
l3=Ml (1) -1 
IF (ITRAI<~.NE.l.ANn. I .c;E .~.q (1» Ll=MI (l) 




CALL ARVL~ (P.5U~) 
P(l)=P(l)/SUM 
p(2)=P(2)/SllM 













V ( 2·) = V ( 2) + V V V ( ? ) 
V(3)=V(3)+VVV(3) 
IF (JTFP.l~.Klll) GO TO 40 
CORR=O. 
IF (NAFPO.E:.Q.O) r,O TO 40 
IF (NRT.EO.o) GO TO 40 . 
IF CI .F.Q.NSWl) GO TO 40 
IF (ITRAKE.NF.l.AND.T.EQ.M]Cl)-l) GO TO 40 
IF (J.lE.4.0P.J.C;F.NCP-l) GO TO 4.0 
SIOEWASH CORRFCTION FACTOR 




IF (ITFP.lE:..K01.AND.I.FQ.NCON.AN~.YI.GT.O.) GO TO 50 
IF (tTFP.GT.KUl.AND.NAT.f~.l.ANn.YI.GT.O.) GO TO 50 

















































IF eepXTeNC+l)-PXL(~C+l».NF.O •• ANn.I.EQ.NSWl) GO TO 80 
I1=!+1 
IJ=NNELMe I1 ) 
DO 60 J=ltlI 
XXEeJ)=Px XE el1.J) 
YYEeJ)=PyYEeIl.J) 
Z2'f. e J) =P7ZE:. ell. ,J) 
(:.0 CONTINUE 
I~ eI1.EQ.NCT.ANn.YI.GT.O.) GO TO 80 
C VELOCYTY DUE TO WAKE ELEMFNTS 
DO 70 J=2.II 
CALL INF:L2 eXXFeJ-l).VYEeJ-1).ZZE'eJ-l),)(XEeJ),YYE(J).71EeJ).V) 















IF CNCTl.(H.1) (i0 TO 110 





GO TO 10 


















































DO 120 l=l'N~Wl 





SUBROUTINE f\!OR~AL ex,Y.7,IIN) 
DIMENSION X (5).Y (5).7. (5) ,A (3),A (3) ,C (3) ,UN (3) 






CALL CPSPRU CR,A,C) 
CALL ARVLE (C,AR~N) 
IF (ARSN.Lt.l.F.-S) Gn TO 10 
UNCl)=CCl)/AFI~N 
UN(?)=C(2)/AJ3SN 







SU8ROIJT HIE:. ·SWAI-H: (I. x. y, Z ,x I, Y 1,7 I, CORR) 
DIMfN~tON X (~) ,y.(t;).7. (5) ,A (3) ,8 (3),C (3) ,UN (3) .FlPC (4) 
COMMON INCTTI NCT,NCnN,NPT,NCOQ(1r:;).KUl.NFSH(lS),KUC,FLG(10) 
FINO THf FOUR COPNfP POtNTS AFTER PLANE TRANSFORMATION 









































































IF (nSn.FU.o.) GO T0 30 ~WH 100 
NEW 'PLANAH COPNFP PnINTS SWH 110 
DO 10 K=1,4 SWH 120 
X(K)=X(~)·(-1)~~(K+1)~UN(I)~DSD SWH 130 
Y(K)=Y(K)+(-l)~~(~+l)~UN(~)~OSO SWH 140 
70<) =7 (1<:). (-I) ~~ (K+l) ~UN n) ~DSD SWH ISO 
CONTINUE SWH 160 
CALL N0RPvlAL (X,Y,!',IJN) SWH 170 
IF CUl'I(l).EQ.O •• AND.UN(?).EG.O •• ANO.UN(3).E(.).O.) AO TO 30 SWH 180 
X(5)=X(l) SWH 190 
Y(S)=y(1) SWH 200 
Ze~)=7(1) C;WH 210 
FIND THF SHnPTfST nISTANCE FRO~ THE CONTROL POINT TO THE PLANE SWH ?~O 
A(l)=X(l)-XI SWH 230 
Ae?)=Y(l)-Yr SWH 240 
A(3)=Z(1)-Zy SWH 250 
C/iLL nOTPRD (A, lJlIl. Vns) SWH 260 
XO=XI+VDS~UNel) SWH.270 
YO=YI+VOS~UN(?) SWH 2RO 
ZO=ZI+VDS~UN(3) SWH 290 
CALL INOUT (x.Y.XO,yn.NSJDE) SWH 300 
IF (NSrnE.NF:'.l) (:0 TO 30 SWH 310 
FINO THE UISTANrr. AETWEEN THE INTfPSECTION POINT Tn ALL EDGES OF C;WH3?O 
PANEL SWH 330 
DO 20 K=I,4 SWH 340 
Bel)=XO-x(Ki SWH 350 
Aec)=YO-y(K) SWH 360 
R(3)=ZO-XeK) SWH 370 
A(1)=X(K.l)-X(K) SWH 3AO 
A(2)=y(K+l)-Y(K) SWH 390 
A(3)=ZeK.l)-Z(K) SWH 400 
CALL .AVLt (A,DPD) SWH 410 
A(l)=Ael)/DpD SWH 420 
A(2)=A(?)/DpO SWH 430 
A(3)=A(3)/DpO SWH 440 
CALL CPSPRO eP.A.C) SWH 450 
CALL AqVLE (C,DP) 5WH 460 
FLPC (Il) =DP SWH 470 
CONTINUE SWH 480 
FLPC(l)=-AA~(FLPr.(l» SWH 4QO 




CYl=FL.PC(l) SWH 510 
CY2=FLPC(3) SWH ~20 
C71=VnS SWH 530 
CZ2=VnS SWH 540 
IF (ARS(CZl).LE.l.E-S.OP.ARS(C12).LE.l.f-5) (';0 TO 30 SWH 550 
G?,=CY]~~2+CZl~~? SWH 560 
r,3=CY?~*2+CZ2~~~ SWH 570 
G4=CZ?/r3+CZ1/r,2 SWH 5AO 
AVGr,=(FLr,(I)+FLf,(I+l»/2. SWH 5QO 
G5=-0.5~Fy~r,4~AVr,r,~1.1 SWH 600 
G6=C72/ARS(C7?)~~TAN(CY2/AP,S(C72» SWH 610 
G7=CZI/ARS(C71)~ATA~(CYI/ARS(C71» SWH 6?0 
GA=Fy~(r,6-G7)~AVr,r,/(FLPC(1,-FLPC(1') SWH 630 
CORR=(G5+G8)/AVr,G SWH 640 
C FIND THE SInE \-lASH C()RRf.CTTON FACTOR IN THF. LoCAL PANEL Y SWH 650 
A C1 ) =X (3) -x (?, SWH 660 
A(2)=V(3)-Y(?) SWH 670 
A (::n = 7 ( ~ ) - Z (2 ) SWH 680 
CALL AAVLE (A, TOU C;WH 690 
A(I)=A(l)/TOl. SWH 700 
A(2)=A(2)/TOL SWH 710 
A(3)=A(3)/TOL SWH 720 
B (1 ) =x (4) -x Cl ) SWH 730 
B(2)=V(4)-Y(l) SWH 740 
8 (3) =7 (4) -Z Cl) SWH 750 
CALL ARVl.E:. (8,TOU SWH 760 
R(I)=R(l)/TOL SWH 770 
B(2)=R(2)/TOL SWH 780 
~(3)=R(3)/TOL SWH 790 
CC=(A(?)+B(2»/2. SWH 800 
CORR=CORR*CC SWH elO 
GO TO 40 SWH A20 
30 CORR=O. SWH ~30 
40 CONTINUE" SWH A40 




SURROtJTINE ABVLf (A,ARSlJM) 0 AAV 10 
DIMENSTNJ A(3) A8V ?O 
C 
10 
". 1 .. ( 
A BSlJ~=SQPT ( A ( 1 ) ~H.2 + A (2) *~? +A ( 3) ** 2) 
RETUlm 
END 
SURPOUTINE. INOIIT (X.Y,XO,YO.NSIOE) 





DO 10 T=lt4 
VECT=(XO-xeI»*eyeI+l)-yeI»-exeI+l)-XeJ»*eyo-yey» 












Z (5)'=7 ( 1 ) 
X(2)=PXE(I,J) 
y(2)=pyl:el,J) 





y(4)=pVEe l +l.J+l) 

































































FUNCTION F(Xl,X,Yl,Y,Zl.7) . 







SURROUTINt CAMR~P (NPRCY.C,XCp,YCP,XN,YN'XL~,YLM,XAV~NA,YAVWNG) 
DIMENSION XN(IQn,~),YN(190,2),C(IQ)'XLM(lQ).YlM(lQ) 
DIMFNSION XCP(?09),VCP(?'09),XAVWNG(190),YAVWN~(190) 
COMMON /ALLRB/ AX(210).ZMIN,NELM(11),NNELM(12),IST 
COtJMMJ / ALL I / ~IC;W. NC;W 1 ,~IC"I, ~'WNG 





NPRCY= 0 , FINE GRIDS 
NPRCY = 1 ~ ? • COARSE GRIDS. 
IF (NPRCy.EQ.?) AO TO qO 
IF (NPRCY~EQ.l) .GO TO 10 
IF (NPPCy.EQ.O) GO TO 60 
CONTINUE 
FINO THE CAMPfP SlOPf AT CONTROL POINTS 
DO 30 r=I,NsWl 
DO 10 J=1 ,NC~1 
I J = ( r -1 ) *N C W + J. 
XC=(XCP(IJi-XlM~T»/C(I) 
IF. <I t. AM. E (ol • 3 ) XC = XC P ( I J ) 
IF (rCAM.EQ.?) GO TO 20. 
YKl=(YCP(IJ)-YN(TJ,1»/(YN(TJ~2)-YN(IJ,1» 
X I< 1 = X N ( I J , 1 ) + ()( N t I J .' 2 ) - X t-' ( :r J , 1 ) ) * Y t< 1 
Xl=(XK1-XLM(I»/r.(I) 

















































Z R 0 X C T ,/) = U Z 0 X 
ZROYCTJ)=UZ£,y 
GO TO 30 
YC=YUA C I) 
XC=XCPCIJ) 




FIND T~E CA~PFP ~lOPF AT LEADING-EDGE CONTROL POINT5 
DO SO l=l,NSWl 
IJ=NWNG+I 
XC=O. 
IF (Ir.AM.E.Q.2) 'GO Tn 40 
IF (lCAM.tO.3) XC=XLM(l) 
Zl=XC 
CALL lrR (XC,YLHC!).nznx,ICAM,Zl,I,C,D10Y) 
ZBDX(JJ)=OZOX 
ZAOY(JJ)=OZOY 
GO TO SO 
XC=XLM(T) 
YC=YLM(I) 
CALL lCDX (XC.YC,OZOX.D7DY) 
ZADX(YJ)=OZOX 




FIND CAMPE.R SLOPE AT ROUNO ELEMENTS 
00 80 I=l,NSWl 
DO AO J=l,N(,W 
IJ=(I-l)*NCW+J 
XC=(XAV~NG(IJ)-~LM(!»/C(I) 
IF (ICAM.E.Q.3) XC=XAVWNG(IJ) 
IF (ICA~.tQ.~) GO TO 70 
Zl=XC 
CAll lCR (XC,YAV,","'IG(TJ) ,D7(')X.ICAM,Zl.1,C,D70Y) 
ZRDXVCIJ)=07DX . 
Z80YV(IJ)=OZOY 





















































CALL 7CDX exC.YC,~70X,n7ry) 
ZBOXVeJJ)=uzox 




FINO"CAMBER SLOPE' AT ROUND ELEMENT~ 
DC' 110 1=1,NSW1 
00 11 0 J= 1, NCW 
IJ=eI-l)*NCW+J 
xc=eXAVWNGeIJ)-XLMCI) )/CCI) 
IF eICA~.EQ.1) XC=XAVWNGeIJ) 
IF CTeAM.EQ.?) GO TO 100 
ZI=XC 
CALL 7CP eXC.YAVWNGCIJ},DznX,ICAM,71,l,C,nlDY) 
SZAI)YVCIJ)=07DY 
GO TO }10 
YC=YLMCI} 
XC=XA\flA.fNG C IJ) 





SUBROUTINE 7CDX eX,Y,7CX,n7DY} 
C DEFINE THE CAMBER SLOPF, n7DX, AT ANy x. Y LOCATION 
C WHERE X ANU DI~ENsrONAL COORDINATES REFERFD Tn C.A. 






























































Y IS ~FTuRNFn '5 THF 7 COORDINATE. 
RETURN 
END 
SURP.OllTINE ZCP (x,y,n?I)(,ICA~,Xl,KP,CHOPD,n7DY) 
CO~MO~ IALLROI AX(?10),7MIN,NELM(II),NNfLM(I?),IST 








IF (ICA~.EQ.l)An TO ~O 
IF (!CAM.NI::..~) Gt"l TO 60 
Xl=O. 
1=1 
·IF (Y.AE.YLEFCY.l).AND.Y.LF.YLEF(T.2» GO TO ~o 
1=1+1 
IF (l.AF.lST) GO TO 60 
IF (l.FO,ll) ~O TO 60 
GO TO 10 
YR=YLF(Y,l)+SLPl ct)~(X-XLF(I,l» 
KCON=O 
IF (KK.NE.IOO) GO TO 30 
XB=XLF cI • 1 ) 
IF CSLPI (I) .GT .1.F-1A) XP.=XLF (1,1) + (Y-YLF CI ,1» ISLPI CT) 
DX=RP I (XP-XE) 
IF (ARSCl.-nX).LF.O.l> KCON=1 
IF CKCON.E.Q.l) GO TO 40 
CONTINIIF 
IF CY.Lf.YH) RETURN 
CONTINUE 
TEST1=P~LEF(X.y,XLF,YLF,I,l,2) 














































































IF CTF~Tl.LT.O.) RETIIRN 
TEST?=P~ILEF ex, y, XLF, YlF, I ,4,3) 
IF cA~SeTEST?).lT.l.E-8.ANO.Y.LE.YlFeI,3» TfST2=I.E-A 









GO TO 60 



















FUNCTrnN PNLEFex,V,XlF,VlF,I,J,K) PNL 10 
DI~ENSTON XlF(lO.4).YlFCIo,4) PNL ~o 
PNLEF=cX-XLFeI,J»*CYlFeI,K)-YLFeI,J»-eXLFeI.K)-XLFCI,J»*CY-YLFCPNL 30 
1 1 , J) ) PNL 40 
RETURN PNL 50 
fNO PNL 60-










IF eY.~T.YTCI).ANn.Y.LT.YTeI+l)' GO TO 30 
I=T+l 























GO TO 10 
IF (Y.LT.YT(1» T=1 




IF (lCv.F.Q.1) /;0 TO 40 
XF1=XTeT.2)~CHNneI) 




IF (Xl.GT.XF) GO TO 40 
FAC=CHN£)(!+I) 
IF (Fl\r..LI:..0.0001) FAC=I. 
DFlTA=no~eI.l)~CHNnel)+enO~(I+l,I)~FAC-DDM(J,I)~CHNDeT»~YF 
DElTA=OElTA/CHORn 
IF (I t...t ( I ) • GT .?) 7.(l ( 1 ) =DD~ ( I ,2) ~CHND ( I ) 
IF (1t...t(I).lf.2) 7~(I)=(CCt...t(I,I)+DDM(I,I»~CHNn(l) 
IF (IM(I+l).GT.?) 7Q(2)=OnM(I+l,2)~FAC 
IF (IM(I+l).LE.?) 70(2)=(CC~(I+l,I)~DDM(I+l,I»~FAC 
DK=(ZP(I)+(70C?)-ZOel»~YF)/CHOPD 
DELTA=nfLTA_[")K 
GO TO 110 
K=1 
IF (rr.V.EQ.O) GO TO ISO 
IF (X.Gf..XT(I.K).ANn.x.LT.XT(I.K+l» GO TO 60 
K=I<+l 
IF (K.GF.IM(t» GO TO 70 
GO TO 50 
5M=X-XT(I,K) 
ZZ(IK):3.~AAt...tCl.~)~SM~5M+2.~RRMCI,I<)~5M+CCM(I,K) 
GO Tn qO 
IF eX.LT.XT(I,I» Gn TO AO 
K=IM(J)-l 
GO TO flO 
K=1 
GO TO f,O 















































GO TO 40 ZCM 550 




















GO TO 150 








no 110, J=l ,JJ" 
XK=(J-l)*Pl*x 
130 ZR=ZP+C(J)~CO~(XK) 







SUBROUT I NE ,FUNA('XT .. YT,7T.,F,J 1:. FJ,2 .'F,J'3J FNA 
l-Noucr:n vELOC1T'Y :D.UE" 'T,O ,A NO~T.E:X £LP~f:NTOF' ;lINJT'STREN~TH TPAIL.INGFNA 
FROM (XT ,.YT.,ZT~) TO TNf'lNITY ,FNA 
,COMMON / A.Ll'P At AA(2l'). RFTA? .. T,A"IPHI .R2PH 1, A8, D4. AC,?). 04SQ2FNA 
COMMON /xlYI7JI X1.Yl~ll FNA 






i8 (3 )=7T·+ TANPH.l-7;T FNA 
,CAll ,CPSPRD C:J\"R.C) , FNA 
CC=SOPT (C (:l)'*cn),+C('2)·~C,(?,+C (3 ),*C (3» FNA 
IF (Cr'.LE.C:1.F--10'):> GO 'TO 10 FNA 
05='2,.'* C82P Hl,*C7T-7J·-XT*TANPHl) -XI) FNA 



















































INDUCfD V~LOCITY DUE TO A VORTEX ELEMENT OF UNIT STRENGTH LYING 







COMMON /ALLRA/ AA(?O),AETA 
COMMON /XIYIZI/ XI,YI.Zt 
















CALL CPSPRD (VA.VL,VACL) 
CALL CRSPRU (VAP,VLP,VAPCLP) 
CALL DOTPRD (VAPCLP.VAPCLP,DAPCLP) 
IF (AAS(OAPCLP).LT.Cl.f-lO» GO TO 10 
























































CALL nOTPRU (VAP,VAP.nAP) 
APMOO=50PT {(''lAP) 
CALL OOTPRU (V~p.VLP.DAPLP) 
OBPLP=nSpLP/APMOO 
CALL nOTPRU (VAP,VLP.nAPLP) 
DAPLP=nAPLP/APMOn 
CONST=(n8PLP-D~PLP)/OAPCLP 
























SUAPOIJTINE NFWVEl (~.THFTP,XEE,YEE.ZEE,XN.YN,XTE'YLE,CONS,OUMMy,COVEL 
HJJ • CONJ. CONK. S J • ~ISW 1. New, NW~JG, C I. CJ. CK, XLE" .lIlI, VV, ww, cpew 1, XCP, YCP. VEL 
. (lGAMA, yyM) VEL 
EVALUATES TOTAL.VF:LOCITY AT POINT (XEE,YEE.7F.E) VEL 
COMMON IINUEXI INn VEL 
COMMON INCTTI ~·'r.T,NCON,NPT,NCOR(lS) ,KUl,NFc:;HClS) ,KUC VEL 
CO~MON IAERnl NAFRO.~AXL,MAXW,ISPAN,ISF,JTRAKr.IS~ VEL 
CO~~(\'" ILOCI flll.FlJi?XfNO,PXLcS),PXT(5),PVLCS) VEL 
COMMON IGlNrFI ~1(~).NW(?) .YRREAK(5),CHC90),SJC31,3),MJWl(2), VEL 
IMJW2(?),WIOTH(5).SWFFP(~O),NTS,NC VEL 
COMMON IALLRAI AA(17).~JNA,tOSA,ARCS),8SGn4p VEL 
cOM~bN I"MI ITf.Q,LI,L2.L3,L4.LS,l6,l7,LA VEL 
DIM E N c:; T 0 ~I 0 I J ~ M V C1 ), CO t\j I ( ] ), r. 0 N J ( 1 ), CON K (1 ) ,C I ( 1 ), C J Cl ), C I( (1 ) VEL 
1, C(U, THETP(l). XTF(1), XLE(l), YL(:(l). CONS(}), SId)' CPC\IIl(l)VEL 
2, XCP(I), YCP(!). ~AMA(l), YYM(I), YN(N\IING,2), YN(NWNA,2), NP(4), VEL 
3U (4,3), v ( 3 . VEL 
NSWI=NTS VEL 
IF POJNT IS IN. THE WING PLANE', THE REGlIL~R MFTHOO FOP vELOCITY VEL 
EVALUATION Ie; lISF"n. VEL 
IF (ZF:E.LE..O.OOI)Ol) r-o TO 130 VEL 
IF (YFF.GT.YYM(NSWl» AO TO 130 VEL 













































If (xr.LT.O.0.OR.XC.RT.l.0) GO TO 130 
ZC=lEf/CHY 
If THE POINT CXfF,YEE,ZEE) J~ AT l/CCLOCAL) .LESS THAN ZTOL, THE 
VEL0CJTY I~ OATAr~ED BY LTNEAR INTERPOLATION Of THE VELOCJTIES 
.CALCULATED AROVE fOUR WIN(i CONTROL POINTS A~O"'(i WHICH THE POINT 
LOC"TFr.. Hy NlI~fPICAl EXPEPIMENTATION 1TOL. HA~ REF.N ORTAINEn TO 
0.2. 
ZTOl=0.2 
If (7C.GE.ZTOU ~O TO 130 
1=1 
If (YEF..Lt.YY~CT» ~O TO 40 
If (YFF..GT.YY~CT).A~D.YEE.LE.YYMCI+l» GO TO 40 
1=1+1 
IF (J.lT.NSW1) Gn TO 30 
J=1 
If CXC.LE.CPCW1(1» ~O TO 70 
If (XC.(iT.~PCWl(J).AND.XC.LE.CPCWl(J+l» GO TO 60 
J=J+l 
If CJ.LT.NeW) ~O TO 50 
NPCl)=(I-l)~NCW+J 
NP(2)=NPcl)+1 
























































~O CONTINIIE VEL "'40 
C EVALuATION OF JNnUCFn VELOCITY AT FOUR POINTS VEL 6~0 
DO lOO r=1,4 VEL 660 
NN=~'P cr) VEL 670 
CALL VnT~NG (CtTHETPtXCP(NN),YCPCNN)tZEE'XN,YN,XT~,YlE,CONS,DU~MYCVEL 6An 
ILl) tDlI~~Y CL?) ,DUMMY (L3) .DIJ~~Y (L4) ,DIJ~t-1Y CL5) .nt.IMMY CL6) ,nUM~Y (L 7) ,OUVEL 6.g0 
2t-1~YCLA).CONI.CONJ.CONK.SI,NSWI,NCW,NWNG) VEL 700 
lICI.l>=O. VEL 710 
UCI,2)=0. VEL 720 
UCI,3)=O. VEL 730 
DO 90 J=l,N~NG VEL 740 
UCr.I)=lI(I'l) .. C(lNI(J)~C;A~A(J) VEL 750 
UCI,2)=IJ(I'2) .. C(l~IJCJ)~(;AMA(J) VEL 760 
U(I,3)=U(I'3).C(lNKCJ)~GA~A(J) VEL 770 
90 CONTJNIIF VEL 780 
1 (l 0 CONT J NilE VEL 790 
C INTERPnLATION· VEL 800 
NNl=NPCl) VEL A10 
NN2=NP C 3) VEL 8~0 
Yl=YCP (NNl) VEL ~30 
Y2~YCPCNN2) VEL ~40 
00 flo r=I.3 VEL 950 
UA = 1I C 1 .. I) • "J ( 3 , T ) - II Cl , I ) ) .. (Y E E - Y I ) I ( Y 2 .. Y I ) VEL 86 0 
UF3=Uc?,I)·CIJ(4,Tl-U(?T)J0CYE'E-YI)/(Y2-YI) VEL 870 
110 VCI)=UA.(UH_IIA)~CXC-XCl)/(XC2-XCl) VEL ~80 
UU=VCl).rOSA. VEL 890 
VV=V(?) VEL gOO 
WW=V(3).SINA VEL 910 
CALL ·VnTFRE (XEE.YEE,ZEF.CI,CJ,CK,N5W],8SQn4P,XLE,YLE) VEL 920 
C FINAL TOTAL VELOCITY . VEL 930 
00 1?0 J=l,MAXL VEL g40 
JJ=NW~'r,.J . VEL 950 
UU=UU.CI (J) oGAMA (JJ) VEL 960 
VV=VV.CJ(J)~GA~ACJJ) VEL 970 
wW=WW .. rK(J)~GAMA(JJ) VEL 9AO 
120 CONTINUE VEL 990 
RETURN VELI000 
C EVALUATION OF VELOCITY WHEN POINT IS IN THE' WING PLANE VELI010 
130 CONTINUE VELI020 








C VELOCITY OUF TO FREE ELEMFNTS 






C VELOCITY DUE TO WING 
00 150 I=l'NT~ 

















[')0 10 J=ltKl 
SUMl=5IJMl +AA (J) ~A (JJ) 
JJ=JJ+NCl+l 
SUMI=SlI~l+AA(K) 
DO 30 I=l,NCl 
5UM2=O. 
JJ=I+l 











































SU~?=$UM2+AA(J)oA(JJ) VMS 150 
?O JJ=JJ+NCl+l VMS 160 
t<:K=K+T VMS 170 
SUM2=$UM2+ AACI<I<) VMS lAO 
30 CA(I)=-SUM2/SU~1 VMS 190 
~=1 VMS 200 
L=O, VMS 210 
KNC=CI<-I)ONCI VMS 220 
DO 60 T=I,NC VMS 230 
IF (I.GT.KNC) (;0 TO 50 VMS 240 
MM=C M-l) oNC 1+l VMS 250 
IF CI.E'Q.MM) GO TO 70 VMS 260 
40 KK=KK+1 VMS 270 
IL=I+L VMS 280 
A(I)=CA(I<K)08ASE+ACIL) VMS 290 
GO TO 60 VMS 300 
50 II=I~KNC VMS 310 
A CI) =CA CI 1) VMS 320 
60 CONTINUE VMS 330 
GO TO AO VMS 340 
70 I1=MM+M-1 VMS 350 
BASE=ACIT) VMS 360 
KK=O VMS 370 
l=L+l VMS 3AO 
M=M+1 VMS 390 
GO TO 40 VMS 400 
80 CONTINUE VMS 410 
PETURN VMS 420 
END VMS 430-
OVERLAY CLEVSP,l,O) GEO 10 
PROGRAM Gf:.OM GEO 20 
C DEFINES THE WING AND FRFF.: FLE~ENT GEOMETRy GEO 30 
C MAXIMUM VALUES GEO 40 
C 00 ,,'ew = 9 GEO 50 
C 00 NNCW = NCW.1 = 10 GEO 60 ...... 
C oo'NSW = 20 GEO 70 ~ ~ 
C 00 NSW1 = NSW .. 1 :: 19 GEO AO 




C ~~ NCPTTL = (N~CW+l)~NSWl = 209 GEO 100 




420ltY(10,20) GEO 150 
COMMON IALLRRI AXX(210),ZMIN,NELMC}I),NNELM(I?).IST GEO 160 
COMMON ILEFLPI YLEFCI0.2),XNF(10),YNFCI0),7NF(lO).XLF~10,4). GEO 170 
lYlF(10,4),SLPIClO),SS.CS,ITERS,ZBDYVC200),Z~OYC200) GEO 180 
2.CUPVCIO),CHNDCIO),SZADYVC200) GEO 190 
COMMON IALLYI NSW.NSWl,NCW,NWNG,NCPTTL,MITEP,IPUNCH GEO 200 
COMMON IALLRAI TTL(16),ALPHA,SINA,COSA,SWPLF..BETA.RETA2.TANPH1.R2PGEO 210 
IHl.BSOD4P,04.CON,PI,D4SG2,CBAR.HALFB,AREA GEO 220 
COMMON IMOFAVI FyPC40.2.?'),F]P(40.?2) GEO 230 
COMMON IxSTNI XB~R(25),NRRP GEO 240 
COMMON ICOEFFI CL,F7~INSCIO),FHSC2,10),RATrOS(2,10), GEO 250 
lCFCOREC?,lO),RATIOCC2,lO) GEO 260 
COMMON ILOCI FlIl,FlJ2.XEND,PXL(5).PXT(S),PYL(S) GEO 270 
COMMON IAEROI NArpO,MAXL,MAXW,ISPAN,ISF,IT~AKE,ISC GEO 280 
CO~MON I~ENCFI ~l(5),NWC2).Y8REAKC5),CHC90).SJ(31,3),MJWIC2). GEO 290 
IMJW2(?).WIDTHCS).SWEFP(60),NTS,NC GEO 300 
CO~t-'ON INCTTI NCT,NCON,NRT,NCOR(15) ,KUl,NFSH(15) ,t<IIC GEO 310 
COMMON IAHCI AX(1860).NMAX.NNMAX,NCONTS GEO 320 
COMMON ILANDAI FGMAl,FRDAl,FGMA,CLS GEO 330 
COMMON ITIPVXI XTIPC15,30),YTTPC15.30),7TIPC15,30),NTLMCI5),NTMAX GEO 340 
COMMr~/CAMBI ICAM,I~Cl0),XTClO,21),AAMClO,20),RBMCI0,?0), AEO 350 
lCCMClO,20),OOMClO,20),YTClO),ZBDX(200),7ROXVC200) GEO 360 
COMMON ISHPLEI NLF,YSL(15),AQL(14),~QlC14),CQLC14),OOl(14) GEO 370 
COMMON ISHPTEI NTE,YSTClS),AQT(14),BQTCI4),CQT(14),DQT(14) GEO 380 
DIMENSION CPCWR(15),AW(201),CA(201)~BAC15) GEO 390 
THEND=SHEND GEO 400 
C ~~~TITLE OF THE CASE TO BE RUN GEO 410 
REAO C5,490) TTL GEO 420 
IF CTTLCl).Ea.THEND) GO TO 390 GEO 430 
C ~~~NCW = NUMHER OF ROUND ELEMENTS IN IN THE CHORDWISf DIRECTION GEO 440 
C MCI) = NUMHER OF STRIPS IN EACH SPANWISE SECTION PLUS nNE GEO 450 
C NC = NUMBER OF SPANWISE SECTIONS GEO 460 
C NCONTS = 0, ITERS = 0, INITIAL LOCATIONS OF FPEf ELEMENTS WILL BE GEO 470 
C CALCULATEU HI THE PqOGRAM '. GEO 480 
·C NCONTS = 1, ITEPS = 3, INtTIAL LOCATIONS OF FREE ELEMENTS WILL BF. GEO 4QO 


















ITRAKE = 1, ONE VORTFX CORE SYSTEM 
ITRAKF = 2, TWO VORTEX CORE SYSTE~ 
ISPAN = 0, LEAnING-EDGE VORTEX SYSTEM START FROM LINE OF SYMMETRY 
ISPAN = 1. LEADING-ED~E VORTEX SYSTEM START FROM OUT~OARD SECTION 
READ (5.520) NCw.NRRR.NCONT~.MITER,IPUNCH,KUl 
READ (5,520) NC.(Ml(I),T=I,NC),ICA~.IST,lTERS 
READ (5.520) rSPAN,ITRAKE 
NTS=O 





IF (ISPAN.EQ.O) GO TO 20 
~AXW=N5W-(Ml(I)-I) 
MAXL=N5Wl-(Ml(})-1) 




***ALPHA AND AMACH ARE ANGLE OF ATTACK AND FR~F FREE STREAM MACH NO 
DE~TA IS THE LENGTH OF A LEADING-EDGE FREE VORTEX SEGMENT 
DL IS LENGTH OF A SEGM~NT OF WAKE ELEMENTs 
ceAP AND AREA ARE REFERENCE .CHORD AND TOTAL REFERENCE wING AREA 
NFSH(I) = NIIMBER OF SEGMENT~ ALONG EACG VORTEx ELEMENT ON FREE 
VORTEX C;H~tT 
READ (5.5}0) ALPHA,A~ACH,DELTA,DL,XENO.CRAR.AREA,CLS 
READ (5,520) (NFSH(I),I=l,NSWl) 
DO 40 I=l.NSWl 
NCOR(I)=NFSH(I)+6 
CONTINUE 
READ (~.SlO) (XRRR(l),I=},t-IBRR) 
READ (5.510) (CTT(I).I=l,NSWl) 
WRITE (6,530) TTL 
WRITE (6. 5 20)" NCw,NBRR,NCONTS,MITER,IPUNCH,KlJl' 
WRITE (6,520) NC.(~l(I),I=l,NC),ICAM.IST,ITFRS 
WRITE (6,520) ISPAN.ITRAKE 
WRITE (6,510) ALPHA.AMACH.DELTA,Dl,XEND,CRAR.APEA,CL5 
WRITE (",520) (NFSH(I)'I=I,NSWl) 
WRITF (11,510) (XRRPCI) .I=},NPRR) 












































C oooYT(!) IS Y-STATTON AT WHICH CAMBER ORDINATES ARE READ IN 
C XNUM IS NUMBER OF CAMRFR ORDINATES TO BE READ IN. (LIMITED TO 
C CURVeT) = O. IF CAMBER IS TO BE FOR~ED By CONNECTING 5TRAIGHT 
C SEGMENTS. WITH FIRST SEGMENT BEING REGARDED AS FLAT L.E. FLAP 
C CURV(I) = 1. IF CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION IS USED 
C CURVe!) = 2. IF CURIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION IS USEO • wITH 
C FIRST SEGMENT PEING FLAT LEADING-EDGE FLAp 
C CHNDeI) IS C~ORn lENGTH AT YTeI) STATION 
C ICAM = 0 flAT WING 
C ICAM = 1 CAMBER ORDINATES TO BF. READ IN 
C ICAM = 2 CAMRER ORDINATE5 TO BE DEFINED ANALYTICAllY 
C ICAM = 3 PLANE WITH l.E. FLAPS 
IF (ICAM.NE.}) GO TO 100 
DO 90 I=1.1ST 
READ (5,510) YTeI),XNUM,CURV(I),CHND(I) 




C OOOXT(I.J) X/C VAlUES AT WHICH CAMBER ORDINATES ARE READ IN FOR 
C YT(I) STATION 
C CA(J) Z/C VAlUFS IF CAMBER ORDINATES AT THE CoRRESPONDING 
C XTeJ.J) lOCATION~ 
READ (~,S10) (XT(I,J),J=l,IR) 
WRITE (~,510) (XT(I.J),J=I,IR) 
READ (~,510) (CA(J),J=I,IR)· 
WRITE (6,510) .(CA(J),J=I.IR) 
DO 50 K=l,Ip 
~o AW(K)=XTeI,K) 
IF eIcv.EQ.O) GO TO 60 
CAll SPLINE (IR,AW.CA,AAM,RBM,CCM,DDM) 
GO TO 9(1 
60 DO AO J=2,lp 
AA~(I,J-l>=o. 
ABMeI.J-l)=O. 

















































qo CONTINUE GE01330 
100 CONTINUE GE01340 
IF CICAM.NE.3) GO TO 120 GE01350 
C ***YLEFCT,l) = EXTQf~E INROARO Y-COORDINATE OF A L.E. FLAP GE01360 
C VLEF(I,2) = FXTPEME OIJTBOARD Y-COORDINATE OF A L.E'. FLAP GE01370 
C Xl,Yl.Zl, ETC. ARE CORNEP POINT COORDINATES OF A L.E. FLAP INPUT GE013~0 
CIN CLOC~WISE ORDER, FIRSi FROM THE MPST INROARO PO!NT~ GE01390 
DO 110 I=I,IST' ' GE01400 
READ (5,510) (VLEFCI~K),K=1,2) GE014iO 
WPITE (6,510) CVLEFCTiK),K=1,2) GE01420 
READ C~,510, XlF(I~1),VLF(I,I),ZI,XLFCI,2),YLF(I'2,.Z2 GE01430 
WRITE C6,510) XlFCT.l),YLF~I,I)'Zl,XLFCI'2"YLF(r,2),7~ 6E01440 
READ C5,510, XLFCI,3'.VLFCI,3),Z3,XlfeI'~),YLFCI'4),Z4 GE01450 
WRITE C6 ,510) XlF(I,3),VLFCI,3).Z3,XLFCI,4),VLFCI,4),74 GE01460 
IF (ARSrXLFeI,4'-XLFCI,l».GT.l.E-18~SLPleI~=(VLF(!'4)-YLF(I,I»/GEOI470 
I(XLFCI,4)-XLFCI.l» 6E01480 










110 CONTINUE GE01590 
120 CONTINUE GE01600 
IF (TCAM.EQ.O) IST=l GE01610 
NNCW=NCW GE01620 
NCW=NNCW+l GE01630 
C NPRCY=O. USED FOR BOUND ~LE~ENTS = (NCW+1) GE01640 
C NPPCV=1, USED FOR POUND ELEMENTS = NCW GE01650 
NPPCv=o GE01660 
130 IF cNPRCV.EQ.1) NCW=NNCW GE01670 















DO 260 ~K=l.NC 
WRITE e6, 40 0) KK 
C oOOXXLeI),XXTCI),YLeJ) DEFINE THE LEAOING-FnGF AND TRAILiNG-EDGE 
C LOCATIONS OF THE R00T AND TIP CHORDS IN EACH SPANWISE SECTION 
PEAO C5,~10) eXXLeI),XXT(I),YL(I),I=I,2) 
WRITE (6.510) (XXL(I),XXTeY),YL(I),I=I,2) 
ISC=1 
C IF 15C=I, SKIP THE F0LLOWING INPUT DATA 
IF (ISC.EQ.l) GO TO 200 
C o~oNLE= NUMBER OF INPUT POINTS TO DEFINE THE L.E. LIMITEO TO 15 
·C NTE= NUMRER OF INPUT POINT~ TO OEFINE THE T.E. LIMtTEO TO 15 
,. 
C MCVL=1 IF THE CIIBIC' SPLINE IS USED TO INTERPOLATE THE L.E. SHAPE 
C MCVL=O IF STRAIGHT SFGMENTS ARE ASSUMED FOR THE L.E. SHAPE 
C MCVT=1 IF THE CURIC SPLINE IS USED TO INTERPOLATE THE T.E. SHAPE 
C MCVT=O IF STRAIGHT SEGMENTS ARE ASSUMED FOR THE T.E. SHAPE 
READ e~.520) NLE,NTE,MCVL,MCVT 
WRITE e6,520) NLE,NTE,MCVL,MCVT 
C oooBA,YSL = X- AND Y- COORDINATES OF INPUT POINTS TO DEFINE THE L.E. 
C SHAPE RELATIVE T0 THE L.E. OF INBOARD CHORD 
READ (5,510) CBAeI).I=I,NLE) 
WRITE C6,510) eRACI),I=I,NLE) 
READ (5.510) CYSL(I).I=I,NLE) 
WRITE e6,510) CYSLCI),I=I,NLE) 
IF CMCVL.EQ.O) GO TO 150 
CALL SPLINt eNLF,YsL,8A,AQL,BQL,CQL,OQL) 
GO TO 170 





C oo08A,YST = x- ANS Y- COORDINATES OF INPUT POINTS TO OEFINE THE T.E. 























































READ (5,510) (AA(I),I=l,NTE) 
W R I T E C 6 ,51 0 ) C R A C I ) , 1=1 ,~I T E ) 
READ C~.510) CYSTCI),I=l,NTE) 
WRITE (6,510) (YSTOhI=I,NTE) 
IF CMeVT.E(.J.O) GO TO lAO 
CALL SPLINe CNTE,YST,RA,AQT,8QT,CQT,DQT) 
GO TO 200 

















DO 210 J=l,NSW 
FJ=FLrMT (J) "'2. 
CPSWLCJ)=50 .... Cl.-C05CCFJ-l.) ... PI/C2 .... FM») 
DO 220' I=l'NSWl 
FI=I 
CPSWlCI)=50 .... Cl.-C05(FI ... PT/FLOATCNSW») 
IF CKK.EQ.NC) GO TO "30 
CPSWL C 1) =0.' 
CPSWLCNSW)=lOO. 
GO TO ?40 
CPSWLCl)=O. 
IF C(XXTC2)~XXL(?)').N~.0.) CPSWLCNSW)=100. ' 
CONTINUE 

















































IF CKK.NE.NC) Gn TO ?60 
HALF~=PYLCNC+1) 
DO 250 I=l,NTS 
CHCI)=XTMCI)-XLM(I) 










WRITE (1) NCW,NWN6 
WRITE Cl) CSICI),SNNCI),I=I,NCW) 
N2=NCW*NC 
WRITE (1) (SWP(I),I=I,N2) 
WRITE (1) (XAVWNGCI),YAVWNG(I),I=I,NWNG,NCW) 






CALL CA~RER CNPRCV.C.XCP,YCP,XN,YN,XLM,YLM,XAVWNG,YAVWNG) 
DO 280 I=1,NSW1 
DO 280 J=I,NCW 
IJ=CI-})*NCW+J 
WRITE (6,510) 1R~XVCIJ),Z~OVV(IJ) 
280 CONTINllF 
NPPCY=1 
GO TO 130 






CALL CA~RI:.R (NPPr.y,C,XcP,YCP,XN,YN,XLM,YLM,XAVWN6,VAVWNG) 



















































CALL CA~RER (?,C,XCP,VCP,XN,VN,XLM,VLM,XAVWNG,VAVWNG) 
WRITE (6,46 0) , 
00 310 l=I,NSWl 
00 310 J=l,Ni.W 
IJ=(I-l).oNCW+J 
WRITE (~,~10) 18oX(TJ),7BOV(IJ),S7AoVV(IJ) 
CONT HillE . 
WRITE C6, 47 0) 
WRITE (6,480) 
DO 320 T=l,NSWI 
IJ=NWf\I(;+I 
WRITE (6,~10) ZRnX(TJ),ZPoV(IJ) 
CONTINUE 





















00 350 KI=l,NC 
N2=Nl+MlC KI)-1 
II=Nl+l 
















































DO 360 I=1,N5Wl GE03410 
360 CONSCI)=CON~CCI) GE03420 
SINA=SINCALpHA) GE03430 
COSA=COSCALPHA) GE03440 
DO 370 I=l,NSW GE03450 
370 CPSWLf!)=YLFCI)/PYLCNC+l) GE03460 
00 380 I=l,NSWI GE03470 
3AO CPSW1CJ)=YL~CI)/PYLCNC+l) GE034AO 
WRITE (1) CSNN(T).I=l.NCW) G~03490 
N2=NCW~NC GE03500 
WRITE (1) CSWPCI),I=I,N2) GE03510 
WRITE (1) (XAVWN~eI),YAVWNGeI),I=l,NWNG) GE03S20 
WRITE (1) CCeY).I=1.N5Wl) GE03530 
WRITE el) eTH~TPeI).I=l.NSWl) GE03540 
WRITE Cl) (XTFeI),XLfeI),YLE(I),I=l.NSW) GE03550 
WRITE (1) (XL~(J).YLM(I),I=l,NSWl) GE03560 
WRITE (1) (CONS(I),I=l.NSWl) GE03570 
WRITE (1) eSIeI).SNeI),I=I,NCW) GE035AO 
WRITE el) eXCpey),VCpeI),T=l,NCPTTL) GE03590 
WRITf el) eeX NeI.J),YN(I,J),J=l,2),I=1,NWNG) GE03600 
WRITE (1) eCTTeI),I=l.NSWl) 6E03610 
WRITE (1) (CPCWL(I),I=l,NCW) GE03620 
WRITE (1) eCPCWleI),I=l,NCW) GE03630 
WRITE (1) eCPSWLCI),t=l,NSW) GE03640 
WRITE (1) eCPSWl(I),I=1.NSW1) GE03650 
IF CCPXTe NC +1)-PXL(NC+l».NE.0.) MAXW=NTS GE03660 
CALL FRELM eXXL,XXT,VL,XlE,XTE,YLE,PI,NCW1,NSW1,XEND,OELTA,ALPHA,OGE03670 
lL,CPCWL) . GE03680 
RETURN GE03690 
3QO WRITE C6,500) 6E03700 
STOP 6E03710 
C GE03730 
400 FORMAT (29H SAPNWI~f SFCTION OF NUMBER ,?X,I2) GE03740 
430 FORMAT CIHO.40H CA~8ER SLOPE AT FINF GRID ROUND ELEMENT) 6E03770 
440 FORMAT elHO,3X.~H070XV,~X,5HDZOVV) 6E03780 
450 FORMAT el HO.4?H CAMBER SLOPE AT COARSE GRID ROUND ELEMENT) GE03790 
460 FORMAT C1 HO .3X,4HDZDX,7X,4HOZOY,5x,SHDZOYV) GE03800 
470 FORM~T el HO.4RH CAMRER SLOPE AT THE LEADING EDGE CONTROL POINTS) GE03810 
4AO FORMAT (l HO,3X.4HOznX.7x.4HOZOV) GE03820 
490 FORMAT e16A~) GE03830 






















SUBPOlJTINE P~L~NA (NSW,IPANEL.LPANEL,NCW,NCS,NTS,NC,KI.ISC) PNG 10 
GENEPATES THE GPID OF BOUND AND TPAILING VOPTEX ELEMENTS PNG ?O 




420),YCIO,20) PNG 70 
IF CISC.NE.l) GO Tn RO PNG 80 
STPAIAHT LEA01NG-Ef'lGE COMPUTATION PNG 90 
DO 10 1=1,2 PNG 100 
O=XXTCI)-XXLeI) PNG 110 
DO 10 J=l~NCW PNG 120 
XL(I,J)=xXLeI).CPCWLeJ)~O/100. PNG 130 
SPAN=YL(2)-YLCl) PNG 140 
DO 20 I=I,NCW PNG 150 
II=CKI-l)~NCW.I PNG 160 
SLOPEeJI)=CXLe2.I>-xl (l,I»/SPAN PNG 170 
SWP1IJ)=ATANCSLOPFiII» PNG 180 
no 30 I=l,Ncw PNG 1~0 
lI~tKl-1)·NCW.l PNG 200 
CONTINUE PNG .210 
00 40 K=l,NSW PNG 220 
YK=CPswLeK)~SPAN/I00. PNG 230 
YLl=YLel)+YK PNG 240 
DO 40 J=l,NCW PNG 250 
JJ=CKI-l)~Ncw+J PNG 260 
YCJ~K)=YLI PNG ?70 
X(J~K)=XLCl,J)+~LOPFCJJ)~YK PNG 280 
NSWl=NSW-l PNG 290 
IF eNC.fo.l) -G'O TO C;O PNG 30n 
IF CKI.NE.I) GO TO ~o PNG 310 
CONTINUE PNG 320 
XLECl)=xxLel) PNG 330 
XTEel)=xxTill PNG 340 
.... 
.,.. ~ 
YlFCl)=YlCl) PNG 350 
60 CONTINUE PNG 360 
Xl=XXlCl) PNG 370 
X2=XXTC]) PNG 3RO 
OlE=CXXl( 2 )-XXlCl»/SPAN PNG 390 
OTF.=CXXT(2)-XXTCl»/SPAN PNG 400 
00 70 J=2,NSW PNG 410 
II=NCS+I PNG 420 
YlECII)=YC1,I) PNG 430 
YLMCII-l)=YLCl)+CPSWleI-l)~SPAN/lOO. PNG 440 
DLEL=OLE~CY(l,r)-YCl,I-l» PNG 450 
OTET=OTE~CY(l,I)-Y(l,l-l» PNG 460 
XLE(II)=xL~CII-l)+DLEL PNG 470 
XTECII)=xTt(II-l)+OTET PNG 480 
XLM(II-l)=Xl+SPAN~CPSWl(l-l)~OLE/lOO. PNG 490 
70 XT~(II-l)=X2+SPAN~CPSWl(I-l)~DTE/lOO. PNG 500 
GO TO }}O PNG 510 
C CURVE" LEADING-EDGE COMPUTATION PNG 520 
80 SPAN=YL(2)-YLel) PNG ;30 
DO 90 K=},NSW PNG 540 
II=NCS+K PNG 550 
YK=CPSWLCK)~SPAN/IOO. PNG 560 
YC=YLCl)+YK PNG 570 
XLE(II)=SHAPLf(YK)+xXLC}) PNG 580 
XTEeII)=sHAPTE(YK)+XXT(}) PNG 590 
YlE'(II)=YC PNG 600 
CHO=XTE'CI!)-XLEcIJ) PNG 610 
DO 90 J=},NCW PNG 620 
yeJ.K)=YC PNG 630 
X(J,K)=XL~eII)+CPCWLCJ)~CHD/lOO. PNG 640 qo CONTHIUE PNG 650 
NSWl=NSW-l PNG 660 
DO too I=l,NSWl PNG 670 
II=NCS+I PNG 680 
YKl=CPSWlCI)~SPAN/lOO. PNG 690 
YCl=YLel)+YK} PNG TOO 
XLMCII)=XXL(l)+SHAPlFCYKl) PNG 710 
XTMell)=XXTe})+SHAPTEeYKl) PNG 720 I-" YLMeIr)=Y~l PNG 730 \J1 \J1 
Ion CONTINUE PNG 740 









DETER~TNE THE CONTROL AND VORTEX POINTS ON THE WING SlJRFACE 
DO 130 K=l,NSWI 
KN=NC~+K 
CC=XTM(KN)-XLM(KN) 












IF (KI.NE.NC) RETURN 







COMMON ISHPLEI NLE,VSLCI5).AQL(14).BQLCI4).CQL(14),OQL~14) 
K=1 
IF (Y.GE.YSLCK).ANn.v.LT.YSLCK+l» GO TO 20 
K=K+l 
IF (K.GE.NLE) ~O TO 30 
GO TO 10 
SM=Y-YSLCK) 
SHAPLE=AQL(K)~SM~~3+RQL(K)~SM~~2+CQL(K)~S.4+nQL(K) 
GO· TO CiO 
IF (Y.LT.YSLCl» GO TO 40 
K=NLI:-l 
GO TO ?O 
K=1 






















































CO~MON ISHPTEI NTE,YST(]S),AQT(14),AOT(14).COT(14).DQT~14) 
K=1 
IF (Y.~E.YST(K).AND.Y.lT.YST(K+l» GO TO 20 
K=K+1 
IF (K.~E.NTE) GO TO 30 
GO TO 10 
SM=Y-YSTe K) 
SHAPTF=AQTeK)~SM~~3+~QT(K)~SM~o2+CQTeK)~SM+OQT(K) 
GO TO ·50 
IF (Y.LT.YSTel» GO TO 40 
K=NTE-1 
GO TO 20 
K=1 























SUBROIJTINt FRELM eXXL.XXT,YL.XLE.XTF,YLE,PI,NCWl,NSW1,xEND,OELTA,AFLM 10 
lLPHA,OL,CPCWL) FLM 20 
FINDS THE INETIAL COOROINATES OF FREE VORTEX ELEMENTS FLM 30 
COMMON IALLP,81 XF(40),YE(40),ZE(40),XXE(30),YYE(30),7ZE(30),ZMIN,NFLM 40 
lELM(11),NNELM(12) FLM 50 
COMMON IXPLOTI XMN,YMN,Z~N,XMX,YMX.7MX FLM 60 
COMMON INCTTI NCT,NCON,NPT,NCOP.(15),KU1,NFSH(lS),KUC FlM 70 
COMMON ILOCI FU],FlI?,YENO,PXl(S),PXT(S),PYLe5) FLM AO 
CO~MON IAEROI NAFRO,~AXL,MAXW,ISPAN,ISF,ITRAKE,ISC FlM qO 
COMMON IGENCFI ~1(S).NW(2),YBREAK(S),CH(90),SJ(31,3),MJWl(2), FlM 100 
IMJW2(?),W 1DTH(5),5WFEP(60),NTS,NC . FlM 110 
COMMON ICAMAI ICAM FLM 120 
COMMON ITIPVXI XTIP(15,30),YTIP(15.30),ZTIP(15,30),NTlM(lS),NTMAX FLM 130 
DIMENSION CPCWl(l) FlM 140 
COMMON IABCI PXE(10,40).PYE(10,40),PZE(10,40),PXXE~11,20), FlM 150 





DIMENSION XXLC}), XXTC}), yLCl), XLE(1), XTECl). VLECt) 
AHPI=ALPHA 
ALP=ALPHA*lAO./PT 









EVALUATION OF COORDINATES OF LEADING-EDGE ELEMENTS 
IF (ISPAN.Ec.O) NSW1=NTS 
IF CISPAN.EQ.O) NSW=NTS+l 
IF cISPAN.EQ.]) NSWl=MAXl 
IF CISPAN.EQ.l) NSW=~AX~ 
DO 40 I=l,NS\oil 








YE' (3')·=YlE c. I) 
ZE(3)=0. 
XE C4;.)':=XLE C 1) . 
VF(4)=VLECI) 
ZE(4)=0. 
XE (5) =XLE C 1 )-0 .O~.C XTE C I) -xLF (y') ) 



























































IF Cl.I:Q.l) GO TO 30 
J=7 
GO TO 20 
CONTINUE 
XE(I)=PXL(NC+l)+CPC~(PXT(NC+l)-PXL(NC+l» 
























IF (XF(J+l).GF.XEND) GO TO 30 
J=J+l 
GO TO ?O 
NELM(I)=J+l 
K=NELM(I) 
IF (NCONTS.NE.CI) WRITE (?) (XE(J) ,YE(J) ,ZE(J) ,J=I.5) 
WRITE (4) K, (XF (J) ,Yf (J) .ZE (J) .J=l ,K) 
NMAX=O 
DO 50 I=l,NSWl 
IF (NMAX.LT.NELM(I» NMAX=NELM(I) 




















































DO 100 I=l'~AXW 
XXE (1 ) =XTf:. CI) 









IF CI.FQ.NSW) ~O TO ~O 
GO TO RO 
CONTH./lfE 








IF eXXFeJ)·.GE.XFND) AO TO 90 
XXECJ+l)=XX~CJ)+nElTA*CAHPT 
YYE (J+l) =YYE (J) 
ZZE(J+l)=ZZfeJ)+nFlTA*SAHPI 
J=Jtl 
GO TO 70. 





GO TO RO 
NNELM(I)=J 
K=J 
IF CNCONTS.NE.O) WRITE (2) CXXEeJ),YYFCJ) .Z7FeJ) .J::l.?) 
WRITE (4) K, CXXECJ) .YYE(J) .Z7F.(J) .J=l.K) 
NNMAX=O 
















































IF «PXTCNC+1)-PXLCNC+1».NE.0.) NT=MAXW 
DO 110 I=l'NT . 
110 IF (NNMAx.LT.NN~L~CI» NN~AX=NNELMcI) 
WRITE (4 ) NMAX,NNMAX,7MIN.NCONTS 




IF «PXT(NC+l)-PXL(~C+l».EO.O.) GO TO 180 











IF (XTIP(I'J+l).GF.XENO) GO TO 140 
IF (XTIP(I,J+}).GE.PXT(NC+}» FL=DELTA 
J=J+l 
GO TO 130 
140 NTLM(I)=J+l 
150 CONTINUE 
DO 160 I=l,NCW 
KK=NTLM(I) 
WRITE (6,280) (XTIP(Y.J),J=l,KK) 
WRITE C6,280) (YTIPCI.J).J=l,KK) 
WRITE (~,280) (7.TIP(I.J),J=I,KK) 
160 CONTINUE' 
NTMAX=O 
DO 170 I=I,NCW 
























































IF (NCONTS.FQ.O) GO TO 230 
C ~EAOS LOCATION OF LEADING-FOGE ELEMENTS F~OM INPUT OATA CA~OS 
REWIN02 
REWIND 4 
READ (~,300) (NFLM(I),I=l.MAXL) 
DO 190 I=I.MAXL 
I(=NELM(I) 
READ (5.290) «Xl ,J=I.5), (XE (J) ,J=6,I<» 
READ (5,29.0) «VI ,J=1 ,5) ,(yE (J) ,J=6,IO) 
READ (5.29 0), «Zl ,J=I.5), (7E (J) ,J=6,1<» 
READ (2) (XE (J) ,vE (J) ,ZF. (J) ,J=l ,5) 
190 WRITE (4) K,(XE(J),VE(J),ZEeJ),J=l,K) 
C READS LOCATION OF WAKE ELEMENTS FROM INPUT DATA CAROS 
READ e5.3'00) (NNEUqr) .J=J,MAXW) 
DO 200 I=l,MAXW 
I<=NNELMeI) 
READ (5.290) «XI.J=l ,2). (XXE(J) ,J=3,K» 
READ (5,290) '( (VI ,J=1 ,2). (VVE c.J) ,J=3,K» 
READ (5.290) «Zl ,J=l ,2). (ZZE (J) ,J=3.K» 
READ(?) (XXE(J),VYE(J),7ZE('J),J=1,2) 
200 WRITE (4) K'(XXE(J).VYE(J),ZZE(J),J=l,K) 
WRITE (4) N~AX.NN~Ax.Z~IN.NCONTS 
IF «PXT(NC+1)·PXL(NC+}».EQ.0.) GO TO 220 
READ (5,300) (NTLM(r).I=l~NCW) 
DO 210 I=l.NCW 
K=NTLM (I) 
READ (5.290) (XTrp(r,J),J=l.K) 
READ (~.2~0) (YTTP(I.J),J=l,l<) 
READ (5,290) (ZTIP(!,J) .J=ltK) 
210 CONTINUE 
220 CONTINIIE 
230 WRITE (6,310) 
REWINfI 4 
00 250 I=l,MAXL 
READ (4) K, (XE(J) ,VE(J) .7E(J) ,J=l.K) 

























































PZf. (1,,1) =ZE (J) 
CONTINUE" 
CONTINUE 
DO 270 I=l,MA)CW 
RF.AO (4) K, (XXE (J) ,yyE (J) .7ZE (J) ,J=1 ,1<) 
































SUPROtlTINE SPLINE (N.X,y,A.A,C,o) SPL -10 
CUBIC ~PLINF INTERPOLATION SPL :20 
DIMEN~ION S(12~),H(2?),CA(?2),X(1),Y(1) SPL :30 
OIMENSrO NA Cl).R(I).CCl),O(l) SPL40 
1=1 SPL '50 
NI=N+l SPL :60 
Nl=N-l SPL ~70 
H(NI)=n. SPLAO 
H(l)=X(3)-X(?) SPL :90 
H(2)=-X(3)+X(1) SPL 100 
H(3)=X(r.)-X(l) SPL 110 
DO 10 t<=4,N SPL 120 
H (K ) = 0 • S PL 130 
DO 20 K=l,N SPL 140 
S(K)=-H(K+l)/H(I) SPL 150 
NJ=N-l SPL 160 
DO 70 I=2,N SPL 170 
IF (I.f.Q.N) GO TO 30 SPL 180 
H(NI)=-6.*«YCr+l)-YCI»/CXCI+l)-XCI»-CY~I)-Y(I-1»/~X(I)-X(I-l»SPL ~90 










GO. TO 40 SPL ?10 
H(NI)=O. SPL 220 
00 flO J=I,N SPL 230 
H(J)=O. SPL 240 
IF (I.FO.N) fiO TO SO SPL 250 
IF C J. LT. C I-I) • OR. J. GT • C 1+1) ) GO TO 60 SPL 260 
H(I-l)=XCI)-X(I-l) SPL 270 
HCI)=2.*CXCI+l)-X(I-l» SPL 2AO 
HCI+l)=XCI+l)-X(T) SPL 290 
GO TO flO SPL 300 
HCN-2)=XCN)-XCN-I) SPL 310 
H(N-l)=-XCN)+X1N-2) SPL 320 
H(N)=XCN-l)-XCN-?) SPL 330 
CONTINUE SPL 340 
11=1 SPL 3~0 
CALL VMSE"QN (NJ •. TI.H.S,CA) 5PL 360 
NJ=NJ-l SPL 370 
CONTINIJE SPL 380 
00 eo I=I,Nl SPL 390 
A(I)=CS(r+l)-SCT»/(~.*CX(I+l'-X(I») SPL 400 
P(I)=5(1)/2. SPL 410 
C(I)=(YCI+l)-Y(I»/(XCI+l)-X(I»-(XcI+l)-x(I»*(2.*S(I)+S(I+l»/6.SPL 420 






SETS IJP OI~ENSfONS FOR PLnTTING LEADING-EDGF ANn WAKE ELEMENTS 
CO~MnN 0(1) .' 
COMMON IALLII NSw,NSWl,NCw 
CO~MON IABC/ PXFClO~40),PYE(10.40).PZE(10,40),PXXF~11,20), 
IPYYE{11,20).PZZF(11,201.N~AX.NNMAX.NCONTS 






































































SUEHWIITINE PLOTT (XE,YE,ZE,t\'NM,NS,LS)' PTT 10 
MANIPULATES LEAOING-EDGE AND WAKE ELEMENTS COORDINATES IN A FORM PTT 20 
SUI TARLE FOp PLOTTING PTT 30 
CO~~ON./ALLII NSW,NSW1,NCw PTT 40 
COMMON ITIPVXI ~TIP(lS,30),YTIP(lS,30),ZTIP(15'30"NTLM(15) PTT 50 
COMMON ILOCI FU1,FU~,XEND,PXL(S),P~T(S),PYl(5) PTT 60 
COMMON IGENCFI M1(5),NW(2),Y8REAK(S),CH(90),SJ(31,3),MJW1(2), PTT70 
1MJW2(2),WIDTH(S),5WEEP(60),NTS,N8 PTT 80 
COMMON IA~ROI NAF.RO,MAXL,MAXW,ISPAN,ISF.ITRAKE,ISC PTT 90 
COMMON IXPLOTI XMN.YMN,ZMN,XMX,YMX,ZMX PTT 100 
COMMON IABCI P~E(10.40).PYE(10,40),PZE(10,40),PXXE~11.~0), PTT 110 
1PYYE(11.20 ),PZZf(11.20),NMAX,NNMAX,NCONTS PTT 120 
COMMON IALLRBI AX(210),ZMIN,NELM(11),NNELM(12) PTT 130 
DIMEN~ION NNM(l), XF.(NS,l). YE(NS.l), ZE(N~,l). LARY(14). LA8Z(14)PTT 140 
DIMENSION LAB~(14) PTT 150 
DATA LABx/6o~H ,6HY VS Z.606H ,2H I PTT 160 




DATA LARZ/6"6H ,F,HX VS Z,6"6H .?H I PTT 180 
NSW=MAXW PTT 190 
NSW1=MAXL PTT 200 
IF CL~.E().2) (.;0 'TO 30 PTT 210 
IF CU;.EQ.3) (;0 TO "0 PTT 220 
DO 20 I=I,NSWI PTT 230 
KK=NELM(I) PTT 240 
DO 10 J=l,KI< PTT 250 
XE (I ,J) =PXE C I ,J) PTT 260 
YECI,J)=PYt.CY,J) PTT 270 
ZE(I,J)=PZE(I,J) PTT 280 
In CONTINUE PTT 290 
20 NNM CI) =KI< PTT 300 
NC=4 PTT 310 
GO TO 90 PTT 320 
3n CONTINUE PTT 330 
DO SO I=I,NSW PTT 340 
t<1<=NNFLMCI) PTT 350 
DO 40 J=I,KK PTT 360 
XECI,J)=PXXECI,J) PTT 370 
YE(I,J)=PYYE(I,J) PTT 380 
ZECI,J)=PZZECI.J) PTT 390 
40 CONTINUE PTT 400 
so NNM(I)=I<I< PTT 410 C ................................ * ...... * .......................................................................................... PTT 420 
NC=O PTT 430 
GO TO 90 PTT 440 
60 CONTINUE PTT 450 
IF' (AAS(PXT(N~+l)-PXL(NR+l».LE.O.OOOOI) RETURN PTT 460 
DO 80 I=I,NCW PTT 470 
KI<=NTLM(I) PTT 480 
DO 70 J=l,KK PTT 49(') 
XE(I,J)=xTIp(Y.J) PTT 500 
YE(I,J)=yTlpCI,J) PTT 510 
ZE(I.J)=ZTIp(I,J) PTT 520 
70 CONTINUF PTT 530 
XE(!,KI<+l)=XMN PTT 540 
YE(I,I<K+})=VMN PTT 550 .... 
ZE(I,KI<"'l)=ZMN PTT 560 0-0-
XE(I,KK"'2)=XMX PTT 570 










7E (I ,I<K+?) =niX PTT 590 
NNM(I)=I<K+2 PTT 600 
NSl=N~ PTT 610 
GO TO 120 PTT 620 
DO 110 L=2,NS PTT 630 
I=L-l PTT 640 
I<=NN~CL)-NC PTT 650 
DO 100 J=l,K PTT 660 
KK=J+NC PTT 670 
X F. ( I , ,J ) = X E (l ,I< I< ) PTT 6RO 
YE(I,J)=yl:.(L,KI<) PTT 690 
ZECI.J)=zE(L,I<I<) PTT 700 
XE (I ,1<+ 1) =XMN PTT 710 
YE(I,I<+l)=YMN PTT 720 
ZE (! ,1<+ 1) =ZMN PTT 730 
XE(I.K+2)=XMX PTT 740 
YE(I,I<+2)=YMX PTT 750 
ZE(I,I<+2)=ZMX PTT 760 
NNM(I)=K+2 PTT 770 
NSl=NS-l PTT 780 
CONTINUE PTT 790 
CALL LNPLOT (XF,yF,NNM.NSl,NS,LARy) PTT 800 
CALL LNPLOT (Xf.7E.NNM.NSl.NS,LABZ) PTT 810 
CALL LNPLOT (YE,Zf,NNM,NSl,NS,LABX) PTT 820 
RETURN PTT 830 
END PTT 840-
SUBROUTINE LNPLOT (X.Y.NELM,M,~MAx,LABEL) LNP 10 
GENERATES PLOT ON LINE PRINTER (WRITTEN By KU COMPIJTATION CENTER) LNP 20 
DIMENSTON NEL~(M~AX). X(MMAX.l), Y(MMAX.1), ALTNE(I01), YAXIS(101)LNP 30 
I, SYMC?O), LABF.L(1) LNP 40 
COMMON ITAPEI ITEST,IGOOD,SFACCIO),KU3,NSTOP LNP 50 
DATA SYM/IHl,lH2.1 H3,lH4,lH5,lH6.1H7,IH8,}H9,}HO,IHA,IHB,1HC,}HD,ILNP 60 
IHE,lHF,}HG'lHH,lHI,}HJI LNP 70 
DATA YAXIS/IHI,9~}H-,lHI.9~lH-,lHI,9~lH-,}HI,9~lH_,}HI,9~lH-,lHI,9LNP 80 
1~lH-,lHI'~~lH-,lHI,9~lH-,lHI,9~lH-,lHI,9~lH-,lHII LNP 90 
DATA RLANK,Up,PLUS/IH ,1HY,lM+/ LNP 100 
XMAX=X(l,l) LNP 110 











YMHI=Y C 1 , 1) 
DO 10 I=lt M 
N=NElMCI) 
DO 10 J=I. N 
IF (XCI,J).GT.XMAX) XMAX=X(I,J) 
IF (X(I,J).lT.XMIN) XMIN=xeI,J) 
IF cYeJ,J).GT.YMAX) YMAx=yeJ,J) 





R ANGF=7MA X-7.~.4J N 
IF CRANGE.EQ.O.O) RANGE=ZMAX/2. 
SCALF=l.oE-9 . 
SCAlF=10."SCAlF 






TOP=0.05 .. FlOAT(MAX) 
RANGE=O.I"(Top-snTTOM) 
IF (RANGE.EQ.O.O) PANGE=0~1"(TOP/2.) 
IF C80TTO~.lE.7MIN) GO TO 50 
80TTOM=80TTOM-RANGE 
GO TO 40 
IF CTOP.GE.1MAX) GO TO .60 
TOP=TOP+pANGF.: 
(;0 TO 50 
CONTINUE 






























































IF (ITEP.GE.KU3) WRITE CITF.ST,lS0) 
KEY=S 
CONTINUE 
DO 90 1.)=2'101 





DO 110 I=1,M 
N=NELJ.A(J) 
DO 11n J=l,N 
IF (Y(t,J).GT.YHS.OR.Y(t.J).LE.YLS) GO TO 110 
INOEX=(X(l,J)-x~nT)/XINC 
INDEX=INDEX+1 
IF (INDEX.GT.IOl) INOEX=101 
IF (ALINE(INOEX).NE.RLANK) GO TO 100 
ALINE(INOEX)=SYMCI) 
GO TO 110 
ALINE(INOEX)=PLUS 
CONTINUE 
AL INE (1) =UP 
IF (KF.y.NE.S) r,o TO 120 
TPP=TOP~SCALF 
WRITE (6,160) TPp.~LINE 
IF CITfR.bE.KU3) WPITE (ITEST.160) TPP,ALINE 
GO TO 130 
WRITE (6,170) ALINE 
IF (ITE'P.GE..t<lI3) WRITE CITfST,170) ALINE 
cnNTINuE 
KEY=KEY-1 
IF (I<Fy.EQ.o) KFY=~ 
TOP=Tnp-YINC 
IF (TOP.GE..SOTTOM) r.o TO AO 
IF (Kfy.NI:..4) GO TO RO 
























































If CITFR.GE.K1I3) WRITE ClrF.ST,200) YAXtS 
XINC=lO.O*XINC 
ALINECl)=XBOT 
DO 140 1=2'11 
ALINECI)=ALINECT-l)+XINC 
WRITE (6.1 80) (ALINE(I).I=I.1l)· 
If (ITE'R.GE..KU3) WRITE' (ITEST.180) (ALINECI),t=},lU 
WRITE (6.190) (LABEL(I).I=1.14) 
If (ITER.GE.KU3) WRITE CITEST.190) (LABEL(y).T=1.14) 
RETURN 
fORMAT (lHl./) 
FOR~AT (lH ,flO.3,lX,101Al) 
fORMAT (IH ,11X.l01Al) 
fORMAT· (IH ,5x.llfl0.3) 
FORMAT (IH ,11,?OX,I~A6.A?) 




SETS UP ·OtMENSIONS fnR SOLVING 
EDGE VORTEX SYSTEM 
COMMON 0(1) 
THE ·STRENGTHC; 






























































lYN=lXN+2*NWNG SlN 210 
lCONI=lYN+2*NWNG SLN 220 
LCONJ=lCONI+NWNG SLN 230 
lCONK=lCONJ+NWNG SLN 240 
lCI=lCONK+NWNG SlN 250 
LCJ=LCI+NWNG SLN 260 
LCK=LCJ+NWNr, SLN 270 
LOUMY=LCK+NWNG SLN 280 
LNEXT=LDUMY.S*NWNG SLN 290 
C lNEXT=cO*NWNG+IO*NSW+3*NCW-6 SLN 300 
MNEXT=lCJ+(NWNG+l)**2/4 SLN 310 
C ~NEXT=(NWNG+l)**2/4+10*NWNG+10*NSW+3*NCW-6 SLN 320 
C 
C 
CALL AEROUN (NWNG,O(lC),O(LTHETP),D(LXTE),O(lXlE),D(lYlE),D(LCONS)SLN 330 
1,O(LSI),O(LSN),O(lXCP),O(LyCP).O(lXN},O(LYN),O(LCONI),D(LCONJ),O(LSlN 340 
2CONK),O(LCI),O(LCJ),O(lCK),O(LOUMY),O(LCTT),O(LCPWL),DCLCPSW') SLN 350 
RETURN SlN 360 
END SlN 370-
SUBROlJTINE AEROON (NWNG,C,T~fTP,XTE,XLE,YlE,CONS,SI,SN,XCP,YCP'XN,AER 10 
lYN,CONI,CONJ,CONK,CI.CJ.CK,OUMMY,CT.CPCWl,CPSWl) AER 20 
SOLVES FOR THE STRENGTHS OF WING AND LEADING-EDGE VORTEX SYSTEM AER 30 
COMMON ITAPEI ITF.ST.IGOOD,SFAC(lO),KU3.NSTOP AER 40 
COMMON IlEFLPI YLEF(10.2).XNF(10).YNF(10),ZNF(IO),XLF~10'4), AER 50 
lYLF(lO,4),SLPl(lO),SS,CS,ITERS,ZADYV.(200),lBDY(200) AER 60 
CO~MON IALLII NSW,NSWl,NCW,IWNG,NCPTTLAER 70 
COMMON IALLRAI AA(17).SINA,AB(6).BSQ04P AER 80 
COMMON IGMI ITER,LI.l2.L3,L4,L5,L6,L7,L8 AER 90 
COMMON INCTTI NCT,NCON,NRT,NCOR(15),KUl,NFSH(15),KUC,FLG(10) AER 100 
COMMON IAEROI NAERO,MAXL,MAXW,ISPAN,ISF,ITRAKE,ISC AER 110 
COMMON IGE.NCFI Ml (5) ,NW (2) ,YBREAK (5) ,CH (90) ,!;J(31,3) ''''JW.l (2), AER 120 
IMJW2(2),WIUTH(5),SWfEP(60),NTS.NC AER 130 
COMMON/CAMBI ICAM,IM(lO).XT(10.21)jAAM(10.20),BAM(10.20), AER 140 
ICCM(IO,20),OD~(IO,20),YT(10),~80X(200),ZBnXV(200) AER 150 
DI~ENSION c(l), THfTP(I), XTE(l), XLE(l), YLE(I), CON~CI), SI(l), AER 160 
ISN(I), XCP(I), YCP(}), OUM~Y(I), CONI(I), CONJ(I), CONK(I), CI(I),AER 170 
2 CJ(I), CK(l), CT(l), CPCWL(l), CPSW1(1), XN(NWNG,2), yN(NWNG,2) AER 180 
******************~*************~***********~****~**~**~**********AER 190 
REWINI" 1 AER 200 








REWIND 3 AER 220 
CALL SKIPR (1,7) AER 230 
REAO (1) (C(I),I=I,NSWI) AER 240 
REA~ (I) (tHETP(I),I=I,NSWl) AER 250 
READ (I) (XTE(I),XLE(I),YLE(I),I=I.NSW) AER 260 
CALL SKIPR (1.1) AER ?70 
READ (I) (CONSeI),I=I,NSW1) AER 280 
READ el) eSI(J),SN(I),I=I.NCW) AER 290 
READ (1) (XCpeI),YCpeI).I=I.NCPTTL) AER 30n 
READ (1) «XN(I.J),YNCI,J).J=I.2).I=I.NWNG) AER 310 
READ (1) (CT(I).I=l,NSWl) AER 320 
READ (1) eCPCWL(I),I=I,NCW) AER ~30 
CALL SKIPR (I,?) AER 340 
RFAD (1) (CPSWleI).Y=I,NSWl) AER 350 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000*0000OOOOOOOOOOOoAER 360 
INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT MATRIX EVALUATION AER 370 
L1=1 AER 380 
L2=Ll+NWNG AER 390 
L3=L2+NWNG AER 400 
L4=L3+NWNG AER 410 
L5=L4+NWNG AER 420 
L6=LS+NWNG AER 430 
L7=L6+NWNG AER 440 
L8=L7+NWNG AER 450 
NCON=O AER 460 
NCT=O AER 470 
DO 10 I=I~NCPTTL AER 4AO 
Zcp=o. . . AER 490 
CALL VOTWNG eC.THETP,XCP(I);YCP(I),7CP,XN,YN,XTE,YLE,CONS,DUMMY(LIAER 500 
1),o0MMyeL2).DUMMyeL3),riuMM~(L4),DUMMyeLS),nUM~Y(L6),OUMMYCL7),DUMMAER 510 
2YCL8),CONI,CONJ,CONK,SI,NSWI,NCW,NWNG) '.. AER 520 
WRITE (2) eCONKeJ),J=I,NWNG) . AER 530 
CALL VDTFRE(XCP(I),ycpeI),Zcp,CI,CJ.CK,NSWl,RSQD4P,XLF,YLE) AER 540 
WRITE (3) (CK(J),J~l,MAXL) AER 550 
CONTINUE ... AER 560 
GAMA-EVALUATION AER 570 
REWIND 2 AER 580 
REWIND 3 AER 590 
READ (2) (CONI(Y),J=l,NWNG) AER 600 
NWNGl=NWNG+l AER 610 










RF.AD (3) eCONI eI) ,I=NWN(H,NWNB) 
CONIeNWNAl)=eSINA-ZBnX(})~A8el» 
IJ=1 





READ (2) (CONIeI),I=I,NWNG) 
REAO (3) (CONI(I).I=NWNGl,NWNR) 
CONIeNWNA1)=eSINA-Z~nX(IJ)~A~(1» 
IF (IJ.GT.NWNG) CONIeNWNB1)=(SINA-CT(IJ-NWNG)-ZBDX(IJ,~AB(I» 
CALL VMSEQN (NJ,IJ,CONI,CJ,CONK) 
IJ=IJ+l . 
NJ=NJ-l 
IF (IJ.LE.NWNB) ~O TO 30 
WRITE (6,80) 
IF (ITF.R.GE.KU3) WRITE (JTEST,80) 
DO 40 I=I,NSWI 
DO 40 J=l,NCW 
NP=(I-l)oNCW+J 
IF (lTER.GE..t<1I3) WRITE eITEST,90) CPCWL(J) ,CPSWI (1) ,CJ·(NP) 
WRITE (6,90) CPCWL(J),CPSWl(I),CJ(NP) 
WRITE (6,100) 
IF (ITER.Gt.KU3) WRITE (ITEST,lOO) 
DO 50 I=l,MAXL 
J=NWNG+I 
FLG(I)=CJ(J) 
IF eITE'R.GE.K1I3) WRITE (ITEST,90) CPSWI (I) ,CJ(J) 
WRITE (6,90) CPSWl(I),CJ(J) 
EVALUATION OF SFCTIONAL LEADING-EDGE THRUST 
CALL THRST (CJ,CONI,CONJ) 
NERR=O 
no 60 I=l,MAXL 
IF (AAS(CONJeI)-CT(I».GE.(1.OE-I0» NERR=1 
IF (NERR.t:Q.ll WRITE' (6,110) 
GMSUM=O. 

















































C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••• AERI040 
REWIN£, 2 
WRITE (2) (CJ(I),t=l,NWNA) 




C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••• AERIOeO 
RETURN AERI090 
C AERII00 
80 FOR~AT (lHl,II,2?H WING VOPTEX STRENGTHS,/,22H 000ooo.00000.oOOOOOAERl120 
l oo ,II,29H X/C 2Y/8 GAMAY~/,29H .0. 0000 AER1130 
2 00000) AER1140 
90 FOR~AT (lH .3FIO.S) AER1150 
100 FORMAT (lH ,11.32H LEADING-EDGE VORTICES STRENGTHS,I.31H 0.00000 •• AERl160 
1000000000000000000000,11,20H 2Y/8 CAPGAMA,I,20H **.. AERl170 
2 0000000) AER1180 
110 FORMAT (11,34H ERROR IN SECTIONAL CT CALCULATION,I,10Fio.S) AERl190 
C 
END AER1200-
SUA~OUTINE THRST ·(SG~~CONK.CT) 
EVALUATES SECTIONAL LEADING-EDGE THRUST COEFFICIENTS 
COMMON IALLr) N~WtNSWl,NCW.NWNG 
COMMON IAEROI NAFRO,~AXLtMAXW,ISPAN,ISF.ITRAKE.tsc 
COM~ON ILEFLPI YLEF(10.2),XNF(lri)tYNF(10)tZNF(lO),XLF~iO,4), 
lYLF(10,4).SLPl(10l.SS,CS.JTFRS.ZBDYV[200),ZBOY(200) . 
COMMON IALLRAI AA(11).SINA.COSA,SWPLE.A8~8ETA2.AC(S).Pt 
COMMON/CAM81 ICAMtIM(10),XT(lO,21)tAAM(10.20),~BM~10,20), 
lCCM(10,20).DDM(10,20)~YT(10),ZBOX(200).ZBOXV(200) 








CALl. SKIPR (2.NWNG) 
CALL SKIPR (3,NWNG) 
DO 30 I=l,MAXL 
WL=O. 




























DO 10 J=l,NWNG 
WL=WL+r.ONK(J)o~G~(J) 
READ (3) (CONK (J) ,J=l,MAXL) 









SETS liP DIMENSIONS FOR EVALUATING AERODYNAMIC CHARACTEPSTICS 
COMMON 0(1) 
COMMON IALLII NSW,NSWl,NCW,NWNG 


































































LCONS=LTHtTp+NSWl LOD 290 
LDUMMY=LCONS+NSWI LOO 300 
LCT=LOlIM~Y+8*NWNG LOD 310 
LQI=LCT+NSWI LOD 3?0 
LQNN=LGI+NNCW LOO 330 
LQSWP=LQNN+NNCW LOO 340 
LXVWNA=LQSWp+NNCW*NC LOO 350 
LYVWNA=LXVWNA+NSwl LOD 360 
LGAMA=LYVWNA+NSWI LOO 370 
LGML=LGAMA+NWNG+NSWI LOO 380 
LXLH=LGML+NSWI LOO 390 
LTHT=LXLM+NSWI LOO 400 
LSCL=LTHT+NNCW LOO 410 
LSCM=LSCL+NSWI LOO 420 
LSCD=LSCM+NSWI LOO 430 
LCOSP=LSCO+NSWI LOO 440 
LCNC=LCOSP+NNCW LOO 450 
LCSWL=LCNC+NSWI LOO 460 
lCSWl=LCSWl.NSW lOD 470 
LDCPA=LCSWl+NSWl LOD 4AO 
LDCP=LncpA+NSW LOD 490 
lG~NW=LDCP+NWNP LOD 500 
lGMY=lGMNW+NWNP LOD 510 
lVY=LAMy+NWNG+NSWI LOO 520 
LCOEF=LVy+NWNG LOD 530 
LDCPN=LCOEF.NSWl*(NNCW+l) LOO 540 
LWX=LDCPN+NSWI LOD 550 
LWY~LWX+NWNG+NCW LOO 560 
LNEXT=LWy+NWNG+NCW . LOO 570 
LNEXT=28*NWNG+2S*NSw+IO*NCW-14 LOD 580 




4.n(LSCL),O(LSCM),D(lsCn).D(LCOSP) ,D(LCNC),D(LCSWl).O(LCSWl),DCLDCPLOO 630 
SA),O(LnCP).O(LG~NW),n(LAMy),D(LVy),D(LCOEF),n(LDCPN),OcLWx),O(LWY)LOD 640 
6,W,NSWl) LOO 650 








SUBROUTIN~ COfFS (CI.CJ.CK,CCNI,CONJ,CONK,XAVWNG,YAVWNG,XLE,XTE,YLCOF 10 
1E.SI,C,SWP'XN,YN,SNN.THETP.CONS,DU~~Y.CT,QI,QNN,QSWP,XAVWNA,YAVWNACOF 20 
2,NWNG,~AMA'G~L,xLM.THT,SECCL,SECCM,SECCD,COSP,CNC,CPSWL,CPSWl.DCPACOF 30 
3,DCP,G~NW,6My,VY.COEF,DCPN.WX.Wy,W,NSWl) COF 40 
COMPUTES THE AEROOYNAMIC CHARACTERSTICS COF 50 
COMMON ICOtFFI CL,FZMINS(lO),FHS(2,lO),RATIOS(2,lO). COF 60 
lCFCORf(2,lO),RATIOC(?.lO) cor 70 
COMMON IALLRBI AX(?lO),l~IN,NELM(ll) cor 60 
COMMON IGMI ITER COF 90 
COMMON ILEFLPI YLEF(10,2),XNF(lO),YNF(lO),ZNF(lO),XLF~10,4), COF 100 
lYLF(lO,4),SLPl(10),SS,CS,TTERS,ZADYV(200),ZROY(200) COF 110 
2,CURV()O),CHND(10),~ZBDYV(200) COF 120 
COMMON IAEROI NAERO,~AXL,MAXW,ISPAN,ISF,ITRAKE,ISC COF 130 
CO~MON IALLI! N5W,NSWB,NCW,LWNG,NCPTTL,MITER " COF 140 
COMMON IlOCI FUl,FU?,XEND,PXL(5),PXT(S),PYLCS) COF 150 
COMMON IGENCFI Ml(5),NW(2),YBREAK(S),CH(90),SJ(31,3),MJWlC2), COF 160 
1~JW2(2),WIUTH(5),SWEEP(60),NTS,NC" COF 170 
COMMON IALLRAI AA(17),SINA,COSA,ABC8),PI,AC,CRAR,HAlFR,AREA COF 180 
COMMON INCTTI NCT,NCON,NBT,NCOR(lS).KUl,NFSH(15),KUC,FLG(10) COF 190 
COMMON IXSTNI XARRC2~),NBRR cor 200 
CO~MON/CAMBI "ICAM,IM(10).XT(10,2l),AAM(10,20),BBM(10,20), COF 210 
lCC~(10,20),OOM(10,20),YT(lO),ZBOX(200),ZBOXV(200) COF 220 
DIMENSION CI(I), CJ(I), CK(I), CONI(I), CONJ(I), CONK(i), XAVWNG(ICOF 230 
1), YAVWNGn), XLE(l), XTE(l), YlEn), SIn" Cel), SWP(l) , SNN(1"COF 240 
2 CT(I), XN(NWNG,?), YN(NWNG,2), DUMMY(l), GAMA(l), G~L(l), XLM(l),COF 250 
3 THT(), SECCL(), SECCM(I), SECCD(l), COSP(I), CNC~l), CPSWLCl), COF 260 
4CPSWl(I), DCPA(l), OCP(I), GMNW(I), GMY(I), VY(l), DCPNCl), WX(l),COF 270 
S WY(l), Wel"~ COEF(NSW1,1), CONS(l),THETP(I), aIel), QNN(I), QSWPCOF 280 
6(1), XAVWNA(l), YAVWNA(I) COF 290 
DIMENSION CONST(3),XCP(IOO),YCP(100),CPCW1(10),YLM~15) COF 300 
DIMENSION AW(4000),AWX(100),AWY(100) COF 310 
COMMON ITAPEI ITEST,IGOOD,SFAC(10),KU3,NSTOP " COF 320 
DIMENSION F(3),FTX(10,lO),FTY(10'10),FTZ(10,10),A~3),R(3).GA(3) COF 330 
DIMENSION GT(?O) COF 340 
CO~MON IABCI XE(10,40),YE(lO,40),ZE(10.40) COF 350 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~***~~*~~**~~~*~~~****~~~*~~~**~*~**~~~~~**~.~.* •• ~~~~COF 360 
NSWl=NTS COF 370 
NSW=NTS+l COF 380 
REWIND 1 COF 390 




READ (1) (QI(I).QNN(I),I=I,NNCW) COF 410 
N2=NNCwoNC COF 420 
READ (}) (QSWP(I),I=1,N2) COF 430 
READ (1) (XAVWNA(I),YAVWNACI),I=I,NSW1). COF 440 
READ (}) (SNN(I) ,I=I,NCW) COF 450 
.N3=NCwo NC COF 460 
READ 0) (SWPCI)'I=I,N3) COF 470 
READ 0) (XAVWN(Hf),yAVWNG(I),I=I,NWNG) COF 480 
READ 0) (C(I) ,I=I,NSWl) COF 490 
READ 0) <THETP(I"I=l,NSW}) COF SOO 
READ [1) (XTE(I),XLE(I),YLf(I),J=I,NSW) COF 510 
READ (1) (XLM(I),YLM(I),I=I,NSWI) COF 520 
READ 0) (CONSCI"I=19NSWl) COF 530 
READ (1) (SI(I),ADUM,I=I,NCW) COF 540 
READ (1) (XCP(I) ,YCPc!) ,I=l,NCPTTL) COF 550 
READ OJ «XN(I,J) ,yN(I,J) ,J=lt2) ,I=I,NWNG) COF 560 
READ (}) (CT(I;,I=I.NSWl) . COF 570 
CALL SKIPR (1,}) . COF 580 
READ (1) (CPCWl(I),I=I,NCW) COF 590 
READ (1) (CPSWl Cl) ,I=I.NSW) COF 600 
READ (}) (CPSWlCt)tI=I,NSW},) COF 610 
NWNB=NWNG+NSWI COF 620 
REWIND 2 COF 630 
READ (2) (GAMA(t),I=l,NWNB) COF 640 
C 00*000000*0*0*000*000*00*0.00000000*00**0*00**0 •••• * •••• * •••••• ~.*COF 650 
PIJ=PI/(2.·FLOAT(NCw» COF 660 
00 10 J=I,NCW . COF 670 
10 COSP(J)=COS«2.~FLOAT(J)-I.)OPIJ) COF 680 
IJ=Ml (1) COF 690 
YI~YLE(IJ) COF 700 
MSW=MlC 1) COF 710 
CONST(I)=Yl~PI/(AREA.FLOAT(MSW» COF 720 
IF (ITRAKE.EQ.l) GO TO 20 COF 730 
Y2=HALFEl-Y 1 COF 740 
MSW=Ml(2) COF 750 
CONST(2)=Y2.PI/(AREA.FLOAT(MSW» COF 760 
20 CONTINUE COF 710 
bo 40 r=I,N~~l COF 780 
GT(I)=O. COF 790 
Kl=1 COF 800 












GT(I)=r,T(1)+GA~A(NWNG+1<1) COF A20 
1<1=1<1+1 COF 830 
IF (l<l.GT.l) GO TO 40 COF 840 
GO TO 30 COF 850 
CONTINUE COF 860 
CALCULATION OF GMY-VALUES FOR WING SURFACE COF 870 
NCON=O COF eRO 
NCT=O COF 890 
NBT=n COF' 900 
KI=l COF 910 
MX=M1 (1<1) -1 COF 920 
DO 70 II=1,NSW1 COF 930 
IF (IT.GT.MX) r,0 TO 50 COF 940 
GO TO 60 COF 9S0 
KI=KI+1 COF 960 
MX=MX+M1(Kl)-1 COF 910 
CONTINUE COF 980 
00 70 J=l,NCW COF 990 
I=(II-})*NCW+J COF1000 
JJ=(KI-1)*NCW+J COFIOIO 
XEE=XAV~NG (1) COFI020 
YEE=YAVWNG(I) COF1030 
ZEE=O. COFI040 












CALCULATION OF INDUCED VELOCITIES AT ROUND ELEMENT ENO~POINTS ON COFI180 
WING ~lJRFACE COF1190 
NAEPO=O COF1200 
DO 90 I=I.NSWI COF1210 












eo CONTINUE COF1320 
90 CONTINUE COFl330 
C CALCULATION OF AMY-VALUFS FOR BOUND ELEMENTS NEAR LEADING-EDGE COF1340 
DO 100 J=I.NNCW COFl350 
FJ=J COF1360 
100 THTCJ)=(2.*FJ~1.)*PI/C2.*FLOAT(NNCW» COFl370 
SURA=8.*FLOAT(NNCW)/(4.*PI*SINCTHTC1»)· COF1380 
DO 110 I=I,MAXl COF1390 
~GI=NWNG+I COF1400 
11 (l GMl (I) =GAMA (NGI) *SllRA/C (I) COF14l0 
C •••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~~ ••••••••••• COFI420 
REWINO 3 COF1430 
WRITE (3) (GMl (T) ,I=1tNSWl) COF1440 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••• COF1450 
NAtRO=l COF1460 
DO 140 II=l,~AXL COF1470 
XFE=XAVWNA (I r) COFl480 
YEE=YAVWNA(II) COFl.90 







IF (II.(;r.Mx). ('0 TO 120 COF1570 
GO TO 130 COF15AO 

















C CALCULATION OF DCP-VALUf~ FOR WING POINTS 
PN=PI/CFLOAT(NCW» . 




DO 230 I=I,NSWI 






IF (I.EO.NSW1.ANn.epXTeNC+I)-PXLeNC+l».NE.0.) GO .TO 210 
DO 170 JJ=l,J 
NPIN=(I-l)*NCW+JJ 
IF eJ.F.Q.JJ) GO TO 160 
CPG=CPG+GAMAeNPIN)*SIeJJ) 
GO TO 170 
160 CPG=CPG+0.5*GA~AeNPIN)*SJeJJ) 
170 CONTINUf 
IF e I .EQ.NSW1) ACPG=CPG~C (I) *PN 
CPG=-CPG~PN*C(I)~VYY 
IF (I.EO.NSWl) GO TO 200 
DO 190 JJ=I,J 
NPOT=I*NCW+JJ 
IF (J.EQ.JJ) GO TO 180 
CPH=CPH+GAMAeNPOT)*SI(JJ) 























































IF CI.NE.NSWl) WCNP+NCW)=?*(CPG+CPH+CPI)/(YLE(I+2)-YLECI» 











DO 240 I=I,~pX 
DO 240 J=I,NCW 
NP=CI-l)*NCW+J 
AWCNP)=WCNP) " 
AWX (NP) =~'X CNP) 
AWVCNP)=WYCNP)" 
240 CO"'T~NIJE' 
GO TO ?70 






00 260 I=l,p.4PX 







270 CALL SURFSET (N::I".AWX~AWy,AW.CI' 



















































CALL SlIRFORD CAw,XEE,YEF.,Vv,N3) COF2S10 
OCPD=VV COF2520 
DCPCNP)=OCPl+OCPD COF2530 
280 CONT I NUE COF2540 
290 CONTINUE COF25S0 
IF CITRAKE.Nf..l.ANO.LL.EG.l) GO.TO 250 COF2560 
C CALCULATION OF INDUCED VELOCITIES AT: END-POINTS OF BOUND ELEMENTS COF2570 
C NEAP LEADING-FOGF COF2580 
NAERO=O COF2590 
CPC=O.S*cl.-COSCTHTel») COF2600 
DO 300 I=2,NSW COF2610 
XEE=XLEeI)+CPC*CXTEeT)-XLEeI» COF2620 
YEE=YLE C I) COF2630 






300 VYCI)=VV COF2700 
C DCP-INTERPOLATION FOR BOUND ELEMENTS' OF WING COF2710 
CALL INTGMY (NCW,NSWl,OCP,SNN,COEF,DUMMYCl),OUMMY(NNCW» COF2720 
C CALCULATION OF' I)FCPEASE IN OCP-VALUES AT THf LEADING-EDGE COF2730 . 
00 310 I=1,NSWI COF2740 
CNC(I)=-2.*GMY(NWNG+I) COF2750 
310 CONTINUE COF2760 
C FINAL DCP-VALUFS AT LARGER WING GRID COF2770 
DO 350 I=l,NSWl COF2780 
DO 340 J=l'NNCW COF2T90 
NP=eI-l)*NNCW+J COF2800 
GMNWCNP)=COEF'eI,l) COF2810 


























DO 360 I=I,NWNP 
DCP(I,=GMNW(I) 




IF (ITER.Gt.KU3) WRITE CITEST.6S0) 
DO 380 I=l,NSWl 
DO 380 J=I,NNCW 
NP=(I-l,*NNCW+J 
CPCW=0.5*(1.-CO~C(2.*FLOAT(J)-I.)*PIJ» 
IF (ITER.G~.KU3' WRITE (ITEST.660) CPCW.CP5Wl(I).nCP(NP) 
WRITE (6.660) CPCW,CPSWl(!).OCP(NP) . 
DO 390 J= 1. Nt-ICW 
COSP(J)=COS«2.*FLOAT(J)-1.)*PIJ) 












IF (ITRAKE.NE~l.AND.I.GT.Ml(l)-l) GO TO 400 



























































lR/FT - . COF3380 













430 CTT=CTT+CT(I)*C(I)*~PI*CONST(KS) COF3520 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• COF3530 
WRITE (7) CL,CM,CD,rTT . COF3~40 
C •••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• COF35~O 
WRITE (6, 62 0) (I,SECCL(I).SECCM(I),SECCD(I),CT(I),I=l~NSWl) COF3560 
IF (ITER.GE.KU3) WRITE (ITEST,620) CI,SECCL(I),SECCMCI).SECCD(I),CCOF3570 
ITCI),I=l,NSWl) COF3580 
WRITE (6. 63 0) CL,CM,CD,CTT COF3590 
IFCITF-R.GE.K1l3) WRIT~ (IT~~T,630) CL.CM,CD,CTT COF3600 
NNCW 1 =NNCW+ 1 COF3610 
CALL INTGMV (NNCW.NSWl,DCP,QNN,COEF,DUMMV(1),DUMMV(NNCWl» COF3620 
REWIND 1. COF3630 
CALL SKIPR C1,10) COF3640 
READ (1) CXL~(I).CI(t),I=l,NSWl) COF3650 
C EVALUATION OF DCP AT CONSTANT X LOCATIONS COF3660 
DO 520 K=l,NRRR COF3670 
XBR=XRRR CK) COF3680 





440 IF eXR~.lT.Xl~eKV» GO TO 450 COF3710 
I<Y=I<Y + 1 COF37?O 
IF CKV.LF.NSWl) GO TO 440 COF373a 
4E;0 KY=I<V-l COF3740 
8LOCAL=CI(KY)+CCIeKV+l)-CIel<y»~eXBR-XlMeKy»/eXLM(KY+l)-XLM(KY» COF37S0 
GO TO 470 COF3760 
460 BLOCAl=PyLCNC+l) COF3770 
KY=NSWI COF3780 
470 CONT INUE COF3790 





DO 480 J=l.NNCW COF3850 
480 OCPN(I'=DCPNCI)+COEFCI,J+l,~COSCFLOATeJ)~THTA) COF3860 
DCPNCr)=DCPNer)/CSINCTHTA» COF3870 
C WHENEVF.R THE NFGATTVE CP OCCURS AFT~R SPANWISE INTERPOLATION. THE COF38AO 
C FOLLOWING CORRECTION WILL RE MADE COF3890 
IF (DCPN(I).GT.O.) GO TO 490 COF3900 





Oc"~se T) =oYDX~['jX 1 C'OF3960 
490 CONTrNOE COF3970 
IF COCPN (1) .IT ,0.) GO TO 500 COF39AO 
GO TO 510 COF3990 
500 DX=CJ(2) COF4000 
oY=nCPN(2)-O,5~n~PN(2) COF4010 
OYDX=OV/ox COF4020 
Ox 1 =CJ ( 1) COF4030 
oCPNCl)=o.5~OCP~C2J+DYnx*nxl COF4040 
510 CONTINUE COF40S0 
WRITE C~,640J XRR,(CTCI),CJCI),DCPNcI).I=I,KY) COF4060 
IF etTEP.GE.KlI3)WRrTE fTTEST,640) XBR, CCI (1) .CJ(I),OCPNeJ) .I=l ,KYCOF4070 
I) COF4080 
520 CONTINUE COF4090 





C BOUNDARY CONOITYON COF4110 







GO TO 540 COF4190 
530 LL=2 COF4200 
Ll=MlCl) COF4210 
. KS=Mlel)+l COF4220 
KE=MAXL COF4230 
540 CONTINUE COF4240 
NAERO=O COF42S0 
NCR2=NCOP(Ll)-2 COF4260 
DO 550 J=S,NCR2 COF4270 
DO 550 I=KS,KF COF4280 
GMA=GAMACNWNG+I) COF4290 
NRT=O COF4300 
NCON= r COF 4310 
XEE=O.5*e XE eY,J)+XEeY,J+l» COF4320 
YEE=O.5*e Yt eI,J)+YECY,J+l» COF4330 
ZEE=O.5*(ZE(I,J)+ZECY,J+l» COF4340 
IF eJ.fG.S) FZ~INSCr)=O.50*ZE(I,J+l) COF43S0 
CALL NEwvtL (C,THFTP,XEf,YEE,ZEE,XN,YN,XTE,YLE,CONS,DUMMY,CONI,CONCOF4360 
IJ,CONK,SI,NSWl.NCW,NWNG.CI,CJ,CK,XLE,UU,Vv,wW,CPCWl,XCp,YCP,GAMA,yc6F4370 







R C 1) =UU COF4450· 
B(2)=VV COF4460 
B(3)=WW COF4470 














DO 560 I=1,NSW5 COF4590 
II=NCORCLl)+I COF46riO 
NCON=CLl-l)+I COF4610 


















C.ALL CPSPRD CB.GA,F) . COF4AOO 
FCXYZ=FCXYZ+SQRTCFcl)**2+F(Z)**2+FC3)**2) COF4810 
CFTX=CFTX+FCl)· COF4820 
CFTY=CFTy+F (2) COF4830 
CFTZ=CFTZ+F(3) COF4840 







DO 5BO I=KS.KE COF4920 
.. - r 1" .. 
NCC=NCOP(I)-2 COF4930 





570 CONTINUE COF4990 




IF (JTRA~E.NF.l.ANO.LL.fQ.l) GO TO S30 COFS040 
IF (ITER.~Q.KU3) GO TO 600 COF5050 
IF (ITER.Gt.~U3+1) GO TO 590 COF5060 
GO TO 610 COFS070 
590 CONTtNUF eOF50~O 
IF (SFAC(ITfP).LF..SFAC(ITER-1» GO TO 600 COF5090 
REWINO I I:.STCOF5100 
NSTOP=l eOFSl10 
MITER=ITER COFS120 
GO TO 610 eOF5130 




REWINO ITE5T COF5180 
610 CONT INUE COFS1 qo 
RETURN COFS200 
C COFS210 
620 FORMAT (lHI,//,9X,20HSECTIONAL PROPF.RTIES,I,9X,20H~~~ ••• ~~*~~~~*~~COFS230 
1~**~,II,9X,38HI CL eM cn eT,/,9x,38H~ COFS240 
2 ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~,/~(IIO'4Fl0.S» COF52S0· 
630 FORMAT (IH ,/,9X.23HTOTAL LIFT COEFFICIENT=,FIO.S,/,9x,34HTOTAL PICOF5260 
ITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT=,FIO.S,/,9X,23HTOTAL DRAG COEFFICIENT=,FCOFS270 
210.5,/,Qx,25HTOTAL THRUST COEFFICIENT=,FIO.5) eOF5280 
640 FOR~AT (IH ,1/.34H SPANWISf PRESSURE AT CONSTANT Xa,FiO.5,/,8X,2SHCOFS290 
lY 2Y/8(LOCAL) DELTA-CP,/,(lX,2FIO.5,2X,FIO.5» eOF5300 
650 FORMAT (lHl,//,5X,21HDELTA-CP OISTRIBUTION,/,5X,21~.*.~*.****.****tOF5310 
1*~~~~~,/,30H X/C 2Y/B DELTA-CP,/,30H ~** ~.*eOF5320 
2~ ~~~*~~~~) eOF5330 










SUBROUTINE INTGMY (NCW.NSWl,SGM.SNN,COEF,F,THETA) 
SETS UP COEFFICIENTS OF A ~AT~IX FOR DCP-INTERPOLATION 




DO 40 I=I.NSWl 
DO 10 J=l.NCW 




DO 30 J=I,Nl 
COEFct.J)=O. 
FJ=J 
DO 20 l<=l,NCW 
COE~(I,J)=COEF(I_JJ+F(K)*cnS(CFJ-r~f·THETA(Kfr 
IF C~.EQ.I) COEF(r.J)=CO~FfJ.J'/FN 





SUB ROUT INE SUR'F'SFT (N:l .. x t'V'"w ,·rWK) 
C SET liP PROGR'A'M' F'd~ S'URF' ACE: SPLrNE 
C WR'rTTE~' ffy .... ~ngEp-r rill .. r:)f:-SMARAI'S:, S:TRUCfOREs' AND DYNAMICS 
C 1!..~riI~t_EY ~F.St.A~CH; CEIQ·TER',> HA~prt1N:" VA,.?j665 
UIMENSION Xrrr~ Y(fr. ~(Nj~rr, rWKctr 
E=l ... I:-IO 
Nz=r 
N=N3'-3' 


















































































PUT 7 INTO ITS W LOCATION 
IZ=N*N7 
DO 30 J=N4,N1Z 
DO 20 I=lt3 
WCI.J)=O 


























































PUT 1.U,V e~CALEO X.Y) INTO THEIR W LOCATIONS 
DO 40 J=Nl,N3 
DO 40 1=1,3 
WeI.J)=O 
DO SO J=l,N 
JB=N4-J 
W(l,J)=l. 





DO 60 J=l. N 
JA=N4-J 
CO~PIITE H ~ATRIX IN W 





MATnp5 ts THE ~YSTEM LIBPARY ROUTINE FOR SOLVING LINEAR 
N31=N3+1 
CALL ~ATINV. eN3.N3.W.1,WCl,N31> ,1,DET,ISC",IWK.IWKfN4» 














IF (N7.EG.O) RfTURN 
























































00 80 I=I,N3 




SUAROUTINE SUP FORD (W,XP,YP,ZP,N3) 
SliPFACE SPLTNF INTERPOLATION (ORDINATES) 
"'" 
WRITTF~ By - RORERT N. DES~ARAIS, STRUCTURES AND DYNAMICS DIV. 






V=W C N 1 .3) + W (N?, 3 ) a- XP.+ W C N3, 3 ) a-yp 
ZP=W C "11 .4) + w· C N2 .4) 011 + W (N3, 4 ) a-v 





SURROUTINE MATTNV CMAX,N,A,M,B,IOP,OETERM,ISCALE,YPIVOT,IWK) 
MATRIX INVERSION WITH ACCOMPANyING SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQIjATIONS 
PROVIDED ~y - ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION DIVISION 
LANGLEY R~SEARCH CENTER 
HAMPTON, VA. 23665 
DIMENSION IPJVOT(N), A(MAX,N), 8(MAX,N), IW~(MAX,?) 































































DO 10 J=I,N 
IPIVOTeJ)=O 
DO 370 I=l'N 
SEARCH FOR PIVOT ELEMENT 
AMAX=O.O 
00 60 J=I,N 
IF CTPTVOT(J)-l) ?0,60.20 
00 50 K=I,N 
IF <IPIVOT(fO-l) 30,50.410 






IF (AMAX) 80.70.80 
DETER~=O.O 
ISCALf.=O 
GO TO 410 
IPIVOT (ICOLUM) =IPIVOT (ICOLlIM).1 
INTERCHANG~ ROWS TO PUT PIVOT ELEMENT ON or AGONAL 
IF (IPOW-ICOLUM) 90.130,qo 
OETER~=-oE:TrR~ 
DO 100 L=l'N 
SWAP=A e I pOW, l) 
A C IROW.l) =A (ICOUIM,l) 
AeICOLUM,L)=SWAP 
IF eM) 11o,130,.110 
DO 120 L=l.M 
SWAP=R(lROW,L) 
B(lROW,L) =8 (ICOLUM,l) 
BCICOLtlM,L)=SWAP 
H/K CI • 1 ) = I Row 
IWKeI,?)=ICOLUrJ 
PrVOT=A e rCOUJM. YCOlUH) 
IF (rOP.FO.l) 1,0 TO ?70 












































C SCALE THE DETFRMINANT 
C 
140 PIVOTI=PIVOT 
IF (A8S(OETE'p~)_pl) 170.150,150 
150 oETERM=DE'TERM/Rl 
ISCALE=ISCALE'+1 
IF (ARS(OETER~)-Rl) 200,160,160 
160 DETERM=DETlPM/RI 
ISCALf.=ISCALf.+l 
GO TO 200 
170 IF (ARs(nE.TERM)-R2) 180.180,200 
180DETERM=DETERM~Pl 
ISCALF.=ISCALE-l 
IF (A8S(DETE'PM)-R2) 190.190,200 
190 DETE'RM=DETERM~Rl 
ISCALF.=ISCALE-l 
200 IF (ARSCPIVOTI)-Rl) 230.210.210 
210 PIVOTI=PIVOTI/R1 
ISCALE=ISCALE'+1 
IF (ARS(pIVOTI)-Rl) 260,220,220 
220 PIVOTI=PIVOTI/RJ 
ISCALF=IsCALE+} 
GO TO 260 
230 IF (ARSCPIVOTI)-R2) 240,240,260 
240 PIVOTI=PIVOTI~R1 
ISCALF=ISCALF-l 
IF (ARS(pIVOTI)-Q2) 250.250,260 




C DIVIOF. PIVOT ROW RY PIVOT ELEMENT 
C 
270 IF (PIVOT> 2~0.70.2PO 
280 A (ICOLlIM,ICOLUt-4)=1.0 
DO 290 L=1,N 
290 A(IC(lLU~.U=ACICnLU~,L)/PIVOT. 
IF no 320,320,300 
300 DO 310 L=I,'M 
































































REOUCE NON-PIVOT ROW5 
DO 370 ll=l.N 
IF Cll-ICOlU,..) 3~0.370.330 
T=ACL1,ICOlUM) 
ACLl,ICOLUM)=O.O 
DO 340 L=l,N . 
ACLl,L)=ACll.L)-ACICOLUM.L)*T 
IF (toO 370.370,350 














































OVERLAY (LEVSP,5.0) . NSP 10 
PROGRAM NtWSHAP NSP 20 
SETS UP DIMENSIONS FOR COMPUTING THE NEW LOCATIONS OF LEADING-EDGENSP 30 
AND TRArLING-fD~f VOPTICES BY MAKING THOSE FORCE-FREE NSP 40 
COMMON 0 (1) NSP 50 
COMMON /ALLI/ NSw,NSWl,NCw,NWNG,NCPTTL ·NSP 60 
COMMON /A~C/ pX~(ld.40),PYE(10,40"PZE(10,40',PXXE~11.20', NSP 70 
lPYYE(11,20)·,P7ZE(1·1.20),Np.AAX,NNMAX,~CONTS . NSP 80 




LTHETP=LC+NSWI NSP 100 
LXN=LTHETP+~SWI NSP 110 
LYN=LXN+2~NWNG NSP 120 
LXTE=LYN+2~NWNG NSP 130 
LXLE=LXTE+N~W NSP 140 
LYLE=LXLE+NS~ NSP 150 
LCONS=LYLE+NSW NSP 160 
LSI=Lr.ONS+NSWl NSP 170 
LXCP=LSI+NCW NSP 180 
LYCP=LXCp+NCPTTL NSP lQO 
LCI=LYCP+NCPTTL NSP 200 
LCJ=LCI+NWNG NSP 210 
LCK=LCJ+NWNG NSP 220 
LCONI=LCK+NWNG NSP 230 
LCONJ=LCON1+NWNG NSP 240 
LCONK=LCONJ+NW~G NSP 250 
LDUMY=LCONK+NWNG NSP 260 
LGAMA=LOUMY+P~NWNG NSP 270 
LGML=LGAMA+NCPTTL NSP 280 
LYLM=LGML+NSWI NSP 290 
LCPCW=LYLM+NSWI NSP 300 
LNEXT=LCPCW+NSWl NSP 310 
C LNEXT=21*NWNG+14*NSW+NCW-9 NSP 320 
C 
C 
CALL NEWELM (D(LC),O(LTHETP),D(LXN),O(LYN),D(LXTE),DCLXLE),D(LYLE)NSP 330 
1,D(LCONS),D(LSI),O(LXCP),O(LYCP),D(LCI),D(LCJ),D(LCK),OCLCONI),DCLNSP 340 
2CONJ),D(LCONK),D(LDUMY).NWNA,NCPTTL~NSWl.~SW,NCW,~(LGAMA),DCLGML),NSP ~50 
3DCLYLM),OCLCPCW» . NSP 360 
RETURN NSP 370 
END NSP 380-
SUBROUTINE NEWFLM CC,TH~TP,XN,YN,XTE,XLE'YLE.CONS.SI.XCP,YCP,CI,CJNLM 10 
1.CK,CONI,CONJ.CONK,nUMMY,NWNG.NCPTTL,NSWl,NSW,NCW,AAMA,GML,VLM,CPCNLM ·20 
2Wl) NLM 30 
COMPUTES THE NEW LOCATIONS OF LEADING-EDGE AND TPAILING-EOGE NLH 40 
VORTIr.ES BY MAKING THOSE FORCE-FREE . NLH 50 
COMMON IINDEXI INO NLH ~O 
COMMON IGMI ITER NLH 70 
COMMO~ ILOCI FUl.FU2,XENn,PXL(5),PXT(5),PVLC5"ICL NLM 80 






COM~ON ILANOAI FGMAI,F80AI,FGMA,CLS NLH 
COHMnN/CA~BI ICAM,I~ClO),XT(10,21).AAMe}O,20),RBM(10,?O). Nl~ 
lCCMelO,20)'On~(lO,20>,VT(I~),7.BDX(?00),ZROXV(200) NlH 
COMMON ITIPVXI XTIPelS,30),VTIPelS.30).ZTIP(I5.30),NTLM(15).NTMAX NtH 
COMMON INCTT I NCT, NCON, NAT, NCaR (15) ~ KlJ 1 ,NFSH Cl C;) ,t(UC NLH 
COMMON IA~CI XE(lO.40).VE(10,40),ZE110,40),XXEel1,20), NLH 
lYVEeII,20)~ZZEe]I,20),NMAX.NNMAX,NCONTS NlM 
COMMON IOABCI DXEClO,40) .OvE(10,40) ;'OZEClO,40) M.H 
COMMON IAllRRI ~X(210),ZMIN.NELM(ll),NNELM(12) NLH 
COMMON ILOCSPI FTANTyeIO'I5).FTANT1~10,15),CTANTY(40,2).CTANTZe40.NLH 
12) NlH 
COMMON IINFAVI FVT(20).FZT(20),FV'I(40),FZle40).VXr~40),VYIe40),VZINLH 
I(40).FXTe20),TFORCEe20)' NLH 
COM~ON IMDFAVI Fype40,2,?),FZP(40.2.2) NtH 
COH~ON IALlPA/ TTL(16),AlPHA,SINA,A~(9),PI.ABe2),HALFB~AREA NLH 
COMMON IAERO/ NA~RO,MAXL.MAXW,ISPAN'ISF,ITRAKE,ISC NLH 
COMMON IXSTNI XARR (?5): NLH 
DIMENSION DUMMY(I), CONI(I). CONJ(I), CONK~l), CI~I), CJel), CK(l)NlH 
I. C(I), TH~TPeI), XTE(I), xLEel), VLEet), CONS(I), SI~i). XCP(I), NlH 
2YCpel), GAMACl), GMLel), VLM(I), CPCWI(}), XN(NWNG,2). YN(NWNG,2),NLM 
3A(3),A(3),F(3) , NlH 
DIMENSION FTxelo.10).FTyeIO,IO),FTZ~10,IO),SFROAe40,2),SFGMA(40,2)NlH 
COMMON ICOEFF/ CL,F7MINSCIO),FHS(2,}O),RATtOS(?,10), ' NLM 
lCFCOPE(?10),RA~IOC(2~IO) NlH 
DIMENSION GT(IO),GA(3),XB(40,2),VR(40,2),ZB(40,2) NLH 
DIHEN5ION FSIN(4),Xf}(10,40),VEl(10,40),7ElelO,40) NLH 
DIMENSION XE?(10,40),YE2(10,40),ZE2(10.40),TOS~15) NlM 
•••••••••• ~.~ •••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• NLM 
REWINO 1 
CALL SKIPP elt7) 
READ (}) eCCYhJ=l.NSW}) 
READ Cl) (tHETP(T),I=l,NSWl) , 
REAO (1) (XTE(I),XU:cI),VLE(I),I=1,N5W)' 
READ (1) (XLM,YLM(I),I=l,NSWI) 
READ (1) eCONS(J),I=I,N5WI) 
READ (1) ,(SI(I),AC,Y=I.NCW) 
READ eI) eXCP(I),VCPeI),I=I,NCPTTL) 
READ (1) «XN(I,J),VN(I,J).J=1,2),I=1,NWNG) 
CALL SKIPR Cl ,2) , 

































































READ (2) (uAMA(I),Y=I,NCPTTL) 
REWTNn 3 
REAn (3) (UML(I),I=I,N5Wl) 
BHALF=I.25 0 HAlF9 
ATL=l.-O.I°FLOAT(ITFP) 
IF (NCONTS.NE.O) ATL=0.75 
IF (ATl.LT.0.75) ATl=O.75 
BTL=l.-ATL 





00 20 J=l,NSWI 
GT(I)=O. 
1<1=1 
IF (ITPAI<E.NE.1.ANO.I.GE.M1(1» 1<1=Ml(l) 
GT(I)=r,T(I)+GA~A(NWNG+l<l) 
1<1=1<1+1 
IF (l<l,GT.I) G~ TO 20 
GO TO 10 
CONTINUE 
COMPUTATIONS OF PELAXATION PARAMETERS FOP THE CORE MODEL 
ALPA=AlP~Ao180./PI 
ALPHB=ALpHA 
IF (AlPA.LT.10.) ALPH~=10.oPI/180. 
IF <ITF.R.E.Q.KtJ5) GO TO 30 
IF (ITF.P.EQ.KU6) GO TO 40 




IF (Cl,GT.ClS) F~DA=-(CL-rLS)oSIN(AlPHA)/CLS 
FBnA=2. oFI:WA 
IF (CL.LT,CLS) FGMA=-l,5 0 (CLS-CL)/(CLSOTAN(ALPHB» 
IF (Cl.LT,CLS.AND,ALPA.lT,20 •• AND.ALPA.Gf.l0., FGMA=0.50 FGMA 
IF (CL.lT.CLS.AND.ALPA.LT.l0., FGMA=O.50 oFGMA 
F6MAl=FGMA' 




















































F8DA=0. NLM 920 
FG~A=n. NLH 930 
FG~A 1 =0. NLH 940 
IF (ICL.EQ.l) GO TO SO NLM 950 
FBDA=-(CL-CLS)~SlN(ALPHA)/CLS NLH 960 
GO TO 60 NLM 970 
FGMA=O.75~(CL-CL~)/(CLS~TAN(ALPHA») NLH 980 
FGMAl=FGMA NLH 990 
CONTINUE NLMI000 
IF (CL.GT.CLS) CONST=FBDA NLHIOIO 
IF (CL.Lr.CLS) CONST=FGMAI NLMIO?O 
IF (CL.Gr.eLS)' JCL='! NLMI030 
IF (CL.LT.CLSl l~L=O NLMI040 
CONTINUF NLHI050 
IF (ITE'R.E.Q.I<'Ul,) G'O TO 220 NlMI060 
'IF (ITF.R.GT .KUl')GO TO '260 'NU41070 
DIFFUSED VOPTEx 'FrLA~ENT MODEL NLMI080 
CALCULATION OF THE COORDINATFS OF -LEiADING-EDGE 'ELEMENT~ RYNLMI090 
SATISFvING FORCt.-F.PEF CONDITION NLMII00 
NBT=O NLHIIIO 
DO 120 J~5'NMAX ,NLMl120 
DO 120 I=2,MAXL NLMl130 
:NeON'=I ,NLMl140 
K=NELM e I )--1NLH1l50 
TF ~(J.GT.;Ki) ;GO Tn :l~O NLMll60 
rXXX=~F (I ,J>+,l') NLMU10 
YYY=VE (I .,J'+T) NlM1180 
ZZZ=ZE (I, J+l') NLM1190 
\DL'S=St:lPT e (XE C:h J+l)-X'E;(.l., J.»~~2+ (V,E((;l ,J+1-)·..;YE(rI·, J.) ) ."2+'(ZE( ,I, J+ 1) -NLMl2,OO 
~ZE(l,J»~~2) NLH1210 
XEE= (XF.' (I ,J')+XFlC't"J-+'}\»)).l2,. NLM1220 
YEE= eYE e I ,J)+-YF:i(I,,u+ll·"'·-I':?. NLM1?30 
ZEE= e 7F e I, J')'+.7Jt'( ,let J-+11lH./·2,. NLM,1240 
-CALL' NE':WvE:]L :e(C~-rf4Emp,,;xrEf.-'·Y.EE~ 7.EE"'-XN.,·,YN,XmE,,, V:LE,-CONS,olJMMY, CON I, CONNLMt250 
'1 J ,CONK, S I "~~~{h'NCW t'NWI\I(t,.C1·,;CJ, CK,,-XL'F.',,:lIU .vv.ww ,CPCWI ,xcp, YCp, GAMA ,YNLH1260 
2l~) NlH 1,21·0 
'UVW=St:lRT (UU~I'JU~NV"VV'+'W.W'*wW,) NLM1280 
IF '(~.En,.5') 'GO TO '80 NLH1290 
VVA=ATL*VV/UV~ NLM1300 














GO TO 100 
90 CONTINUF 




IF CYINT .LE. YF. c?,5» YINT=yE C2,5) 
IF CYINT.GE.~HALF) YJNT=AHALF 




IF C~LX22.LE.O.) DLY2=DLY?/2. 










IF C·J2.~T.KP) GO TO 120 






C CALCULATION OF THF r.OORnJNATE~ OF WAKE ELEMENT~ By SATISFyING 



















































DO 16n J=l,NN~AX NL~1770 
DO 160 I=2,MAXW NLH17AO 
NeT=! NLMl~90 
K=NNEL~eI)-l NLMIBOO 









CALL NEWvEL eC,THETP,XEE,YEE,ZEE,XN,VN,XTE,VLE,CONS,DtJMMV,CONI,CONNLH1900 
IJ,CONK,SI,NSWl,NCW.NWNG.CI.CJ,CK,XLE.UU,Vv,WW,CPCWl,XtP,VCP,GAMA,V~LM1910 
2LM) . NLM]920 
UVW=SQRTCUU*fJU~VV*VV+WW*ww, NLM1930 





IF (eDL7/WLS).GT.SINA) DL7=WLS*SINA NLM1990 
YINT=yyEe1,J)+nLv . NLM2000 
IF eYINT.Lt •. eVL~C?)/2.)·) YINT=VLE(2)/2. NLM2010 




IF eOLX22.Lf.O.) DLV?=DLY?/2. . NLM2060 















IF eJ?.GT.Kp) GO TO ISO NLM?170 
DO 140·JK=J2.KP NLM21AO 
XXECI,JK)=XXFeY,JK'+OX NLM2190 
YYECI.JK)=YYECI.JK)~OY NLH2200 
140 ZZE(I.JK)=ZZECI,JK)+DZ NLH2210 
150 CONTINUE NLH2220 
160 CONTINUE NLH2230 
C CALCULATION OF THE r.nORnJNATES OF TIP VORTtCE~ AY SATTSFING NLH2240 
C FORCE FREE CONDITION NLM2250 





DO 190 J=l'NT~AX NLM2310 
00 190 I=I,NCW NLM?320 
NCT=I NLM2330 
K=NTLMeI)-1 NLM2340 





lIP(I.J+l)-ZTIPCJ.J»**2) . NLM2400 
XEE=O.5*CXTIP(I.J+l)+XTIPey,J» NLM2410 
YEE=o.s*eYTIPeJ.J+l)+YTIPCI.J» NLM2420 
ZEE=o.s*eZ TIPeJ.J+l)+ZTJPeI,J» NLM2430 
CALL NFwvEL eC.THETP,XEE,YEE,ZEE,XN,YN,XTF,YLE,CONS,OUHMy,CONI,CONNLM2440 
IJ,tONK,SI'N~Wl,NCW,NWNG,CI,CJ,CK'XLE.UU.VV,WW,CPCWl.XcP.YCP,GAMA,YNLM24S0 
2LM) . NLM2460 
UVW=SQPTe UU **2+VV**2+WW**2) NLM2470 



















IF (J?C;r.Kp) r,0 TO 180 






DO 200 I=l'NCW 
KK=NTL~(I) 
WRJTE (6, 14 0) (XTIP(J,J),J=l,KK) 
WRITE (~,140) (YTIP(T,J)~J=l,KK) 





C DETEPMINE THE INITIAL SHAPE OF FREE SHEET ANO CORE FROM THE 
C ESTARLISHEU LE~OINr,-FDGE VOPTEX FILAMENT SySTEM" 
NSWl=MAXL 
CALL COPE CX8,YR,7A,XF.NO,GAMA,NSWl,NELM,NWNG,NXB) 
CALL MonEL (X8,YA,ZB,NEL~,NXB.M1,LASTE) 
CALL LJRITN (NCOP~NFLM~M1,LASTE) 
CALL APFXC (NELM,NCOR,Ml) 
NSWl=MAXL 
NSW=MAXW 
C PUNCH CARDS FOR ANGlE OF ATTACK IS LESS THAN TWENTY OEGREES 
PUNCH"160, (NELM(ti,r=l,N~Wl) 
DO 230 I=I'N5\111 
K=NELM(I) 
PUNCH 150. (XF(J,J),J=l.~) 
PUNCH 750, (YE(I.J).J=l.K) 











































PUNCH 760. (NNFLM(I).I=1.NSW) NLM2970 
DO 240 I=l.NSW NLM2980 
K=NNEU .... (I) NLM2Q90 
PUNCH 750. (XXE (l .J) .J=ltK) NLM3000 
PUNCH 750, (YYF(I.J).J=1.K) NLM3010 
PUNCH 750. (ZZF(I,J)tJ=l,K) NLM3020 
240 CONTINUE NLM3030 
IF «PXT(NC+l)-PXL(NC+l».EQ.O.) RETURN NLM3040 
PUNCH 760. (NTLM(I).I=1.NCW) NLM30S0 
DO 250 I=l'NCW NLM3060. 
~=NTLM(I) NLM3070 
PUNCH 750. (XTIP(I,J).J=l.K) NLM3080 
PUNCH 750. (YTIP(I.J),J=l.K) NLM3090 
PUNCH 750, (ZTIP(I.J),J=l.K) NLM3100 
250 CONTINUE NLM3110 
RETtJRN NLM31i?0 
?60 CONTINUE NLM3130 
·C VORTEX CORE MODEL NLM3140 
NAERO=1 NLM31S0 
CALL CFAEC (C.THFTP.XN.YN.XTE,XLE.YLE,YLM~CONS.CONJ.CONJ,CONK.DlJMMNLM3160 
lY.SI.NSWl,NC~,.NWNG.CY.CJ.CK.CPCWl.XCP,YCP.GAMA.ARF.A.ITER,GT,I) NLM3170 
C CALCULATION OF THE NEW LOCATIONS OF FREE SHEET SEGMENTS By NLM3180 
r . SATTSFING FORCE FREE CONOYTION NLM3190 
NAERO=O NLM3i?OO 
DO 290 I=2,MAXL NLM3210 
IF (ITRAKE.NE.l.ANO.I.EQ.MI(l» GO TO 290 NLM3220 
NCR2=NCOR(I)-? NLM~230 




IF (J.EQ.NCR2) GO TO 270 NLM3280 
FTANTY(I.J)=A(2)/A(1) NLM32QO 
FTANT7(I~J)=A(3)/A(1) NLM3300 
GO TO 280 NLM3310 
270 TOS(I)=A(3) NLM3320 
2AO CONTI NUF NLM3330 
290 CONTINUE NLM3340 







GO TO ~ 1 0 NLM3390 
300 LL=2 NLM3400 
L 1=~1 C 1> NLM3410 
KS="q C 1) + 1 NLM3420 
Kr=~AXL NLM3430 
310 CONTINUE NLM3440 
IF CITRAKE.NE.].AND.ITER.Gf.KU7) GO TO 320 NLM3450 
IF CITER.~Q.KU5) GO TO 330 NLM3460 
IF CITRAKE.EQ.l.ANO,ITEP.GE.KU7.ANO.RATIOscLL,ITER).LE.O.05) GO TONLM3470 
1 320 NLM3480 
ATL=0.5 NLM3490 
8TL=0.75 NLM3500 
GO TO 340 NLM3510 
320 ATL=O. qO NLM3520 
BTL=O.95 NLM~530 
GO TO ~4 0 NLM3540 
'330 ATL=O. 5 NLM3550 
8TL=O.5 NLM3560 
340 CONTINUE NLM3570 
NCR2=NCORCLl)-2· NLM35AO 
DO 430 ~=5'NCR? NLM3590 








YEE=0.5*C YE tI,J)+YE(r,J+l» NlM3680 
ZEE=O.5*CZE(I,J.)+ZECr,J+l» NLM3690 


























IF (I.EO.KS.AND.LL.EO.l) GO TO 420 
IF (J.F.O.NCR2) GO TO 410 
TANTY=VV/UU 
TANTZ=WW/UU 
IF CJ.F.a.~) GO TO 350 
TANTY=Cl.-ATL)~TANTY+ATL~FTANTYCI.J) 
TANTz=el.-ATL)~TANTZ+ATL~FTANTzeI.J) 










IF (ITFR.tQ.KU5) GO TO 380 
IF eZEcI,J+l).LT.FZ~INSCI).AND.J.EQ.5) GO TO 370 











IF eJ2.GT.Kp) GO TO 400 
















































































IF (ITRA~E.NE.l.ANO.lL.En.l' GO TO 3~O 
CALL NEWDA 
CALCULATION OF THE NEW LOCATIONS OF CONCENTRATED CORE BY 
SATISFING THE FORCE F~EE CONDITION 
LL=l 
Ll=l 

























































r-- ~- -, 
... 
... 
470 CONTINUE NLM4610 
FS~IN=FHS(Ll,JTFR) NLM4620 
NAERO=l NLM4630 
NF INAl =0 NLM4640 
CALL CFAEC (C,THFTP,XN,YN,XTE,XLE,VLE,Vl~,CONS,CONI,CONJ,CONK,DUMMNLM46S0 
IV,SI,N5WI,NCW,NWNG.CI,CJ,CK,CPCWl,XCP,VCP,r,A~A,AREA,yT~R,GT,2) NLM4660 
IF (ITER.EQ.KU5.0R.YTER.EQ.KU6) GO T6 480 NLM4670 
AI=TFORCE(LL) . NLM4680 
81=TFORCE(LL) NLM4690 
CALL SEGMNT (Al,~I,NElM,NCOR,SFGMA,5F8DA) NLM4700 
480 CONTINUE NLM4710 




IF (JTER.GE.KU7.AND.PATIOC(LL,ITER).LT.O.05) FACTOP=o.i NLM4760 
NAERO=1 NLM4770 
NSW5=NElM(L})-NCOR(LI) NLM4780 
DO 570 I=I,NSW5 NLM4790 
IF (I.EO.I) GO TO 570 NLM4800 
II=NCOR(ll)+I NLM4810 
NCON=LO+I NLM4820 
























CAll CRSPRU CP,GA,F) 
FYJCI)=FC2) 
FZIct)=FC3) 
IF (ITFR.EQ.KU5.0R.ITFP.FQ.KU6) GO TO 530 
IF CNFINAL.EQ.l.0R.NFINAl.FQ.3) SIGN=I.0 
IF CNFINAL.EQ.?OR.NFINAl.fQ.4) SIGN=-1.0 




















IF CZECLl,II).lT.O.) ZECll,II)=ZMIN 
C . TO ADJUST THE ENTIRE CORE SIMULTANEOUSLY 
























































;.; c ... 
550 CONTINUE NLM5430 
DO 560 IK=L3,LMAX NLM5440 
NK=NELM (IK) NLMS4S0 
JK=NCOR C II<) NLM5460 




560 CONTINUE NLM5510 
570 CONTINUE NLM5520 
IF CITRAKE.NE.l) GO TO SAO NLMS530 
IF (ITER.GT.KU6) GO TO SAO NLM5540 
C ADJUST THE 2ND END POINT OF THE FIRST COPE SEGMENT BY NLM5550 







ZECLl,NXORl)=R7 0 (XfeLl.NXORl)-PXLCLL» NLM5630 
ZEeLl.NXORl)=0.5 0 eZEeLl,NXORl)+ZEeLl.NXOP2·» NLMS640 
YEeLl+l,NXOR)=YFeLl.NXOPl) NLMS650 
ZE(Ll+l.NXOR)=ZF(Ll.NXORl) NLM5660 
580 CONTINUE .NLM5670 
C CHECK FRF~ SHEET AND CORE LOCATION AFTER CORE ADJUSTMFNTS NLM5680 
C NOTE THAT FIRST CORE SEGMENT FROM APEX IS COVfRfD BY FREE SHEET NLM5690 
DO 600 II=KS,Kf NLM5700 
NXOR=NCORell) NU45710 
NCA=NCQRcll)-l NLM57?0 
IF CYEeII,NXOR).LT.YEeII.NCA» GO TO 590 NLM5730 
GO TO 600 NLM5740 
590 NCB=NXOR-2 NLM5750 
YEeII,NCA)=YFeII,NXOR) NLM5760 
YEeII.NCA)=YE(IT,NXOR} NLM5770 
600 CONTINUE . NLM57BO 










FR 123=0. NLM5860 
DO 610 J=5,NCR? NLM5870 







rALL NEwvtL CC,THETP.XEE,yEE,ZEE,XN,YN.XTE,YLE,CONS,DUMMy,CONI.CONNLM5950 
IJ.CONK,SI,Nswl,NCW,NWNG,CI.CJ,CK.XLE,Uu.VV.WW.CPCW1.XCP,YCP,GAMA,YNLM5960 















610 CONTINUE NLM6120 
FSINCNFINAL)=snPTCFTX1**2+FTYl**2+FTZ1**2) NLM6130 
IF (ITEP.GT.KU6) GO TO 620 NLM6140 
CALL NEWOA NLM6150 
GO TO 730 NLM6160 
620 CONTINUE NLM6170 
C COMPARE THE FREE SHEET FORCE.AFTER fACH·INNER CYCLE C~y, -V. NLM61AO 
C +Z, -7) OF VOPTFx COPF~S ~OVEMENT NL M6190 
IF CNFINAL.En.l.0P.NFrNAL.~n.31 GO TO 630 NLM6200 
IF CNFINAL.En.?OR.NFJNAL.EQ.4) GO TO 650 NLM6210 
1130 CONTINUE . NLM6220 









DO 640 J=JK,NK 
XEl (I,J)=XECI.J) 
YEl(I,J)=YE(I.J) 
ZE 1 ( I ,J) =ZE ( J ,J) 
640 CONTINUE. . 
CALL NEWBC (MAXL) 
GO TO 490 
6~O DO 660 I=Ll.LMAX 
JK=NCOR(J) 
NK=NELM(I) 





CALL NFW~C (MAXL) 
C COMPARE THt FREE SHFET FORCE IN THE JNN~R ITERATION 
Xl=FSIN(NFlNAL-l) 
X2=FSIN (NF INAl) 
CALL MJNMAX (Xl,x2,XMN,XMX) 
IF (XMN.GT.F~~IN) GO TO 720 
IF (X2.LT.Xl) In=2 
IF (Xl.LT.X?) YD=1 
IF (Ir.EQ.2) ~n TO 670 
GO TO 6QO 
670 .00 680 I=Ll.LMAX 
JK=NCOR(I) 
NK=NEL~(I) 
DO 680 J=JI<,NK 
XECI,J)=XE2CI,J) 
YECI,J)=yE2(I.J) 
ZF (! .J) =ZE2C I .J) 
6AO CM.lTINUE 
GO TO 710 
690 DO 700 I=Ll,LMAX 
Jt<=NCORCI) 
NK=NELM(I) 
no 700 J=JK,Nt< 
XE(I.J)=xEl(I.J) 





























































IF CIO.EG.l) FSMIN=Xl 
IF (IO.EQ.2) FSMIN=X2 
CALL NEWDA 
CONTINUE 
IF CNFINAL.EQ.4) GO TO 730 
GO TO 490 
CONTINUE 
IF (IT~AKE.NE.).AND.LL.EQ.l) GO TO 460 
GO TO 130 
FORMAT C}HO,SX,AFI0.S) 
FORMAT (8 FIO.4) 
FORMAT (lOI2) 
END 
SUAPOIITINE CORf (XB,YB,ZB,XEND,GAMA,N5Wl,NElM,NWN(.;,NXR) 




COMMON IABCI XECIO.40),YECI0,40),ZECI0,40) 
COMMON IAERril NAfPO,MAXL.MAXW~rSPAN,ISF,ITRAKF,ISC 
COMMON IGENCFI MICS) 
COM~ON ILOCI ~Ul,Fu?,AENn,pXL(5),PXTC5),PYLC5) 
SEGL=CPXTCl)-PXLCl»/A. 

















































































IF (XA(K.LL).lT.XENO) GO TO 50 
NXB=K 
J=2 
XBAR=XA e J, ll) 





























































IF eJ.LF..NXP) GO TO 60 









SUBROUTINE CFAEC CC,THETP,XN,YN,XTE,XLE'YLF,YL~,CONS,CONI,CONJ,CONCFC 10 
lK,OlJ~MY,SI'NSWl,NCW,NWNG,CI,CJ,CK,CPCW1,XCp,YCP,GAMA,AREA,ITER,GT,CFC 20 
2N) CFC 30 
OIMENSI0N OU MM Yel).CONSel),CONICl),CONJ(l).CONKCl).CICl),CJ(I), eFC 40 
1 CK ( }) ,C Cl ) ,THETP C1 ) ,XLE e 1 ) , XTE (1 ) ,YL; (1) ,YLM Cl ) ,S I (} ) ,GAMA (1) , CFC 50 
2XCPCl),YCP(1),CPCWl(1),XN(NWNG,2),YNCNWNG,2),A(3),8(3),F(3),GA(3),CFC 60 
3GT(3),FXP(40,2,2) CFC 70 
COMMON INCTTI NCT,NCON,NRT,NCORClS) CFC 80 
COMMON IABCI XECIO,40),YF.CI0,40),ZE(10,40) CFC 90 
COMMON IAEROI NAFPO,MAXL,MAXW,JSPAN,ISF,ITPAKE.ISC CFC 100 
CO~MON IALLPAI AX(?lO).lMTN,NElMCll) eFC 110 
COMMdN IGENCFI MI(5)· CFC 120 
CO~MON IMUFAVI FYP(40,?,?~,FZPC40,2,2) CFC 130 
COMMON IINFAVI FYT(20),FZTC20),FYI(40),FZI(40),VXY(40),VYIC40), CFC 140 
IVZI(40),FXTC20),TFORCE(?0) - eFC 150 
NCT=O CFC 160 
LL~1 CFC 170 
Ll=l CFC 180 
LO=Ll-l CFC 190 
L2=.Mlel)-1 CFC 200 
GO TO 20 CFC 210 
LL=2 CFC 220 
L1=M1Cl) CFC 230 
LO=Ll~1 CFC 240 
L2=~AXL CFC 250 
CONTINtJF eFC 260 
FXTeLl)=O. CFC 270 
FYTeLL)=O. ·CFC 280 
FZTCLL)=O. CFe 290 
NSW5=NFLMCLl)-NCORCLl) eFC 300 
no 30 I=I,NSW5 CFe 310 
II=NcopeL1)+I CFC 320 
.r::- 7 
-:- .... 
NCON=lo+r CFC 330 
IF (NCON.GE.L~) NCON=L2 CFe 340 
N~T= 1 CFC 350 
XF.E=O.~~(X~(Ll.rJ-l)+XE(Ll.IT» CFC 360 
YEE=O.S~(YE(LI.rJ-I)+YE(LI,rI» CFC 370 
ZEE=O.5~(ZE(Ll,tT-l)+7E(Ll.II» CFC 3AO 
GMA=GT(NCON) eFC 3QO 
A(I)=XE(Ll,II)-XE(Ll.II-l) CFC 400 
A(2)=VE(Ll,II)-YfCL1,II-I) CFC 410 
A(3)=ZECLl,II)-ZECL1.II-I) CFC 420 
CALL NEWV~L CC,THETP,XEF.YEE,ZEE,XN,YN.XTE,YLE,CONS.DIJMMY,CONI,CONCFC 430 
IJ.CONK,SI,NSWl.NCW.NWNG,CI,CJ,CK,XLE,UU,Vv,~W,CPCW1'XCP,YCP,RA~A.YCFC 440 
2LM) CFC 450 
GA(I)=GMA~A(I)/ARFA CFC 460 
GA(2)=RMA~A(?)/AREA CFC 470 
GA(3)=GMA~A(3)/AREA CFC 480 
8 (I) =UU CFC 490 
8(2)=VV CFC 500 
8 (3) =WW CFC 510 
CALL CP5PRD (~,GA,F) eFe 520 
FXP(I,N,Ll)=F(l) CFC 530 
FYP(I,N,LL)=F(2) CFC 540 
FZP(I,N,LL)=F(3) CFC 550 
FXTCLL)=FXT(LL)+F(I) CFC 560 
FYT(LL)=FYT(LL)+F(2) eFC 570 
F7T(LL)=FZT(LL)+F(3) eFe 580 
30 CONTINUE CFC 590 
C 
TFORCf.(LL)=SQPT(FXT(LL)~~?+FYT(LL)~~2+FZT(LL)~~2) CFC 600 
IF (ITRAK~.NE.l.ANO.LL.EO.I) GO TO 10 CFC 610 
RETURN eFC 620 
END eFe 630-
SUAROUTIN~ SEGMNT (ASTAR.8STAR,NELM,NCOR,SFGMA,SF~DA) 
COMPUTE THt SEGMENT FORCE OF THE COPE 
DIMENSTON NELM(I),NCOR(I).SF80A(40,2).SFGMA(40.2) 
COMMON IMUFAVI FYP(40,2,2),FZP(40.2.2) 
COMMON /GlNCFI MI(S) 
















Ll=l SEG 80 
GO TO 20 SEG 90 
LL=2 SEG 100 
Ll=Ml(U SEG 110 
CONTINU!: SEG 120 
NSW5=NFL~(Ll)-NCOR(Ll) SEG 130 
DO 30 I=l,Nsw~ SEG 140 
IF (F7P(I,2,LL).GT.O •• AND.FZP(I,1,LL).GT.0.) FZ=O.l SEG 150 
IF (F7P(I,2.LL).LT.O •• AND.FZP(I.1.LL).LT.0.) F7.=-O.l SEG 160 
IF (F7P ( It 2. LL) • (':T • O •• AND. F7P ( I , 1 • LL) • LT. O. ) Fl=O.l SEG 170 
IF (FZP(Y,2,LL).LT.0 •• ANO.FZP(I,1.LL).GT.0.) F7=-0.1 SEG lAO 
SFGMA(I.LL)~FZ~(FZP(I,2.LL)-FZP(I,1.LL»/(A~~(FZP(J,I.LL»)~BSTAR SEG 190 
SFGMA(I,LL)=10.~SFGMA(I.LL) SEG 200 
IF (F1P(Y,2.LL)~F7.P(Y.1.LL).LT.O.) SFGMA cr ,LU =0. SEG 210 
IF (FVP(I,2,LL).GT.O •• AND.FYP(I,1~LL).GT.0.) FY=O.5 SEG 220 
IF (Fyp(r,2.Ll).LT.0 •• ANn.Fyp(I.1~LL).LT.O.) FY=-O.5 SEG 230 
IF (FYP(I,2.lL).AT.0 •• AND.FYP(I.1.LL).LT.0.) FY=0.5 SEG 240 
IF (FYP(I,2.LL;.LT.O •• AND.FYP(I.1,LL).GT.O.) FY=-0.5 SEG 250 
SF8nA(r,LL)=FY~(Fyp(r.2,lL)-Fyp(r,1,LL»/(ABS(FYP(I.1.LL»)~ASTAP SEG 260 
IF CFVp(r,2.L()~FVP(I.l.LL).LT.0,) SFBoA(I.Ll)=-0.?S~ARS«FYPCI.2,SEG 270 
lLL)-FVP(Y,l,LL»/FYP(I,I.LL» 
IF (ARS(SFGMA(I.LL».GT.l.0) SFGMA (l, LU =0. 
IF (AR~(SFBnA(I.lL».GT.1.0) SFBoAcI.LL)=O. 
CONTINUE 
IF (ITPAKE.NF.l.ANn.LL~EQ.1) GO TO 10 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE NEWRr (NSWl) , 
COMMON IABCI xfCI0.40),YfCIO.40),7.E(lO.40) 
COMMON IALLRR/- Ax(210),7~IN.NELM(11) 
COMMON IOA~CI oXE(10.40),nYf(lO.40)~07E(10.40) 
DO 201=I.NSW1 -
t<=~IEL~ ( I ) 
DO 10 J=l.K 
XE(I.J)=DXE(I,J) 






































CO~~ON I~~CI XF(10,40),Yf(10,40),7f(lO,40) 
CO~~ON/ALLRAI AX(210),7MIN,NfLM(11i 
COMMON IOABCI OXE(10,40),l"lyF(10,40)~DZE(10,40) 
COMMON IGENCFI Ml (5) 
COMMON IA~Rnl NAFRn,MAXL.MAXW.ISPAN~ISF,ITRAKE,ISC 
COMMON ILOCSPI PX(300).CTANTY(40.2).CTANT7(40.2) 
COMMON INCTTI NCT.NCON,NBT.NCOR(15) 
COMMON IMDFAVI FYP(40.2,2).FZP(40,2.2) 
on 20 I=l,MAXL 
K=NELM(I) 







































































SUBROUTINE ~OnFL (X~,YAt7A.NELM,NXR,Ml,LA5TF.) MOD 10 
DIMiNSION Ml(l) MOO 20 
DIMENSION XP(40,?),YR(40,2),7R(40,2), MOD 10 
IFXEel0).FYEe10),F7Eel0).~XE(10),8YEelO),8ZE(10),NELM(i) MOD 40 
COMMON INCTTI NCT,NCON,NAT,NCORC1S),KUl,NFSH(15) MOD 50 
COMMON IAEROI NAfRO.MAXL,MAXW,ISPAN,ISF,ITRAKE,ISC MOD 60 
COMMON IABCI XE(10,40),YFe}O.40),ZE(10,40) MOD 70 
NSWl=MAXL MOO 80 
IF <l5PAN.Ea.0) IX=1 MOD 90 
IF eI5PAN.Ea.1) IX=? MOD 100 
00 110 I=2,NSWI MOO 110 
IF eITRAKE.FQ.l) GO TO 10 MOD 120 
NN2=Ml(1)+2 MOO 130 
LL=O MOO 140 
IF cr .FO.MI (1) -?) LL=l MOD 150 
IF eI,EQ,NN2) LL=2 MOD 160 
IF (LL.Ea,o) GO TO 110 MOD 170 
GO TO 20 MOO 180 
lL=1 MOO 190 
CONTINUE MOD 200 
NIT=NF5HeI) MOD 210 
NN~NELMeI) MOO 220 
J=5 MOD 230 
IC=} MOD 240 
CAll CHOPS (LL,IC.I',J,XR,YR.7R,NXB,NGB.FXE,FYE,FZE,XCA,XC8.ZCA,ZCAMOD ?50 
1) "MOD 260 
IF (NGP.EQ.}) Gn TO 50 MOO 270 
IF «J+l).EO,NELM(I» no TO 40 MOD 2AO 
J=J+l MOO 290 
IF eJ.LT.NN) GO TO 30 MOD 300 
CONT I ~H'E MOD 310 
ISF=O MOD 320 
WRITf (6,120) MOD 330 
LASTE=I MOO 340 
RETURN MOD 350 
CONTINUE MOD 360 








YE (l.J+ 1) =FYE (J) MOD 3AO 
7f(l.J+U=FZECJ) MOD 390 
NOC=(J-4)+1 MOD 400 
IF (NOC.GE.4) Go TO 90 MOD 410 
IF (NOC.EQ.2) GO TO 60 MOD 420 
IF (NOC.EQ.3) GO TO AO MOD 430 
60 DO 70 MK=1,3 MOD 440 
F~=~K MOD 450 
XE(I.~~+5)=FM/3.0(FXE(I)-XE(I.5»+XE(I.5) MOO 460 
YE(I.MK+S)=FM/3. 0 (FYE(I)-YECI,5»+YE(I,5) MOD 470 
ZE(I.MK+5)=FM/3. 0 (FZFCI)-7ECI.5»+ZE(I.5) MOD 480 
70 CONTINUE MOD 490 
NOC=4 MOD 500 
GO TO 90 MOD 510 
80 XE(I.A)=FXE(I) MOD 520 
YF.(I,R)=FYECI) MOD 530 
ZECI,A)=FZECI) MOD 540 
Xf(I.7)=XE.(y,6) MOD 550 
YE(I.7)~yE(I.6) MOD 560 
ZE(l,7)=7E(I.~) MOO 570 
XE(T.6)=0.50(XE(T,5)+XE(I,6» MOD 580 
YE(I.6)=o.5*(YF(I,S)+YF(I,6» MOD 590 
ZE(I,6)=0.50(7E(T.5)+ZE(I.6» MOD 600· 
NOC=4 MOO 610 
90 CALL LEADLM (NOC,8xE.BYE.8ZE,NIT.I) MOD 620 
DO 100 MJ=l.NTT MOD 630 
JJ=MJ+5 MOD 640 
XE(I,JJ)=BXE(MJ) MOD 650 
Yf(I,JJ)=BYE(f.1J) MOD 660 
ZE(I,JJ)=BZE(~J) MOD 670 
100 CONTJNUF MOD 680 
ZBZ=ZCA+(FXEeI)-XCA)o(ZC8-ZCA)/eXCR-XCA) MOD 690 
NCP=NCOp(I) MOD 700 
NCRl=NCP-l MOD 710 
XE(I,NCP)=FxEeI) MOD 720 
YEeI,NCR)=FYE(J) MOD 730 
ZE(I.NCR)=ZRZ MOD 740 
110 CONTINUE MOD 750 N N 
ISF=l MOD 760 ...... 
RETURN MOD 770 








FORMAT CIHl,,6AH FAIL TO AFT TNTFRSFCTION RY THE WELL DEFINED 










SUBROIIT HIE CHOPS CLL,IC.I,J,XB,VB,7B,NXB,NGB,FXE,FVE~FZE,XCA,XCR,ZCPS 10 
lCA,ZCR) 
FIND THE INTERSECTION BET~EEN THE. LEADING EDGE VORTEX 
AND THE CENTROID OF THE LEADING EDGE VORTEX SYSTF~ 
DIMENSION FXECI0),FYFCI0),FZE(10) 
DIMENSION XA C40 ,?) ,VB e40,2) ,ZB (40,2) ,A (3) ,A (3) ,C (3) 
CO~MON IABCI XF(10,40),YE(lO,40),ZE(10,40) 
NG8=O 













CALL CRSPRU CA,R.C) 
C2=C(3) 
IF ·CCl*C2. GT.O.) GO TO 20 














































A(2)=VA(IC.LL)-YFCI,J) CPS 350 
A(3)=0. CPS 360 
CALL CPSPRO CA,B,C) CPS 310 
C2=c(3) CPS 3AO 
IF eCl*C2. GT.O.) GO TO ?O CPS 390 
NGB=1 CPS 400 
XCA=XE(I,J) CPS 410 
CALL CFSET eXCA,YCA.7CA,IC,XB,VB,ZB.LL) CPS 420 
XCB=XFeI.J+l) CPS 430 
CALL CFSET (XCB.vCB,7CB.IC.XB,YB.ZR.LL) CPS 440 
XYAA=eXCB-XCA)/(YCB-VCA) CPS 450 
XVE=(XEeI,J+l)-XEeI.J»/(VtCI.J+l)-YE(I,J» CPS 460 
BRl=XCA-(XVAB*YCA) CPS 410 
BB2=XE(I,J)-(XVE*VEcI,J» CPS 480 
DENOM=XVAB-XVE CPS. 490 
FXECI)=CXYAp,*RR?-XYF*BRl)/DFNOM CPS 500 
FVECI)=CB~2-BBl)/DENOM CPS 510 
FZE(I)=ZEeI.J)+e FXEeI)-XEcT,J»*e7ECI,J+l)-7F(I,J»/(XE(I,J+l)-XECCPS 520 
lI.J).) CPS 530 
RETURN CPS 540 




IF (IC.GE.NXB) RETURN CPS 560 
GO TO 10 CPS 510 
END CPS 580-
SUBROUTINE LIPITN CNcnR,NEL~,Ml,LASTE) 
COMMON ILOC/ FUl.FU?,XEND.PXL(5),PXTC5)~PYL(5) 
COMMON /A~Ro/ NAERO,MAXL,MAXW,ISPAN,ISF,ITRAKE,ISC 
COMMON /ALLRA/ TTL(16),ALpHA 
COMMON IA~C/ PXECl0,40),·PYE(10,40),PZEClO,40) 
DIMENSION MlCl),NCORCl),NELMCl) 
LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF LAST TWO VORiF.X STRIPS 
IF CISPAN.tP.O) IX=l 
IF eISPAN.tO.l) IX=? 
NSWl=MAXL 
























DO 40 I=2,MAXL 
IF' CI.EO.MI(}» RO TO 40 
IF' eI.EO. M1 el)-?OR.I.EQ.NN2) GO TO 4~ 
IF' C I .LE .M1 e 1) -1) G(I TO 2(1 
LAXN=NN2 
RXE=ipXECI,5)-PXLeIX+1»/CPXECLAXN,S)-PXLCIX+l» 
PYE=PYF e I ,5) /PYF. e·LAx~f.S) 
NXOP,=Nr.Op(l) 

















GO TO 150 
CONTINUE 
IF' eI5F'.EQ.o) GO TO 60 
GO TO 80 
NST=NSWI/2 
DO 70 I=LASTE,NSW1 
NXOP=NCOPCI) 

























































































DO 130 I=2,NC;W5 
IF CI.CiE.NSWl) GO TO 110· 
JK=NCOPC!)+l 
NK=NCOR ( T + 1) 
11=1 






























































DO 140 I=2,NSWI 
NELMCI)=NELMCN5Wl)+CNSWl~I) 
140 CONTJNIIE 

























lRO IF (PAX.(;T.PAV) GO TO 190 
IC=IC+1 
PAX=PA)C+DX 




































































DO 210 I=L3,NSW6 
NELMCI)=NELM(Ll)+(Ll-l) 
CONTINlJf 
UP TO THIS STfP, THE NO OF pOINT OF THE CORF IS NO. 11 
KK=Ll-1 
LA=NELMCKK)-NCORCKK) 







IF _(KK~LT.L3) GO TO 240 
GO TO ?20 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 











THE OROEP OF THF NOOF POINT ALONG THE CORE IS 12TH 
TT=TANCALPHA) 
CALL A7CORECTT,PXL,PXT,PYL,NCOR,NELM,Ll,L3,LL) 



















































SUBROUTINE A7COPE (TT,PXL,PXT,PYL,NCOR,NELM,Ll,L3,LL) 
DIMENSION PXL(1).PXTC1),PYLCl).NCOP(1),NELM(I) 
COMMON IABCI XECI0.40),YECIO,40),ZECI0,40) 
COM~ON IAEROI NAFRO,MAXL.MAXW,ISPAN.ISF,ITRAKE,ISC 
COMMON ICAMRI ICAM 
IF (ITPAKE.NE.l) .60 TO 20 




00 10 I=L3,Ll 
K=NELMCI) 
NN=NCOPCI) 
00 10 IK=NN,K 
TZAE=TANG~CXfcI,IK)-PXP) 
IF (TRT.LT.l.2) 7ECT.IK)=TZAE~CO.189~TRT+ri.OB) 
IF CTRT.G~.1.2~AND.TRT.LT.2.2) ZFCI,IK)=T7AE~CO.1333~TRT+O.158) 





IF CZECL3,NXOpi.LT.F7MIN) 7ECL3,NXOR)=F7MIN 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE APEX~ CNELM,NCOR,Ml) 
OIMEN~ION Ml(l),NCOPCl).NEL~(I) 
COMMON IABCI XECIO'40),YECIO,40),7ECIO,40, 
COMMON IAERO/ NAERO.MAXL~MAXW,ISPAN.ISF,ITRAKE,rSC 
COMMON IlOCI FUl.FU?XENO,PXL(5),PXT(5),PYLC5, 
LL=l 
IM=1 













































GO TO ?O 







K=NCOP C U.1) 












CALL AyCORE (PXL,PXT,PYL,NCOP,NELM,ll,L3,LL) 
IF (lTPAKE.NE.l.AND.l.l.F.:Q.l> GO TO 10 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROlJTI~E AYCOPE CPXL,PXT,PYL,NCOR,NElM,ll.l3.lL) 
DIMENSION PXlCl),PXTC1),PYLC1),NELM(I),NCOP(I) 
COMMON IABCI XECI0,40),VE(10,40),ZE~10,40) 
COMMON. IAEROI NAERO.MAXL,MAXW.ISPAN,ISF,ITRAKE,Ise 
COMMON IALlpAI TTLCI6),AlPHA , 
TANG=CPVl(ll+I)-PVlCll»/CPXl(ll+l)~PXl(LL» 
PAV=0.5~CPXT(LL)+PXT(Ll+l» 
DO 10 I=L3'll 
K=NELMCI) 
NN=NCOR(I) 





















































IF (XF(I,IK).~T.PAV) TlAF=PVL(LL+l)-PVLClL) 
FVE=0.6*TZAF ' 
IF,(VF(I,IK).GT.FVE.ANO.XECI,IK).LT.PAV) GO TO 10 
IF (XErI,IK).GE.pAV.AND.VF(I,IK).GT.FVE) GO TO 10 
VE(T.JK)=0.62*T7AF+PVL(lL) 
CONTINUE 
SET UP THE GOOD ~HApE OF THE STRAKF CORE ON THE X-y PLANE 













REGROlJP THE NO~E POINTS ALONG THE CORE ON THF STRAKE 5EeTION 
KK=Ll-l 
LA=NELMCKK)-NCORCKK) 







IF CKK.LT.2) GO TO SO 
GO TO 30 
eONTHJ(JF 
CONTINUE 
TO SET UP THE INTTIAl FQFE SHEET AND eORF IN STANDARD FORM 











































































SUBROUTINE LEADLM (NnC,RXE,8yE,RZE,NIT.I) 
DIMENSION PNT(20.3}.fLEN(20),COEF(20,4,3), 
18XE(5).PyE(S),8ZE(5),SP(20) 
COMMON IA~CI XE(10,40},YF(10,40),ZF(10,40} 
LEADING-EDGE VORTEx SEGMFNT STARTS FROM FIFTH POINT OF LEADING 
EDGE FREE ELE~FNT ON FREE SHEET 
NOC1=NOC-l 


























































DO 20 K=?NOC LAD 230 
SP(K)=SP(K-l)+ELEN(~-l) LAD 240 
20 ST=ST+FLf.N (K-l) LAD 250 
DO 50 L=l,NIT LAD ?60 
FL=L LAD 270 
DS=ST*FL/NIT LAO 280 
LL=1 LAO 2g0 
30 IF (DS.AT.SP(LL).AND.DS.LE.SP(LL+l» GO Tn 40 . LAO 300 
LL=LL+l LAD 310 
GO TO 30 LAO 3?0 
40 DT=(DS-SP(LL»/(SP(LL+l)-SP(LL» LAO 330 
BXE(L)=CO~F(LL,1,1)*(DT**3)+COEF(LL,2,1)*(OT**2)+COEF(LL.3.1)*DT+CLAO 340 
10EF(LL,4,1) . LAO 350 
BYE(L'=CO~F(LL,1.2)*(OT**3)+COEF(LL,2,2)*(DT**2)+COEF(LL,3.2)*OT+CLAO 360 
10EF(LL,4,2) . LAO 370 
BZF.(L)=COtF(LL,1.3)*(DT**3)+COEF(LL,2,3)*(DT**2)+COEFCLL,3,3)*OT+CLAO 380 
10EF(LL,4,3) LAO 390 
50 CONTINUE LAO 400 
\ 
----
RETURN LAD 410 
END LAO 420-








































.. ~; \.1 
SURROUTIN~ CENTRD eXSTN,YSTN,ZSTN,NMAX,NSWl,NELM,YSECT) 
DIMENSION YSTNel),7STNel).NELM(1) 
COMMON IABCI XEelO,40),YEelO,40),ZECI0,40) 
COMMON IGENCFI Ml(5) 
COMMON IAERO) NAERO,MAXL,MAXW,ISPAN,ISF,ITRAKE.ISC 
1=2 




IF eXF.el,K).GE.XSTN) GO TO 60 
IF eXEeI,K).Lf.X5TN.AND.XEel,K+l).Gf.XSTN) GO TO 30 
K=~+1 
IF (K.EG.KMAX) GO TO SO 
GO TO ?O 
CALL COORD (XSTN,!,K,YSTNel),]STNel» 
1=1+1 
K=NSUR 
IF (I.GT.NSWl) GO TO 70 
GO TO }O 
YSTNe!)=yE.(I,K) 
ZSTN(I)=7E (J,t<) 






SUPROllTHJI:. COORD (XS,I,K,yS,ZS) 














































































SUBPOIITINE CSIPAR(MAXN,Ix,PNT,N,~AXSP,EPS.Kl,rpT,ELEN,r.OEF,CPT, CSIPOOIO 








































SUAROllTIt'JE CSIPAP COMPUTES PARAMETRIC ClIBtC SPLINE 
COEFFICIENTS TO APPROXIMATE A SMOOTH CURVE THROUGH 
30 SET OF INPUT POINTS AND OPTIONALLY COMPIITES AN 
FNRTCHED CURVE. 
CALL CSIPAR(MAXN,IX,PNT,N,MAXSP,FPS,Kl,IPT,ELEN, 
COEF, CPT., J ERR) 
AN INPUT INTFGFR SPECIFYING THE ~AXIMUM NUMBEP OF 
N60E POINTS AS GIVEN IN THE DIMENSION STATFMENT OF 
THE CALlINA PROARAM. 
AN INPUT INTFGER SPECIFYING THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF 
NODE POINTS OEFINING THE CURVE. IX ~ MAXN~ 
A TWO-DIMENSIONAL INPUT ARRAY DIMENSIONED ~MAXN,3) 
IN THE CALL INC; PPOGRAM.: ON ENTRY TO CS IPAR, 
PNT(~.l). PNT(K,2), PNT(K,3) CONTAIN tHE X.y, AND Z 
COORDINATES RESPECTIVELY OF THE K-TH NODE POINT TO 
AE FITTED." . 

























" INTERPOLATED POINTS TO RE COMPUTED BETWEEN EACH 
"OF NODE POINT~. IF N=O, COMPUTATION OF THE 





AN INPUT INTF'GFR SPECIFYING THE ~AXIMIJM NUMBER OF 
POINTS ALLO\ooIFD IN THE ENRICHEI') CURVE. AS GIVEN IN 






















































MAXsP SHOULD Bf AT LEAST (IX-I) ~ (N+l) + 1 TO 
PROVIDE FOR ALL INTERPOLATED POINTS. IF AN ENRICHED 
CtJRVE IS NOT CALCULATEn~ A DUM~Y ARGUMENT SHOULD 
AF ~pECIFIEn FOR MAXSP. 
AN INPUT PARAMETER USED TO TEST CURVATURE OF THE 
E~RTCHED CURVE. IF THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE 5ECONO 
DERIVATIVE AT AN INTERPOLATED POINT IS LESS THAN 
EPS. THFPOINT WILL RE OMITTED FROM THE ENRICHED 
CURVE. IF EP~=O, ALL INTERPOLATED POINTS WILL BE 
RETAINED. IF AN ENRICHED CURVE IS NOT CALCULATED, 
A DU~MY' ~RGUMENT SHOULD, BE SPECIFIED FOR EPS. 
AN INPUT INTEGER SPECIFYING WHETHER A NODE POINT IS 
TO RE RETAINED IN THf ENRICHEO CURVE WHEN THE SECOND 
DERTVATIVE AT THE POINT IS LESS THAN EPS. 
Kl=l ALL NODE POINTS WILL BE RETAINED. 
Kl=? NODE POINTS WILL BE OMTTTED IF SECOND 
DERIVATIVE IS LESS THAN EPS. 
IF AN ENRICHED CURVE IS NOT CALCULATED, A DUMMY 
ARGUMENT SHOULD BE SPECIFIED FOR Kl. 
AN INPUT/OUTPUT INTEGER HAVING THE FOLLOWING 
FUNCTIONS: 
INPUT: 
=-1 W~ENEVER A NEW PNT ARRAY IS SPECYFIEO,IPT MUST 
BE INPUT AS -1 SO THAT THE ROIJTINE .WILL PE 
INITIALI7FD.· 
OUTPUT: 
=N THERE ARE A TOTAL OF N POINTS IN THE 
ENRICHED CURVE. 
A ONE-DIMEN~IONAL OUTPUT ARRAy DIMENSIONED AT LEAST 
IX IN THE CALLINf, PROGPAM. ON RETURN FROM CSIPAR, 
ELEN(K) CONTAINS THE CHORD LENGTH RETWEEN NODE 













































COEF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL OUTPUT ARRAY DIMEN~IONfO 
(MAXN,4,3) TN THf CALLING PROGPAM. ON RETURN FROM 
CSJPAR, COEF(K,M,N) CONTAINS THE M-TH CURIC COEFFIC-
TFNT FOR THE N-THCOOPDINATE IN THE INTERVAL BETWEEN 
NODE POINTS K AND K+l. 
ORDER OF CURIC COEFFICIENTS IS: 
COEF (K , 1 , 1 ) = A X COEF'( K ,I,£,) =AY COEF (I<' ,1,3) =A Z 
COEF(K,2,1)=~X COEF(K,2.2)=RY COEF(K.2,3)=BZ 
COFFCK,3,1)=CX COEF(K,3.?)=CY COEF(K.3,3)=CZ 
COEF(~,4,1)=nx COEF~K,4.2)=nY COEF(K.4,3)=DZ 
WHERE: 
FX = AX*T**3 + RX*T**2 • CX*T + OX 
FY = AY*T**3 + AY*T**2 + CY*T + OY 
F7 = ~7*T**3 + AZ*T**2 + Cl*T + DZ 
ANO: 
T = CHOPDAL DISTANCE PARAMFTER. 
rPT A TWO-OI~ENSInNAL qUTPUT ARRAy OJMFNSIONEO' (MAXSP.3) 
TN THE CALLING PROGRAM. ON RETURN FROM CSTPAR, 
CPT(K,I),CPT(K,2), CPT(K,3) CONTAIN THEX,Y,Z 
COORnINATES RESPECTIVELY OF THE K-TH POINT ON THE 
ENRICHED CURVE. IF AN ENRICHED CURVE IS NOT 
CALCULATED. A nlJMMY ARGUMENT SHOULD BE: SPEC IFIED 
FOR CPT.' 
IERP AN OUTPUT INTFGFR ERROR CODE. 
=0 NORMAL RETURN NO ERROR IN CALCULATION 
=-1 INCOMPLETE FAIREO CURVE 
=-? LESS THAN FOUR NODE POINTS WERE SPECIFIED. 
POuTINE TER~INATES. 
REQUIRE" ROUTINES NON~ 
SOURCF 
LANGUAC;F 
SUBROUTINE SPFIT WRITTEN BY 













































. ./ ~ 
C* DATF. PElfASEn OCTOBER 3. lQ73 ~CSIPll80 
C* ~CSIPl190 
C* lATEST RfVISI0N OCTOBER 3. 1973 *CSIP1200 
C* ~CSIPI210 

















IF CIPT .NE. -]) GO TO 92 . 
IFCIX .IT. 4) GO TO 140 
IEPR = 0 
Nl=IX-1 
DO 





~FTUP COEFFTCIENT ~ATRIX WITH WNCLAMPED END POINTS 




COEF (I X, 1 , 1) = 1. 
COEF' (Ix,l'2)=? 
COEF' (tX,1'3)=O. 





SOlVE FOP SLOPES 
DO 70 1=1,3 
COEF(1,4.1)=(3./ElEN(1»~CPNTC2,I)-PNT(1,I» 
COfF CIX,4,l)=C3./ELEN CIX-l»*(PNTCIx,I)-PNT(IX-l,I» 





















































2 ELEN(NN)**2*(PNT(NN,J)-PNT(NN-l .1») 
CONTINUE 
SOLVE TPIOIAGONAL MATPIX 
COFFC1.2.1)=COEFC1,1.3)/COEF(1,},i) 
COEFC1,3.I)=rOEF(I,4.1)/COEF(I,I~2) 











COMPUTE CURIC COEFFICTf.NTS FOP EACH 5EGMENT 













PEFERENCE LENGTH TO 1. 





















































q? IPT = 0 
IF (N .fO. 0) PFTURN 
IF(KI .EO. 0 ) K1 =1 
COMPUTE ENPycHEn POINTS 
IFJT = N+l 
XFIT=JFIT 
DfLT=l./X F IT 
DO 120 NN=1,N1 
DO 110 NF=l,TFIT 
F=NF-1 
T=Dl:.LT"E 
IF(NN.FO.1.ANO.NF.EO.I)GO TO 95 






IF(EE.LT.fPS)GO TO 110 
q5 JF(IPT .GE. MA'SP )~O TO 130 
IPT=lPT+1 
no 100 1=1.3 
100 CPT(IPT.I)=«T"COEF(NN.l,I) + COEF(NN.2,I»*T~ 
1 I»"T+COfF(NN,4.I) . 
1·10 CONtINUE 
120 CONTINUE 
IF ( IPT .GE. MAXSP ) GO TO 130 
IPT=IPT+l 
DO 125 1=1.3 





























































7/eV9 - CARn 
*** 
~~ COMPUTER PROGRAM ~~ 
7/8/9 - CARn 
6/7/P./9 - CARn 
RUN STREN-i *** 
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